DEBT COLLECTION

by Cazna 

PRELUDE
Just recently I had the opportunity to get my own back on my ex-wife. But before I tell you about that let me tell you about her and our marriage. 

I left high school at sixteen and was doing OK in a well paid job by my eighteenth birthday. My older brother's girlfriend roped me in to make up numbers for a four day long weekend party at a holiday house belonging to her uncle. Her best friend's sixteen year old sister needed a partner for the weekend. No date and she won't go, if she doesn't go her sister can't go. The younger sister, Jane, was nice to look at, smart but silly in a lot of ways. Don't get me wrong, she wasn't a raving beauty or a model type, but good looking, nice figure, pretty face, and she has lovely brown hair. Well, that night we ended up in bed together and spent most of the weekend there. She wasn't too experienced when we arrived but was enthusiastic and much more experienced by the end of the weekend. Every time I got up to go somewhere she pulled me back and fucked my brains out. I got a few photos of her sleeping nude on the third day. I never let her know I had them because I later went to take a photo of her topless at the swimming pool and she went crazy about it. She doesn't like people taking photos of her, and especially so if she doesn't have much clothing on. 

Well, as these things go we were married within six months and divorced just after our second anniversary. I wasn't earning enough to keep her in the luxury she wanted. So she two timed me to latch onto another fellow who earned more money and dumped me once she had him tied down. They were married within three months of the divorce being finalised. 

Here I was married at eighteen, separated in time for my twenty-first, and divorced by my twenty-second birthday. Jane married her second husband on her twentieth birthday. 

The real irony of all this was my work. I was due for a pay rise when she left me and it came through the same day as the divorce papers arrived. There was no communal property worth talking about and no children so that side was easy. I did NOT mention my pay rise as it was not relevant with no children. With the divorce and everything I was a bit sour on life because I'd made the mistake of loving someone who didn't love me. When she left she made it clear I knew she always saw me as a stepping stone in her life. Anyway, I was sour on life and poured my anger and excess energy into my work. I'd been badly burned and very careful about going near the fire again. 

Being single and not dating I was able to work overtime and available to travel on short notice. My bosses sent me from one end of the country to the other to trouble shoot problems within the corporation. By the time I was twenty-five I'd been moved about and given pay rises a few more times as well as being halfway through a company sponsored uni course. I was now earning more than double what Jane's husband was earning. At $120,000 per year I was building a nice bank account. Despite the increased income over the years I still lived in the same two bedroom apartment I rented when we separated, but now I owned it. I still lived fairly frugally as I saw no reason to change my lifestyle, only my work clothes improved in style and quality. No one outside of work had any idea of how much I actually earned.

I'd always gotten on well with Jane's family and we were still good friends. She has two older siblings, a younger sister, and several cousins. I even get on well with her new husband, we've bowled in the same ten-pin league for many years. So we all still saw a lot of each other and exchanged gifts or cards at Christmas. I just had trouble talking to Jane and dealing with my sense of betrayal by her actions. 

One of her cousins was much older and liked to go out. Her husband's job also involved quite a bit of going to work dinners. During our engagement and marriage Jane and I did a lot of babysitting of their three children (two girls and a boy) as we lived within a few minutes walk. The flat I got when we separated is also close by so I continued to babysit and spend a lot of spare time with the family. I got on well with the children as I wasn't that much older than them - five years older than the eldest and ten years older than the youngest.


THE LOAN
Well just after my twenty-fifth birthday Jane and John (her second husband) had some financial problems and needed to borrow $6,000 on short notice, he figured for a year only. They were already fully extended at the bank and couldn't get it anywhere. Well, as their deadline came closer Jane started wheedling me for the money. I don't know how she found out but she knew I had several thousand bucks sitting around in my main bank account. 

I was just thankful she didn't know about the $200,000 in my investment account or the house I owned a few streets away. I was renting the house out as I didn't need to live in a big house yet. It's my ideal of a house for when I do get around to having a family and I bought it when it became available last year. 

Anyway, my team was bowling theirs this Wednesday night and she's really applying the screws. Without the money their financial deck of cards would collapse and they'd lose their house. I didn't care if she got kicked into the street but I did care what happened to John as he's a nice bloke. But I didn't want to lend them the money either as I knew she'd never pay it back to me. To anyone else, yeah, she'd probably pay such an amount back in full and on time - but not me. In her eyes I'm still the smuck she can rip off all she wants to. She'd find a reason to defer payment and continue to not pay until after we're dead. 

In a whining voice she says, "Look Caz, we only need $6,000 and you've got it just sitting in the bank. We'll pay you back within a year. No risk at all." 

Jane was still good looking and I knew from John she was still a nice and tight fuck as she did some exercises to stay that way. I got so fed up with her pestering me about the money I decided to put her weights up. I'd thought of a way to get my own back at her. I said, "Look, if it'll make you shut up, I'll loan you the money, but on my terms."

Grinning, she says, "What are they?" 

Heatedly I reply, "The loan is to you and falls on you, not John. No need to make any payments until one year's time. Then you pay back the loan plus one year's interest of $400. That's about 6.7%, much less than the current bank rates of 7.5% to 8.5%. That means you pay me $6,400 in one year's time, exactly one year's time. If you can't pay me the full payment at that time you'll pay what you can and work the rest off with the outstanding debt earning interest at 1% per month. That's the same rate as most credit card interest charges. All debts outstanding after the due date can't be paid in cash but must be worked off. You clear on that?"

Smiling, she nods and says, "How is it to be worked off and at what rate? I'll not clean house for $5 per hour."

With a big grin I respond, "You can't clean house anyway. You'll work it off at $200.00 per hour with minimum work period being four hours as a model doing what ever type of modelling I want."

Wide eyed she says, "What?" 

Smirking, I reply, "You pay me back in full and on time, no problems. Fail to meet that debt in full and you do modelling for me at the rate of $200 per hour. You sign a release form and do what I want. Which will be underwear and nude modelling at the very least. Essentially, pay me back on time or you stand around while I take photos of you nude, etc." 

She stands there red faced and getting angrier by the second while John is trying not to laugh, as is everyone within earshot. Finally she blurts out, "There's no way I'm agreeing to those terms." 

I say, "Good, then don't. Find the money somewhere else. Those are the terms I'm offering. Take them or leave them." Standing up I walk over to the cafe to order some toasted sandwiches and a drink. On the way back I borrow a writing pad from the control desk. During the second game I eat my snack and write out the terms of the loan, making three copies as follows: 

The party of the first part, Cazna Rochester, will loan the party of the second part, Jane Flowers, the sum of six thousand dollars for twelve months. At the end of the said twelve months from the date of signature of this contract the party of the second part will pay back the loan and interest in full, said amount being the six thousand dollars plus four hundred dollars interest. Should the party of the second part not be able to pay the debt in full on the said date the outstanding balance shall incur interest at the rate of 1% per month or part thereof. Such outstanding debts will no longer be payable in cash but will be paid out by work as a paid model. The party of the second part will be credited with $200 per hour of modelling against the debt. Modelling sessions will be a minimum of four hours and no more than five hours in any one session without a break and a maximum of fifteen hours in any one twenty-four hour period. Should the total period of modelling amount to more than that of the debt the party of the first part will pay the party of the second part the difference in cash. At the start of each session the party of the second part will sign a release form in favour of the party of the first part giving them full rights and ownership to the images made during the modelling session. The modelling session may be any one or all of the following types fully clothed, partially clothed, striptease, underwear, nude, sexual activity by themselves or with another partner or partners of either gender or both genders.

With that finished I put the pad down near my gear and talk to the bowlers. After John bowls Jane stands up to bowl. He sits beside me and picks up the pad. He reads the contract. His eyes pop. 

Turning to me he says, "You really intend to film her fucking you or someone else?" I nod my head yes. He says, "Shit, she'll never go for that."

I reply, "I don't care if she does or doesn't. Those are my terms. She's quite free to go elsewhere to find the money or to sign this and pay it back on time. But fail to pay it back and she becomes my fuck toy for over thirty hours while I get to film it all." I stand up to take my bowl. 

A few minutes later he sits beside me again, saying, "You know she'll not see paying you back as priority." 

Smiling at him I say, "She's never paid back a personal loan from anyone. Just ask her family. I expect I'll never see that money again. But I do expect your help in forcing her to honour this agreement if she signs it. So I get to spend some Saturdays fucking your wife's arse off before my cameras and I'll fuck her every which way I can. She used me and I'll have the chance to use her." He's stunned by the anger in my voice. Jane comes over to see what I've been writing. Without asking she picks up the pad and reads it. Tossing it down she gives me a rude gesture and goes to the ladies toilet. Shortly after that we finish for the night and make our separate ways home. 

The next night I answer a knock on my door to find Jane and John standing there. John asks if we can talk. I show them into the lounge room. Sitting down he says, "Things are worse than I thought. We need to be able to give people seven thousand dollars by lunchtime Friday or lose everything. No one else is prepared to loan us the money. It seems Jane owes everyone we know some outstanding debt of some sort. If you can loan us the seven thousand she's prepared to sign that agreement." I turn and look at Jane. 

Swearing a lot she says, "Loan us the money and I'll sign the agreement." 

Going to my computer I open up the file where I'd typed the loan agreement out properly. I adjust the figures to read seven thousand dollars and five hundred dollars interest. Telling the printer to print three copies I go next door for my neighbours as witnesses. One's a cop and the other's a Justice of the Peace (JP). 

With everybody sitting in my lounge room I talk Jane through the terms of the loan, making sure all present understand it fully. They nod to acknowledge their understanding. Jane signs as party of the second part, I sign as party of the first part, and the other three sign as witnesses. Opening my desk draw I remove a bundle of cash and count out seven thousand dollars in one hundred dollar bills. Handing the money to Jane I have her sign the bottom of the contract as having received the money and have the witnesses sign for witnessing the payment of the loan money. 

With all three copies properly signed by all I hand Jane one copy and hand a copy to the JP with a request for him to keep it in his files while I place the third copy in the small safe built into the bottom of my desk. Standing up John thanks me for the loan and ushers a very angry Jane out of my flat. 

The rest of us wait before going to the door and watching them leave the building. As the front door closes behind them we all laugh. We all know Jane well, she'll never pay me the money back. Oh, John will put it aside and she'll spend it on something else for herself. 

I knew they'd come to me so I'd withdrawn eight thousand this afternoon, I knew Jane would've understated the problem. I know her so well.

The next day I take the loan agreement with me to work to make several photocopies. I have a JP certify them as true and correct copies. At lunch time I give my original to my solicitor for safe keeping. That night I visit Jane's bother and sisters to make sure they're aware of the loan agreement and all it's terms. I also give a copy to the cousin I babysit for as I expect Jane to go and whine to her about it. 

Before going to bed I make a big note in my diary to buy some high quality still and movie cameras in eleven months time. 


THE DEBT IS DUE  
On the day the loan to Jane is due for payment I wait for her to call in, she doesn't. The next evening I go to Jane's house and ask her for the money. As expected she has nothing to pay me. I say, "Well then, be at my place at 8.00 am on Saturday morning for our first photo shoot. Expect to be there all day." 

She swears and says, "Not bloody likely." 

John says, "8.00 am, she'll be there." When she stares at him he continues, "You made a promise, you'll keep it." I leave as they start to argue. Later I get a call at work from John and he says, "I'll make sure she's there but I want something special from you. We've been arguing for the last year about children. I want some, she doesn't. I replaced her contraceptive pills with fertility tablets some months back and she's still not pregnant. I've just been informed by the doctor I'm sterile. But I still want children in our house. I want you to get her pregnant so please don't use any condoms. We'll talk later about other children. I'll raise them all as my own." 

Stunned, I say, "You sure about this? If so, I want your request in writing." 

He replies, "I understand and I'll drop it around tonight." That afternoon I go out and buy several high quality digital video cameras and digital still cameras with tripods for each. That night John drops round a witnessed written request for me to get Jane pregnant as he can't and he wants children. When he arrives I'm setting up the spare bedroom as the film studio and show it to him. He smiles on seeing it. I have a three-quarter size bed, a small table, and a frame with a large upside down 'T' that can adjust the height and angle. All have cameras set up to film the person on it. I open the top draw of the chest of drawers to show the restraints and sex toys I've ready to use. He gives me the most devilish grin in response. 

No sooner is John out the door than Lynn and Mark, Jane's older sister and her husband, arrive with an offer. They'll be extra models and I can fuck Lynn as long as Mark gets to fuck Jane in the arse. We come to an agreement where they'll help out on at least two weeks on the terms of doing exactly as I tell them and they sign release forms as I'll pay them $100 an hour each. 

As we're signing this agreement Barbara, Max, Robert, Mary, and Linda turn up, this is the cousin I do the babysitting for and her family. She wants a similar deal involving the whole family. Whilst were discussing this Darren and Shauna, Jane's brother and his wife, arrive wanting to join the film party. Soon followed by Jane's younger sister Nina also wanting in on the deal. The whole family wants to get even with her over a number of things. They all agree to the same terms as Lynn and Mark. I assure them all I intend to use the films commercially, but none of them believe me. 

I couldn't believe my luck. I had trouble finding two people to help out and now I'm inundated with volunteers. All the females are good looking and well worth fucking. Before we get into the what happens on the Saturdays I best go through the figures and the cast of characters for you.

The Amount
Jane borrowed $7,000, add in the interest for the year of $500, plus the interest at 1% per month for the first month in default; means she owes me $7,575 to be worked off at $200 per hour or 37.875 hours. I plan to work her for ten hours a Saturday, so that's four Saturday's work to pay it off. A total of forty hours work at $200 per hour comes to $8,000 of modelling. I'll have to pay her $425 for excess time on the last day. I explained the full details of these calculations to Jane and John when I saw them about the payment. John readily agreed while Jane argued and argued. In the end she very reluctantly agreed to honour her debt and do it. 

The Cast
Cazna  - the producer and male lead, me, twenty-six and half years old. Average height and build, fair hair, blue / grey eyes. I'm told I'm reasonably good looking with a dick 270 mm long and 60 mm wide. 

Jane  - my ex wife and female lead, twenty-four years old. Average height and build with a trim figure, light brown hair, dark brown eyes, nice sized firm breasts, good looking. Real bitch who's very reluctantly agreeing to her role. 

John  - Jane's current husband, twenty-seven years old. Average height and slim build, dark brown hair, brown eyes, good looking (I'm told by the ladies), with a dick 180 mm long and 55 mm wide. Bit of a wimp but a nice bloke. 

Lynn  - Jane's older sister, twenty-eight years old. Slightly above average height and solid build with a trim figure, dark brown hair, brown eyes, nice sized firm breasts, good looking. A very nice person but known to hold a grudge and feed it for ages. 

Mark  - Lynn's husband, thirty years old. Above average height with a slim build, dark brown hair, brown eyes, good looking (I'm told by the ladies), with a dick 200 mm long and 65 mm wide. 

Barbara  - Jane's older cousin, thirty-eight years old. Tall with an athletic build and long legs, light brown hair, light brown eyes, well endowed firm breasts, very pretty. A very nice person. 

Max  - Barbara's husband, forty years old. Tall with an athletic build, blond hair, blue eyes, very handsome (I'm told by the ladies), with a dick 210 mm long and 75 mm wide. A nice fellow and fairly assertive. 

Robert  - Barbara's son, twenty years old. Tall with a slim build, light blond hair, blue eyes, good looking (I'm told by the ladies), with a dick 200 mm long and 75 mm wide. A nice young man but a bit submissive. 

Mary  - Barbara's oldest daughter, eighteen years old. Tall with a slim build, very light brown hair that's almost a dark blond, mid blue eyes, nice sized firm breasts, pretty. A very nice person and a touch submissive. 

Linda  - Barbara's youngest daughter, sixteen years old. Tall with an athletic build, dark blond hair, startling deep blue eyes, small firm breasts, very pretty. Very elvish looking. A very nice person who's very assertive and a very determined young woman. 

Narelle  - a classmate of Linda's, ixteen years old. Average height and a Junoesque build, light blonde hair, light blue eyes, a voluptuous person with large breasts, pretty. A nice person but extremely submissive. 

Darren  - Jane's older brother, twenty-six years old. Average height and slim build, dark brown hair, brown eyes, good looking (I'm told by the ladies), with a dick 220 mm long and 80 mm wide. Nice bloke but a bit submissive. 

Shauna  - Darren's wife, twenty-four years old. Average height and build, blonde, blue eyes, nice sized firm breasts, very pretty. A very nice person and a bit dominating. 

Nina  - Jane's younger sister, twenty-one years old. Average height and slim build, dark brown hair, brown eyes, nicely endowed with firm breasts, good looking. A nice person but quick to anger. 

Cathy  - twenty-seven year old exotic dancer and nude model. Average height with a slim athletic build, long legs, light brown hair, brown eyes, nice large breasts. She has a wicked sense of humour, and I mean wicked - she brought Paddy along for extra fun on the second session without telling me before hand. 

Steven  - twenty-six year old male stripper and model. Tall with an athletic build and extremely fit. Very handsome (according to Cathy, later agreed to by the other ladies), light hair and brown eyes, with a dick 230 mm long and 90 mm wide - the widest I've ever seen. 

Paddy  - a four year old Irish Wolfhound, he's a big dog, with a huge dick and trained to fuck humans. Cathy is very reluctant to say, who or where she borrowed him from, or how she knows about his special talent with a dick 325 mm long and 75 mm wide. His head is just above my waist, when we're standing side by side, I don't have to bend down to touch his back. He's a BIG dog with a very complacent nature. I do find out where he comes from, but not from Cathy.


COLLECTING THE DEBT

First Instalment - Day One, Session One
7.45 am on the Saturday I'm checking everything is ready when my door bell rings. I answer the door to find Cathy, Steve, John, and Jane standing there. I invite them all in and offer them hot chocolate. As we drink our drinks I explain the situation to them.

Looking at Jane I say, "You'll work four Saturdays. Two five hour session, with a one hour meal break in between for the next four Saturdays. When it's all finished I'll pay you the residual $425. At the start of each session you'll sign a release giving me full control of all the images. During each session you'll do exactly what I tell you regardless of what it is as long as it doesn't cause physical harm requiring hospital time." Jane glares at me, glares at John, and slowly nods her head yes. I continue, "During these sessions I'll bring other people in to help out as models and camera crew as well as joining in myself. Cathy and Steve are here to help with this morning's session." I get another glare from Jane. She gulps and nods after a stern look from John. I say, "The sessions will be 8.00 am to 1.00 pm and 2.00 pm to 7.00 pm for the next four Saturdays." She nods. 

Since it's now 8.00 am I stand up and lead everyone into the second bedroom. Jane stops in the doorway on seeing the cameras. It's just starting to hit home that I'm serious about the filming. On the table are release forms for all four to sign. Jane's eyes go up on seeing one for John. 

I stand Jane in the middle of the room and set some cameras up to film. I tell her to slowly undress. With a red face she grudgingly starts to undress as I start the cameras and use a digital still camera for some high definition still shots. 

NB:  From this point on I won't mention the camera angles or turning them on or off. Each aspect of every session is recorded by digital video cameras and digital still cameras from a many angles. Sometimes I operate the cameras, sometimes others do. The video cameras are turned on and left to run after being focussed on the main star. Just rest assured I'm going to end up with forty hours of action recorded from six or more angles and a few tera bytes of high definition still shots, tens of thousands of them. Also everyone's actions are as per my directions so I won't always say that, I'll just say what they do. 

Once naked she bends over to pick up her clothes and place them under the end of the bed. She lies on the bed with her legs spread wide and opens her pussy up for our viewing pleasure. Cathy walks in from the bathroom with warm water, a towel, shaving cream, scissors, and a razor. Jane lies there crying as Cathy feels her up while shaving her pussy bare. After cleaning Jane up Cathy undresses and lies on the bed between Jane's legs, spreading them further apart. 

Cathy sucks on Jane's clit as she plays with her pussy. Despite herself Jane is getting aroused and her pussy is soon very wet. Cathy goes from a finger fuck to fisting her with her whole hand moving in and out of Jane's cunt. Soon Jane has her first orgasm, quickly followed by another. 

John walks into view and undresses while saying, "Well, I think I'll join the fun." When he first places his stiff dick on Jane's mouth she turns away from it. I walk in and undress on the other side of her head. She watches me strip. 

Stepping up to the bed I place my dick against her lips and say, "Suck it." Crying, she opens her mouth and sucks on my dick. Cathy leaves Jane's pussy and kisses her way up her body. Rubbing her cunt against Jane's thigh as she gives Jane cock sucking instructions. Jane's cock sucking improves. Pulling my dick out of her mouth I turn her head and push it onto John's dick. He's the second person to ever have his cock sucked by Jane, this is her first time at cock sucking. 

Moving down the bed I place a pillow under Jane's hips, she hates me fucking her this way. It gives me a deeper penetration, much deeper than she likes. Climbing between her thighs I rub my dick up and down her slit. She writhes when I make contact with her clit. She's no longer crying but not happy with sucking cock. Adjusting my position I place my dick at her vaginal entrance and push into her wet cunt. I stop when I'm about three quarters of the way in as I don't want to hit her cervix, not yet anyway. Her cunt is very tight, those exercises she does must work wonders. I quickly set up a nice fast rhythm. She responds and thrusts her hips back at me. Within a few minutes she's  moaning her way through an orgasm as she comes on my dick for the first time in six years. 

I motion to John and he pulls his dick out to kneel down beside the bed. He kisses Jane and slips his tongue deep into her mouth. As she starts her third orgasm on my dick I grab her hips and push forward as hard as I can, shoving the full length of my dick into her. When my dick hits her cervix her eyes open wide. She struggles but Cathy and John have her upper body pinned while I have her hips pinned. For the first time in several years, and the third time in my life, the head of my dick pushes its way into Jane's womb. The pain causes her to scream into John's mouth. I hardly hear a thing. Her cervix is a tight ring around my dick just back from the helmet, her cunt spasms with the pain and squeezes my dick. Cathy reaches around and tickles my balls as John plays with Jane's clit. I stay there with my dick as deep in her body as I can get it while John makes Jane orgasm again, despite the pain of my being in her womb. As she cums on my dick Cathy sticks a finger in my arse and plays with my prostrate gland. With Jane's next orgasm I cum as well, shooting my sperm deep into her womb. With the location and the fertility drugs it's almost a certainty this is the start of a baby. Knowing this I keep my dick firmly in place shooting as much sperm as I can into her womb. 

When my dick goes limp I withdraw. Walking around the bed I place my dick on her lips for her to lick it clean. As she starts sucking my dick Steven mounts her and thrusts straight in. She shakes and grimaces as he hits rock bottom on his first thrust. He looks up and says, "Shit man, her cervix is wide open. My dick head is half way into it. You've opened her wide. Fuck this feels great, never been this deep in a woman before." He pounds her hard and fast. She must be getting used to the feeling as she cums twice before he shoots his load into her womb while she continues to suck on my dick. Steven dismounts and John takes his place to give her a hard fast fuck. I withdraw my dick from her mouth so she can clean up Steven's dick. A few minutes later Cathy mounts Jane's face. I tell Jane to suck her clit and make her cum. Crying again Jane starts sucking as Cathy gives her directions on how to eat pussy. John is still fucking Jane but sucking on Cathy's tits as well. Soon John cums, but that's OK as I'm ready to go again. 

Both John and Cathy get up as I lean down to open Jane's cunt for a good view inside by the camera. She sighs a she thinks it's over for now. Her expression changes as I get between her thighs and mount her again. I thrust fast and deep. Straight back into her cervix and opening it up again. She grunts as I hit bottom but the feel of her cervix squeezing my dick head as her cunt squeezes the rest of my dick is lovely. I fuck into her the full depth, in and out of her cunt and womb with each thrust. After a few minutes her legs wrap around my hips as she cums despite the pain of my regularly entering her womb. I'm not ready to cum again so I keep fucking her. It feels so good. In the past I used to make love to her, more worried about her pleasure than mine, but this time I'm fucking her for my pleasure and I don't care if she enjoys it. But she must be as she's cumming a lot. Eventually the squeezing on my dick sends me over the edge again and I fill her womb with my sperm for the second time this morning. 

She sighs as I dismount and gives me a concerned look as Steven mounts her again. He's ready for a nice long fuck too. With an evil grin I lean down and say, "There's seven men I've lined up to fuck you over the coming weeks and we've all been taking Viagra and fertility drugs for the last few days. We'll continue to take them for the next four weeks. I expected you to default so I've been on fertility drugs for three weeks. You'll be well and truly fucked, stuffed and over flowing with sperm after each session." Her eyes go wide and she looks at John. He smiles and licks his lips as he places his dick on her lips. I can see it in her eyes, she finally realises she can't talk her way out of this one, she's my fuck toy for four Saturdays.

It's now nearing 9.00 am so I put my robe on and go check my front door. I'd told some people to turn up about now but not to ring the door bell. They're all there so I let them in. Lynn, Mark, Darren, Shauna, and Nina walk in and sit down. We chat as I organise hot chocolate for everyone and they sign release forms. They have theirs as I take some through for the rest. 

In the bedroom, John is cumming in Jane's mouth as Steven is filling her womb again. We may need a DNA test to know if the baby is mine or Steven's but it doesn't matter as long as it's healthy. John and I are the only ones who know about Jane being on fertility drugs and susceptible to pregnancy but that'll change before the day's out. I pass around the hot chocolate and we all take a breather. Jane sips her drink,and says, "Why are you doing this?" 

I reply, "Because you're a lying bitch who misused me badly and this is my revenge. Be thankful everyone you've misused isn't going to be helping out." She flinches at the tone of my voice as she finally realises how much I detest her now. Finishing our drinks we get ready for the next stage. 

Jane lies on the bed face down with three pillows under her hips. This lifts her arse and cunt up to the right height for a standing fuck. Spreading her legs wide Cathy and I secure them to the bed legs with restraints. Jane struggles when she feels the restraints going on but Steven holds her still. Pulling her hands down we secure them to the legs in the middle of the bed. Leaning down I say, "This apartment is very well sound proofed so no one outside will hear anything you say. Scream as loud as you like, I'll enjoy the sound." Her eyes go very wide as she wonders what's going on. She starts crying when she feels Cathy applying KY jelly to her arse hole and is working it in. 

She now knows what's next. I place a mirror so Jane can see who's in the room. Her eyes go wide as Lynn, Mark, Darren, Shauna, and Nina walk in, and quickly get undressed. Nina gets on the bed, and shoves her pussy in Jane's mouth, saying, "You're always wagging your tongue at me, well wag it in my pussy, and make me cum." Sighing as she cries Jane starts licking Nina's pussy and sucking on her clit. 

Lynn bends down, saying, "You've always spoken badly of Mark and been a real pain in the arse to him. Well now he's about to return the compliment." As she stands up again Mark starts to slowly push his dick into Jane's arse. 

Walking over I stand behind Lynn and place her hand on Jane's clit as I slowly slide my dick into Lynn's wet pussy. I say, "Play with Jane's clit and make her cum. She'll hate the idea of having enjoyed herself while being arse fucked." Lynn's hand starts working Jane's clit and her other hand goes to Jane's breasts. Mark now has his full length in Jane's arse and starting to set up a rhythm. Smiling, I fuck his wife by matching his rhythm in Jane's arse as we thrust in and out together. Lynn soon loses all interest in proceeding as she has her fifth orgasm. She'd brought Jane to three cums before leaving her clit alone. Lynn's cunt squeezes me during her cums and I'm soon filling her womb with my sperm. As I withdraw she nudges Nina to move aside. 

Placing her sperm soaked pussy in Jane's face she says, "Now suck Caz's sperm out of my pussy and make sure I enjoy it." Nina cums again just thinking about that. Jane soon has Lynn cumming. Watching Jane eat Lynn's cream pie pushes Mark over the edge and he cums in Jane's arse. 

Jane has no time to recover from Mark pulling out of her arse before Darren slides his dick in to replace it as he says, "Now I'll see how much of a tight arse you really are sis." Jane groans to know her own brother is now fucking her arse. He moans, saying, "They were right, you are a tight arse." Everyone but Jane laughs. 

Stepping around to Shauna I pull her to the bed and lay her down on it face up. Pushing her in under Jane I line her mouth up with Jane's far tit. Shauna starts sucking as I spread her legs and slide my dick into her cunt. Darren watches me fuck his wife as she sucks on his sister's tits while he fucks his sister in the arse. He says, "Oh yeah, that's so good to watch." 

A moment later he cums in Jane's arse and pulls out. As he turns away John slides his dick in to her arse saying, "My turn." He quickly starts a fast fucking action. 

Withdrawing from Shauna I look around. Steve has Cathy against the wall eating her pussy while waiting his turn at Jane's arse. Mark and Darren have cleaned their dicks and are fucking Lynn, Mark in her cunt with Darren in her mouth. Nina is back with her pussy in Jane's face. Signalling to Cathy I have her replace Nina and she sends Steven to fuck Shauna while she continues to suck on Jane's tit and play with her clit. Taking Nina's hand I lead her to the table and place her on it. She's dripping wet so I slide right in and start fucking her good and hard. 

In response to the question in her eyes I say, "Sure this is about humiliating Jane, but if you think I'm going to miss out on fucking some sexy cuties like you, you're sadly mistaken." She grins and humps back at me. Damn her pussy is tight and she has some interesting muscle control as she squeezes my dick during her orgasms. It feels like she's rippling her pussy along my dick. She soon has me ready to cum again. Pulling out of Nina I turn around and step over to John to pull him out of Jane's arse. Stepping up I thrust into her juicy cunt, hard and fast. I feel a slight pain as my dick head hits her cervix again, it's closed up a bit in the last forty-five minutes or so. I keep pushing and press into her womb again. She screams into Cathy's pussy. Pulling almost out I slam back in again, all the way back into her womb. Seven thrusts like this and I'm cumming into her womb again. Pulling out I look for John. He's walking back in from the bathroom drying his dick. Stepping aside I let Steven in. He has a condom on and quickly slides his dick into her arse. She screams again, this is the biggest rear invader yet. 

I walk over to Nina and give her my dick to suck on while John gives her a good fucking. He loudly says, "Jane darling, did you know Nina's cunt is a tighter fuck than yours, but not as tight as your arse." I hear gurgling from Jane's mouth in Cathy's pussy. 

I take Darren over to the bed and wave Cathy off as he climbs on and slips his dick between Jane's lips. I say, "Get used to the taste of sperm as the only people allowed to cum in your cunt are John, Steven, and me. The rest have to cum in your arse, your mouth, or someone else. This is because you've been on fertility drugs for the last two months instead of the contraceptive pill." Still sucking she turns her head and glares at me with tears in her eyes. I continue, "John wants children and you're going to give them to him. With Steven and I sticking our dicks in your womb before cumming it's a sure bet you've already taken." Just then Steven pulls his dick out of her arse and rips off the condom before he shoves his dick in her cunt.

Lifting her hips up a bit he thrusts in deep, saying, "Oh yeah, I love the feel of her cervix around my dick head. Just that little contact was all I needed to make me cum then." 

Looking at the clock I see it's nearly 10.00 am and say, "Time for another drinks break." Lynn and Shauna go to get drinks and sandwiches while Cathy and I release Jane. I make her lie on the bed with her hips on the pillows. I say, "Keep those hips up as we do want to make sure all those little sperm do their job properly." Jane glares at me. "You know when this started all I wanted to do was to humiliate you and get some good film footage for a porn film to watch. But in the last few days I've decided we need to change your attitude and make you into a nice complacent fuck toy for John and anyone else he cares to give access to your pussy to." 

Jumping up from the bed she says, "Like fucking hell you will, I'm out of here." 

Grabbing her arm I spin her around and toss back on the bed face down. Moving to the bed I straddle her back and spank her bare bum. She struggles and Cathy dives on her shoulders to hold them in place. For the next five minutes, I sit there, spanking Jane's naked arse, very hard. She tries screaming and soon degenerates into crying into the mattress. When the drinks and nibblers arrive, I get up for my drink. 
Rolling Jane over I say, "Sit on the bed and have your drink. You now know your fate, it's just a matter of finishing your training." She sits there crying as she has her snack. The others stare at me, like I just became a monster. 

Grinning, Nina says, "Shit, you're really getting off on this 'being in control bit,' aren't you?" 

Smiling back I reply, "Yes, and since I'm paying you to follow my orders you'll do as you're told until 1.00 pm." Her smile shrinks as she nods her head yes. As we've both finished our snacks I say, "Now come here and give me a kiss." She walks over and goes to sit on the bed beside me. I direct her cunt over my stiff dick and slide her down onto it. Jane starts to get off the bed while I kiss Nina. I break the kiss and say, "The new locks on my front and back doors need a code number to be able to get out now." Jane sits back down. 

Turning I lie Nina on the bed and start fucking her. Gently I enter her and set up a nice rhythm, she's soon moaning her way through a few orgasms. The rippling action of her cunt is delicious. Jane is watching us and I can tell she's mentally comparing the way I'm fucking Nina with the way I've fucked her today and the way we used to fuck before she walked out. I don't think she likes the answers the comparison is giving her. After a few minutes of making Nina cum I withdraw and wave at Jane. she lies down in the middle of the bed and spreads her legs wide. Climbing between her thighs I enter her and start fucking hard for my release. On the first thrust I penetrate her womb again, she hardly grunts at the impact. Nina leans over and sucks on a breast while playing with Jane's clit. She's getting off on just watching Jane cum while being used as a fuck toy. A few minutes rutting with Jane and I'm ready to cum again. Holding still with my dick head in her womb I fill it with my sperm. I slide out and Steven mounts her. He starts fucking hard and fast. Jane realises that at the moment she's a brood mare being bred and nothing more. And worse than that the breeding is a sex show for her family. She doesn't cry but it wears at her ego. Mark and Darren are waiting with condoms on. When Steven pulls his shrinking dick out of her Mark starts rutting into her cunt as Steven walks around and has her suck his dick clean. Damn, those fertility drugs are good. I've spent the last two hours fucking and cum a few time so far this morning. Yet my dick is getting stiff again already. I must get Wendy, my doctor, a special thank you gift. 

Mark is soon ready to cum. He pulls out of Jane and walks around the bed as he removes the condom. He sticks it in her mouth as Darren slides his dick into her cunt. Mark is watching Lynn standing on the other side of the bed giving Jane cock sucking instructions as he gives Jane a face fuck. I walk over and gently enter Lynn from behind. He cums as he watches my dick slide all the way into his wife's cunt. She squeezes my dick with her cunt all the way in, it feels really nice. At my signal he leans across and kisses her, she cums twice during the kiss. 

As they break the kiss Lynn says, "What made Jane scream as you fucked her?"

I reply, "When I get the angle right I slide the full length of her vagina, through her cervix and into her womb. The opening of the cervix is usually painful except when caused by child birth. The pain is what made her scream." 

Climbing forward off my dick Lynn lies across the bed and says, "Show me." I look up to see Mark licking his lips as his dick stiffens again. I do believe Lynn is a bit masochistic. Placing some pillows under her hips I pull her into the right position. As I slide into her nice wet vagina my dick rubs against her G-spot and she cums. I'm not fully in when my dick touches her cervix. I continue the pressure as I push through into her womb. I'm not as deep into Lynn's womb as I get with Jane. Lynn must have a longer vagina. As I enter her womb Lynn groans and says, "Damn that hurt." Mark moans and cums over her tits. Lynn pulls his dick down to suck on it. I pull out and thrust back. She groans each time I push through her cervix. On my fourth entry into her womb she groans and cums at the same time. Two more thrusts for two more cums. I'm about to cum so I go to step back to find I can't. Nina is pushing on my back. 

Mark looks at me and says, "About to cum?" I nod. He continues, "Then get that dick back in her womb and cum there." I shove back into Lynn's cunt, all the way to her womb as Nina tickles my balls. Lynn groans and cums as I enter her womb and I cum as well, filling her womb with my sperm. She squeezes her cunt muscles to milk every drop of sperm out of me. As my dick shrinks Nina steps back and lets me withdraw. 

Turning on the bed Lynn rolls over and sticks her cunt on Jane's mouth, saying, "Suck out the excess sperm sis." Jane starts sucking and licking. Lynn smiles and moans, saying, "That's better than before, I'm cumming again. Oh yeah, suck that clit, I'm cumming." 

I step back from the bed and giggle on seeing Cathy with a huge 300 mm black dick sticking out of her cunt. She smiles at me and climbs on the bed. From this angle I can see there's more of the strap on dildo in Cathy's cunt. Without any preliminaries she shoves the dildo into Jane's cunt. Oh what a sight. Cathy's skin is almost pure white because she doesn't sunbath as she scared of skin cancers. Her big white tits are bouncing around as she shoves a huge black dick in Jane's cunt. 

Taking Mark across the room I say, "What's the deal, the only person Lynn has let cum in her today is me?" 

He replies, "You know she's had two miscarriages?" I nod yes. He says, "After the last one we got some advice from a specialist. She did some gene analysis. Now she can't be certain, but she's pretty sure there's a genetic incompatibility between Lynn and me. A not nice regressive is reinforced with us. She suspects that's causing the miscarriages and will continue to do so. We want kids so it's either in vitro or sperm donors. We discussed it at length and have chosen you as the first sperm donor. This is a good time for Lynn and I've been careful not to cum in her for the last four weeks. So if you're the only one to fill her up it'll be your kid." 

I give him a hard look and sternly say, "You should have spoken to me about this first." 

Nina had joined us and says, "I advised against that. I felt you would have said no." 

I give her a hard look and say, "This was your idea?" She nods her head. I continue "Are you on the pill?" She shakes her head no. I say, "Using an IUD?" She nods her head yes. "Go in the bathroom and remove it now." She gulps and shakes her head no. Reaching out I caress her face as I sternly say, "Take out the IUD. You mouse trapped me, now I'm mouse trapping you. I'm going for a triple play and having all three of you pregnant at once. Just picture the scene at the hospital. All three sisters pregnant to the same man and he's not married to any of them. Now go remove the IUD." Eyes wide and gulping she goes to the bathroom. I follow and watch as Shauna gets something from her bag to help Nina remove the IUD. Returning to the play room with her I sit on a chair and sit Nina in my lap. I play with her pussy as I suck on a tit while we both watch John rutting with Jane. Rutting is the best way to describe the sex we're having with Jane. None of us are making love to her or with her, it's a straight climb on and fuck until you're ready to cum then dismount after filling her with sperm. The aim is our pleasure and get her pregnant. 

Turning to Nina I say, "No one enters your cunt again except me, understand?" She nods her head, I continue, "You're staying here tonight and I'm giving you a right fucking. You're mine to fuck until the doctor says we have to stop just prior to the birth. You're mine and only mine until then. After that you can find yourself anyone you want." Gulping hard she nods her head. 

Softly she says, "After the birth may I stay with you?"

Quietly I say, "Only if you wish to be my slave and have more children by me. I won't marry you. I've got my eye on someone else as my future wife." 

Smirking she says, "If I say one name and get it right first time, will you admit it?" I nod. She says, "Linda." I nod again. She says, "You know you won't get her to agree unless you're prepared to take Mary as well." I give her an odd look and she says, "Mary is already her slave in many ways, she won't want to give her up. Also, both want to live with you too." 

Smiling, I reply, "So she gets two slaves and I get three sexy bed mates." Nina smiles and nods her head. I say, "Go shopping at lunchtime and return at 7.00 pm. We'll have dinner about 7.15 pm." She nods again. 

I look at the clock. It's nearing 11.00 am and time for another snack break. I look over at the bed. Jane is lying across the bed at an angle. Steven is balls deep fucking her cunt hard. John has his dick in her mouth. Mark is balls deep in her arse. Lynn is squatting on the floor sucking on one of Jane's tits whilell pinching the other and Cathy is fucking her with the black strap on dildo. Shauna is bent over the table watching this as Darren is fucking her hard. Everyone seems to be really enjoying themselves except Jane, despite the dozens of orgasms she's had so far this morning. I speak to Nina. She gets up and rubs her breasts into Steven's back as she tickles his balls. He moans and cums in Jane. She repeats this with Mark, John, and Darren. As they all back off and sit on the floor I can see sperm dripping out of Jane's cunt, arse, and mouth as well as Shauna's cunt. Placing Jane on her back,I place Shauna over her in a sixty-nine position so they can eat each other's cream pies. They both set to and give each other a few more cums. 

We sit about for a while eating a few energy snacks and drinking hot chocolate after they're made. 

A few minutes later I'm feeling renewed and kiss Nina. She eagerly responds. I lay her down on the bed. Building her hips up with pillows I slowly enter her. At this angle I reach further into her vagina and make contact with her cervix. She grunts as I slowly push the tip of my dick into her womb. I get half my dick head in, that's all. Boy does she have a deep vagina. Smiling at her I start a good rhythm with my thrusts ending just short of her cervix. Smiling, Lynn comes over and sucks on her breasts while playing with her clit. Jane lies down on the bed beside us as John mounts her, fucking her hard. Very soon Nina is cumming and her cunt is squeezing my dick as I thrust in. After several of her orgasms I'm heading for one of my own and I speed up. She cums a few more times. I'm ready to cum. This time I grab her hips to thrust hard and the full depth. She groans as my dick hits her cervix and partially enters. I can feel the piss hole opening up more as her tight cervix pushes back on the sides of my dick head. It's a lovely feeling having the head being squeezed differently to the shaft of my dick. I start cumming and shoot my sperm into her womb. Looking down I smile and say, "I do hope this is your fertile time." 

She grins as she replies, "If it wasn't I'd have said something when you had me take my IUD out." Both Lynn and Jane gulp as they look at her on hearing this. I stay still until I've finished cumming and my dick shrinks. Withdrawing from Nina I pick her up and place her pussy over Jane's mouth. She immediately starts sucking the excess sperm out. Finally, that woman is learning to do the right thing without being told several times. Lynn starts sucking my dick. She soon has me stiff again and I take it out. I look up to see Steven mounting Jane as Mark slides his dick into Shauna's arse while Darren is fucking her cunt. John is taking a break and Cathy is sliding her black dildo into Lynn's cunt to their mutual pleasure. 

Pulling his stiff dick out of Jane Steven says, "Hey man, you better fuck this bitch first. I love the feel of entering her womb but can't get her cervix open myself and it's closed up a bit." 

Grinning, I walk over. Jane immediately lifts her hips and slips another pillow under them, she IS learning. She's wet so I just thrust in hard and fast. I hit her cervix and push straight through. She groans and cums as I enter her womb. For several minutes I'm rutting with her, each thrust entering her womb to get a groan and a squeezing cunt as I do, she's cumming with each entry. I stop and look down at her. She settles down and says, "Come on, fuck me, make me cum again." I reach forward and pinch her nipples very hard, she screams and cums. She's starting to enjoy the pain. This opens up some interesting possibilities. I look at John. He's licking his lips and smiling. I signal to Nina as I start fucking Jane again. With Nina rubbing her body against my back and playing with my balls I'm soon cumming in Jane's womb again. She cums continuously during my orgasm and withdrawal as John is pinching her nipples while giving her a face fuck. 

I'm hardly out of the way before Steven is mounting Jane again. He thrusts in four or five times before saying, "Oh yes, that's lovely" as he cums with his dick in her womb. John and Darren roll Jane over and John keeps her cumming by pinching her nipples and clit while Darren greases up her arse and slides his dick in. He's soon pounding away, hard and fast. 

I know Cathy knows some people into BDSM, so I call her over and say, "Do you know anyone who can bring us a few whips and floggers for this afternoon's session? I don't mind paying premium price to have them delivered." Smiling, she nods her head yes. She gets up and goes into the lounge room to make a phone call. A few minutes later she returns and nods her head. She joins the line up at Jane's arse as she still has that black dildo on. Darren and Mark have both cum in Jane's arse and John is fucking her arse hard. 

Walking over to Jane I slap her arse hard as I lean down and pinch her nipple. She cums hard and violentlt. John screams "Fuuuck yes" as he cums in her arse. He pulls out and Cathy climbs onto the bed slipping her big dildo into Jane's arse as she tells Steven to fuck her cunt. 

Cathy is lying on Jane working her hips up and down as she fucks her arse with the dildo and Steven is bumping into both their arses as he pounds Jane's cunt. He says, "Oh fuck is she tight now. You've got to try this one." He pounds away for several minutes until he cums again and pulls out. Walking over I push my dick into Jane's cunt. She's cumming before I can get it in. Steven's right, this is something else. Jane's already cumming from the pain and the arse fucking. That dildo is already filling her insides and the feel of it moving in and out is incredible. I fuck Jane until I'm almost ready to cum and pull out of her. I have another waiting for this load of sperm. As I turn away Darren is ready with a condom covered dick to fuck Jane and try this new feeling. 

I walk over to Lynn and take her hand as I lead her to my bedroom. Lying her down on the bed I build her hips up and enter her. Mark has followed us in and I say, "You can piss of and fuck Jane again. Send Nina to me." Glaring at me he walks out. Lynn opens her mouth, I say, "Shut up," as I slap her tits. She cums with the slap. I hit her four more times for four more orgasms. Nina walks in and I say, "Do you know how to give a really good hickey?" She gives me an odd look and walks over to latch onto my neck, sucking like crazy. I pinch her nipple and she backs off. I say, "OK you do. While I fuck her give Lynn a good one on the throat followed by one on each nipple and another on each breast, your choice of location." Both smile as I start to thrust into Lynn. She groans and cums each time I enter her womb. Nina waits until we've got a good rhythm going and leans down to suck on Lynn's throat, right where the movies always have Dracula strike. As she sucks Lynn heaves and has a stronger orgasm than before. Nina changes target and hits her tits. 

As soon as Nina applies suction Lynn screams, "Fuuuck," as she cums and her cunt tries to squeeze my dick flat. Oh what a delicious feeling. Especially when that happens as I'm thrusting in. Her cunt closes down to be very tight and it's like it's peeling the skin backwards off my dick. This soon pushes me to the edge and I stop with my dick in her womb as I cum just as Nina starts on the second nipple. Lynn's cunt squeezes so tight it almost stops me from shooting my sperm into her. Damn what a good feeling. A minute or so later I've finished cumming and Nina has stopped playing sucker in Lynn's breasts. Already the bruises are standing out on her throat and breasts. 

Smiling at Nina I say, "Go get Mark. Make sure he has a stiffy before you bring him here. Make him close his eyes before entering the room. Bring him in and stand him beside the bed so he can look down at Lynn." Grinning she leaves. A minute later she's leading a blindfolded Mark into the room by pulling his stiff dick. She stops beside the bed level with Lynn's tits and bends his head down. I say, "Take hold of his dick and point it at Lynn's face before you remove the blindfold. 

As the blindfold comes off he sees Lynn lying there with my cum oozing out of her pussy and the suction bruises on her nipples, sides of her breasts, and throat. He moans and starts cumming, his sperm shooting onto her face and into her mouth as she opens it. Eyes wide open Nina grins and starts giving him a hand job as he continues to cum on his wife, spraying her face and tits. He says, "Damn, she must have cum buckets as you did that." 

I reply, "She did and she almost squeezed my dick flat in the process." He cums again. Nina gives me an odd look as she continues to pull on his dick. Looking at her I say, "Lynn is a bit of a masochist and Mark is a bit of a sadist. She gets off on pain and he gets off on seeing her in pain." 

My dick is already stiff again. I roll Lynn over and start to slide my dick, still wet with her pussy juices into her arse. She groans and says, "No, I've never been arse fucked." Mark's dick starts to stiffen. 

I smile as I use my hand to transfer some of her pussy juices to her arse hole and say, "Well now, that's about to change. Mark fuck her arse, hard." I pull out and step back as he steps around with an ear to ear grin and starts shoving his dick in her arse. She groans as he does. Soon he's balls deep and they're both groaning as he fucks her hard. She cums several times before he cums again. As he collapses onto her I say, "Lynn, you come back tonight at 7.00 pm for dinner and stay the night. I'll film the actions for Mark to enjoy later." They both nod. 

I walk back into the play room to find everyone else taking a bit of a breather. They're all sitting or lying about. I walk over to Jane. She's still face down on the bed and has sperm oozing out of her arse, cunt, and mouth. I smack her arse hard. She moans. I hit her again. She cums. Pushing her legs apart I thrust into her cunt. Entering her womb on the first thrust. She cums again. Nina kneels down and slips her head under Jane's breast. As I thrust in again Jane screams "Fuuck," and heaves violently. Her cunt squeezes hard. It feels like my dick is being skinned as my hard thrust continues all the way along her vagina and into her womb again. As my balls bounce against her clit she cums again and I start cumming. What a glorious feeling as her cunt squeezes me and I cum in her. 

I withdraw and roll Jane over so her hips will sit high to let the sperm work further in. I see a large hickey on on her right nipple. I look at Nina and she has a huge grin as she says, "Damn, that was good hearing her scream as I did that, it made me cum." I send her for drinks and snack, smacking her arse hard as she walks by. She wiggles her arse and smiles at me over her shoulder. 

Sitting down on the bed, I turn Jane's head and slip my dick between her lips. She starts sucking and licking my dick clean. I didn't mean to do it but I felt so relaxed I just started pissing into her mouth. Her eyes go wide for a moment and she starts swallowing. When I'm finished I pull my dick out. She lies there staring at me and doesn't say a word. I smile at her and she gives me a half smile in return. 

Nina brings in the drinks and snacks as Mark and Lynn join us. The others stare at Lynn's breasts and the bruises on them. We take several minutes out to eat and drink. 

When we've finished our snacks I tell Jane to play with herself until she cums twice. We all watch as she does this. Dicks stiffen again. Taking the dildo out of Cathy's pussy I have Jane eat her to two orgasms followed by eating Lynn, Nina, and Shauna. Taking Jane into the bathroom I make her sit on the toilet and have a piss as we all watch and I film it with the cameras set up in there. I have her stand in the middle of my large shower, it's big enough for four people, and make her wash herself thoroughly, including her cunt and arse hole. Next she gives each of the ladies a thorough wash, including their cunts and arse hole. By now all the boys are dying for another fuck. Darren and Mark are next in the shower as she washes them all over. She bends over between them as Darren fucks her arse and Mark gives her a face fuck. After they cum she washes their dicks and they step out. John and Steven step in for their wash. John cums in her mouth again as Steven fucks her arse again. After she finishes washing them I step in for a wash. Calmly she washes me all over. Bending over I tell her to wash my arse and arse hole well as the second rinse will be with her tongue. She washes them with soap and rinses the soap off with water before she sets to licking my arse and arse hole. Nina moans and cums as she watches. 

Standing up I turn around and have John and Steven stand on either side of Jane with the three of them a half pace out from the wall. Lifting Jane up by the waist I tell them to lift her legs out and hold them up so she's doing the splits at waist height. With her in this position her cunt is wide open and on display. I step forward and slide my dick into her cunt. As I thrust in my dick rides over her G-spot and she shivers. I stop as our groins meet and my dick head is in her womb. I start thrusting in and out. She cums several times. I stop and look at her, saying, "You'll behave yourself and obey John and I, won't you Fuck Toy?" This is a statement not a question. 

Gulping hard she nods and softly says, "Yes master." 

I say, "Good," and pinch both her nipples very hard as I start to slowly thrust back in. 

She starts cumming as she screams, "Fuuck, yeees." Her cunt squeezes down on my dick. She cums four times as I continue to pinch and twist her nipples while slowly thrusting into her. With my dick in her womb again and I'm about ready to cum myself as I let go of her nipples. Lowering my mouth to her left breast I take a big mouth full and start sucking very hard as I squeeze hard on her clit with my left hand. She screams, "Fuuuck yyeesss, I'm cumming," as her cunt spasms on my dick. This is her biggest orgasm of the day. Her spasming cunt is enough to make me cum in her. 

My dick goes limp and slips out. I grab her waist and hold it while John and Steven let go of her legs and lower them to the ground. She can't stand so I lower her to the floor. With my dick in front of her face she immediately starts licking and sucking it. When she has it clean I use the shower hand held head to rinse us both off. 

Leaving the bathroom I give Jane and John robes to put on as the rest get dressed. Steven has a prior dancing engagement with Chippendales (the male stripper show) and he has to leave now to get to the venue on time. I have a second crew coming (pun intended) for the afternoon session. 

Lunch 
Jane, John, Cathy, and I are the only ones left for lunch. Leaving John and Jane to discuss the situation Cathy and I go out to collect lunch from a take away shop just up the road. We get some chicken schnitzels and chips. Entering my apartment on our return we can see John and Jane had talked at length. She looks a bit brighter as does he. We share out the food and chat about the news etc as we eat. During the talk I realise Jane isn't yet ready to give us full control and she's still a bit defiant. Have to deal with that this afternoon. 

At 12.40 pm the door bell rings. I open it to let in the afternoon help of Barbara, Max, Robert, Mary, and Linda. This is the last of Jane's family who live in the area. She looks at them and gulps as she realises they will be involved in her humiliation too. They sit down as I ready us some hot chocolate. In minutes it's ready and being handed out. We talk as we drink and they sign the forms. 

Talking softly to Mary and Linda I say, "OK, what's the deal with you two. I know you're both virgins. Why do you want to be involved in making my home porn film starring Jane?" 

They glance at each other and Linda softly replies, "Over the years we've both asked you to fuck us while you were sitting with us, you keep refusing. We figure this way you'll have a hard time not fucking us once you get going. We both want you as our lover and we figure this is a way to get you started. Mum knows and agrees." I glance at Barbara to see her watching, she nods her head yes when our eyes meet. I think she knows what's being discussed. 

I say, "Well if that's the case. How long do you two figure on staying my girlfriends and lovers?" 

Smiling, Linda replies, "Forever." 

Nodding I say, "Then you better get used to the idea of me fucking other women, even when I do get around to marrying you." Linda's smile widens as much as her eyes do. I continue, "This morning I accepted a sex slave and I intend to keep her after we get married. I also intend to do the same with Mary. I've also agreed to spend time providing a stud service to some people who can't have kids but she can still get pregnant to me. I intend to continue and probably expand that service." Grinning widely, Linda nods her head. 

Cathy's mobile phone rings and she answers it. After listening she hangs up. Standing she collects Barbara, Max, and Robert by eye, saying, "I'll need your help in collecting some things Caz wants for this afternoon's session. They're downstairs in the car park now." They get up and leave. 

Shortly Max and Robert are back with an odd looking frame with restraints while Barbara carries a selection of floggers and short whips. Cathy has a bag over her shoulder and is leading this huge dog. She says, "You only have to pay for the ones you use and decide to keep, the rest go back. Part of the deal is I have to look after the dog for the afternoon." She drops a large mat on the floor and the dog curls up on it. She opens the bag to place two bowls beside the mat and pours some dog biscuits into one. She gets a jug of water to fill the other. Soon the dog is settled and happy. He seems a very complacent animal. She says, "His name is Paddy as he's an Irish Wolfhound. They were originally bred for hunting wolves." I can easily believe that, he's huge. 

Second Instalment - Day One, Session Two 
The new players go wide eyed as we walk into the play room. Cathy places the floggers and whips on the table as Jane drops her robe and lies on the bed opening her legs up wide. Quickly taking my clothes off I say, "Good girl you're learning. But I think you still have some lessons to learn. I can tell you still think you can get over what you're about to get. Forget it, you'll be permanently changed before I'm finished." She frowns. 

As I move to the bed I hear Barbara say, "Shit, and I thought yours was long Max." 

Linda turns to Mary, saying, "I think we've over committed ourselves." Mary grins, happy to see Linda getting in over her head for a change. 

Placing my dick at Jane's vaginal entrance I thrust in. She screams and cums as I enter her womb. For several minutes I shove my dick in and out of her tight cunt, making her cum several times. I'm thinking I'll take my time when Cathy whispers in my ear, "Paddy is good at fucking women too." Damn, the thought of that is way too much. I shove hard and fill Jane's cunt with my sperm. If she hasn't started a baby by now she never will. John is about to mount her when Cathy says, "She'll be an easier arse fuck in the frame I brought." 

I smile as she has Max and Robert bring the frame in. Jane gets off the bed and lies on the frame. Once Jane is secured to the frame she's on her knees and elbows with her arse in the air and her back sloping down. Her head is just above the ground as she rests on her forearms and the bulk of her weight is on the frame she's in. John applies the KY to her arse and slips in. He's fucking her hard and fast as Max and Robert grease up their dicks. Barbara lies on the floor and slides her pussy into Jane's mouth. She's soon cumming from the licking she's getting. Mary and Linda sit on the bed, playing with each other's pussies. 

Taking Cathy over to the whips and floggers we discuss the merits of the various items. I select two items to use. One has a 150 mm long and 50 mm diameter round hardwood handle with two straps of leather 150 mm long and 20 mm wide. The other item has the same handle but has four leather straps 150 mm long and 10 mm wide. The ends of the handles are shaped like the head of a penis so they can double as 150 mm dildos. I walk over to where Max is sliding his dick into Jane's arse. He's longer and wider than John so he has to open her up a bit. He's about half way in with Jane groaning when I slap her arse hard with the double flogger. She screams and he groans as her arse squeezes on his dick. Cathy swings the quad flogger in an upward motion and strikes across Jane's breasts. She screams again, followed by "Oh, yes, I'm cumming." Looking down at her pussy I can see the juices flowing out. She's really getting off on the pain now. She must have been a nascent masochist, to begin with. I hit her arse again and she moans. 

Handing the flogger to Barbara, I say, "Have fun. Mary, grab a pillow, and come here." As Barbara flogs Jane's back and arse Mary walks over with a pillow. I wait to make sure Barbara isn't hitting too hard, she's not. Just hard enough for the marks to show red for a few minutes but not leave scars. I place the pillow on the floor in front of Jane's face and lie Mary down on it. I say, "Jane watch us closely," as I start slowly kissing my way up Mary's legs. Reaching her pussy I lick it and suck her clit. After making her cum three times I kiss my way up her body and suck on her breasts. Gently, lovingly I kiss my way up her body. As I cover her mouth with mine I slowly slide my dick into her vaginal entrance. Carefully, gently I breach her hymen and slide the length of her love tunnel, taking several minutes to do so. Looking at Mary's face I can see she's likes what's happening and she's getting a kick out of the expression on Jane's face. Looking at Jane I can see she isn't happy with the differences between her treatment and Mary's. I can also see her mind working over the why of it. 

Looking up at Linda I can see her masturbating heavily as she switches her eyes between Jane being fucked by Robert and me making love to Mary. She readily recognises the differences in the actions despite them being so very similar. I spend over thirty minutes slowly making love to Mary and make her cum dozens of times. As I withdraw and help her up off the floor Barbara says, "I wish my first time had been as good as that obviously was." Both Mary and I blush as Linda giggles. 

Placing Mary on the bed as she's a bit tired now, I caress Linda's face and right breast, saying, "I'm saving you for later." Turning to Jane I kneel down and say, "Since I asked Cathy to help out today she's been asking around about you. She told me she didn't like what she was hearing from so many different quarters. She's even gone to a lot of trouble to organise a very, very special event for you." Jane's eyes go wide as she tries to think what could possibly be more humiliating that what's happened so far. I sit on the bed and pull Barbara down on to my dick as the others make themselves comfortable. I call out, "Ready when you are Cathy." 

She walks in swinging the quad flogger. Swinging between Jane's legs she hits her pussy and clit with the straps. Turning it around she sticks the handle into Jane's pussy as she says, "I think you like that now, don't you?" Jane nods her head. She continues, "Do you like having your pussy licked?" Again Jane nods. She says, "Well I have a very special treat for you then. I've arranged for one of the best pussy lickers in the state to visit this afternoon." Jane stares up with an odd look as Cathy snaps her fingers. Everyone else gasps as Paddy walks in. Cathy says, "Paddy, lick pussy." With an expression that looks a lot like a big grin Paddy walks over and licks Jane's pussy. He sets to licking like crazy. Jane writhes and moans through several quick orgasms. 

Barbara is bouncing herself up and down on my dick with great enthusiasm as she moans through a few orgasms of her own. I can hear Linda and Mary cumming on the bed behind me. Cathy leans on the table and tells Robert to fuck her, he needs no second invitation. He's balls deep into her juicy cunt before she can finish telling him to. Max and John are giving themselves hand jobs. Damn this is an erotic sight. John goes and kneels in front of Jane and blows his load on her face. 

His dick starts to go limp and immediately goes stiff again as Cathy says, "Fuckies," and Paddy stops licking to climb on Jane's back as he pushes his huge dick into her cunt. When Paddy starts to move John pushes down on Jane's head so she can watch between her legs as that big dog dick slides into her cunt. Reaching his full depth in Jane's cunt Paddy pulls his hips back and starts fucking her. Robert moans and cums in Cathy as John cums on the back of Jane's head. Max moans, and cums in the air as Linda and Mary both moan and cum again. Barbara is cumming like crazy on my dick and sets me off. I pull her down hard and fill her cunt with my sperm. I don't know if it's the show or the drugs but my dick is still rock hard. Lifting Barbara off me I lay her on the bed and step over to grab Robert. I pull him over to stick his face in Barbara's pussy and tell him to suck her pussy clean. Smirking, Linda leans over and gives him pussy eating instructions as I step behind Cathy and shove my dick the length of her juicy cunt. Pushing her shoulders down onto the table I thrust hard and fast, the full length of her cunt. She moans her way through several orgasms. I just stand there fucking her hard as I watch Paddy do the same to Jane. 

Some time later I cum again and calm down as I fill Cathy with my sperm. I look over at the bed to see Robert eating Mary's pussy as Barbara rides him like crazy while staring at Jane. Max is eating Linda as Jane sucks on John's dick. Paddy is still pounding away in Jane. Suddenly Paddy stops and holds still. A moment later he pulls out of Jane's cunt and walks around to nudges John out of the way. He straddles Jane's face in a way that makes it clear she's to suck his dog dick. She turns her head sideways and sucks his dick. A few minutes later it withdraws back into its sheath and he walks back into the lounge room. 

I walk over to Max and point him at Jane's arse while Cathy goes and straddles John's stiff dick. Leaning over Barbara I say, "Enjoying yourself?" She grins widely as she nods her head. I say, "Then it's fair to say Robert is a damn good mother fucker." 

Her head spins around and looks at me. She turns and looks at who owns the dick she's riding. She says, "Oh fuck," just as he moans and cums in her. 

Grinning, I say, "That's going to make a lovely home video for the Christmas party." She moans and I continue, "Now get off him and suck his dick as clean as you can then make him suck your pussy clean." She lifts off his dick and lowers her mouth to his dick as she moves her pussy over his face. Mary moves out of the way but stays where she can get a good view of her brother eating his sperm out of their mother's pussy. What a sight. 

Turning to Linda and Mary I say, "Come and help with the drinks and snacks." Looking at the clock I see it's nearly 2.40 pm. We've been back playing for over one and a half hours. I completely lost track of time while watching Paddy perform with Jane. Damn, that was something else. 

Several minutes later we walk back with the snacks and drinks. Cathy has released Jane and everyone is sitting around watching her suck on Robert's dick as Max fucks her arse again. I wait until they both cum before handing out the drinks and food. We chat while we have our snacks. 

Turning to Mary I say, "I do hope you're on the pill." She smiles and nods. 

Linda volunteer,s "I can't take the pill as I had an adverse reaction to it when I first tried it. And I'm not getting an IUD until after you take my cherry." I glance at Barbara who nods agreement. 

To Linda I say, "Monday morning make an appointment with the doctor to get fitted with an IUD. I don't want you or Mary getting pregnant yet. Don't worry, you'll be well fucked by Monday as you're staying here from now on. Tomorrow we'll go get yours and Mary's gear from your parent's place. It's going to be nice going to sleep between the pair of you tonight." They both smile as Barbara nods and Max goes wide eyed. Seems the ladies hadn't involved him in all their planning. This is the nicest snack time yet as Mary and Linda are sitting on either side of me. They're taking turns to feed me my sandwich in bite sized bits. 

Having an evil thought I say, "Jane slut, I need to go but am way to comfortable to get up. Help out." Everyone else stares at me as they try to work out what I mean. 

Jane calmly puts her drink and sandwich down to crawls over to me while meekly saying, "Yes master." All the new players' eyes go wider still. Reaching me she takes my limp dick in her mouth and waits. A moment later I smile as I let my bladder go. The only noise is the sound of Jane swallowing my piss. Watching us causes John's dick to rise again. When I finish Jane sucks my dick to make sure it's clean. As she heads back to her drink John stands and points at his dick. She goes and sucks on it until he cums. 

She's about to move off when he says, "Wait." She keeps his dick in her mouth. Soon we hear her swallowing as he relieves himself. Expressionless she returns to her snack after cleaning his dick. 

I say, "Jane slut, still think you can talk John into letting you go back to the way you were once I'm finished with you." 

Looking at me she says, "I thought I still had a chance at lunchtime after I had a long talk with him. But after Paddy I know he won't let go again. And if he does you're just around the corner to take hold again. It's hard, but I'm trying to adjust and accept the fact I can't fight you any more." I nod and the others look wide eyed at us. They've never seen me in my 'commander mode' before. Except when required to be in charge at work I'm usually very quiet and shy. But not today, this is my time to stand and roar, especially with regards to Jane. Being submissive with her only saw me being hurt so I'm being the dominant now and I'm really loving it. 

It's 3.00 pm and everyone has finished their snacks. Getting some restraints from the cupboard I have Jane lie on the bed. Cathy and I secure her to the bed with her arms attached to the top corners and her arse on the end of the bed with her legs out sideways. Her feet are on the floor and her are ankles tied to the legs of the bed. She's very secure. Then we shove pillows under her hips and place a lot more strain on the leg restraints. She groans as we stretch her muscles further. Picking up the dual flogger I strike her pussy. She jumps, screams, and cums. 

While talking to Cathy and Barbara I give Robert a condom to wear. Smiling, he puts it on and mounts Jane. The ladies wait until he's going strong and she's cum twice before lowering their faces to her tits and try to suck her nipples off. She screams and heaves as she cums while both her nipples are sucked hard. Her cunt clamps down on Robert and he cums. As he withdraws Max steps up and enters her while she's in mid cum. He doesn't last long and is replaced by John. After he cums Cathy mounts her with the big double strap on dildo again. She thrusts home. Very soon they're both moaning and yelling as they cum. I walk over with the quad flogger and strike Jane's breasts, she screams louder and cums harder. John moves over and sticks his dick in her mouth, the noise decreases as his smile widens while she sucks on his dick. 

Smiling, I take Mary and Linda out to my bedroom, leaving the rest to play with Jane for a while. In the bedroom I have Linda lie down and I kiss my way up her leg as Mary does the same on the other leg. On reaching her thighs I push Mary's head into Linda's pussy and move to her breasts. On up to her lips a few minutes later. Working my way back down I nudge Mary into moving up her body. I reach Linda's pussy as Mary starts sucking on her breasts. After bringing her to three orgasms by sucking on her clit I move up and place the head of my dick at her vaginal entrance. 

Pushing in through her hymen I slowly slide the length of her vagina as Mary kisses her mouth. Mary moves to the side and sits there playing with Linda's tits as I slowly slide in and out of Linda's tight pussy. She smiles up at me. Looking down into her eyes I say, "Is this as good as you've been imagining it would be?"

Smiling, she says, "Better. I'm beginning to understand why you had me do those sports I didn't like. It was to get me fit and ready for this, wasn't it? I decided I would be your woman when your divorce was finalised. But today I realised you've been preparing me for longer than that, haven't you?" 

Grinning back I reply, "Yes, ever since I found out Jane was cheating on me. I knew she was going so I decided to make sure the best female I knew would grow up with the right mind set for me. You were already very much what I wanted in a woman so I helped you grow towards my ideal." 

Smiling, she says, "Thank you." Mary is sitting there looking at us both with a stunned expression. 

She says, "When did you realise I also had a crush on you for the last two years?" 

Looking at her I respond, "Eighteen months ago. That's why I spent so much extra time with you both together, to make sure you wouldn't be jealous of each other. Once I knew you had a hopeless crush on me I couldn't break your heart but I couldn't do that to Linda either. So for the last eighteen months I've been working hard to have you accept a multi partner relationship. And earlier today I found out I'd missed another who I don't wish to hurt. So the family is bigger than I expected." 

Smiling, Linda says, "Nina finally spoke up did she? I told her to do so about a year ago." 

Grinning, I reply, "Yes she did. And she accepts you as her mistress under me as the master." 

Both girls smile and lick their lips. Linda says, "I know you must earn more now than before, but can you afford another?" I nod yes, she continues, "Good, I've a friend in a bad family situation, I want her as part of our household. I'm sure you'll like Narelle." I know the girl as I've seen her about with Linda and I nod yes. 

Speeding up I thrust harder and deeper. Linda is soon writhing and moaning her way through several more orgasms. I keep the pace fast enough to keep her cumming and slow enough to stop me from cumming. However nature soon over rides my wishes. Mainly due to the delicious feel of Linda's cunt squeezing my dick as she cums. Her rubbing her breasts across my chest also has an effect. I pull out of her to push Mary to the bed and slide my stiff dick into her juicy pussy. Sliding the full depth of her vagina with the first thrust. Wrapping her arms and legs around me she cums on the third thrust. After several more cums by Mary I feel Linda playing with my balls, that's it. Thrusting hard I hold her tight as I fill her with my sperm. Rolling over I keep my dick in Mary as I lie there with her on my chest, a lovely feeling. 

We lie there communing, for sometime. Since we first met we've always been happy to just sit and be together; go to the park and sit there quietly watching the ducks on the pond. Once spent a whole afternoon at a fair wandering around enjoying ourselves and not saying, a word for hours. We always seemed to want to do the same thing at the same time. After a while, without a word being said, we all start getting up to go back to the play room. It just seemed the right time to do the next thing. It just seemed natural to us. Others who'd seen us do this before wondered how we know the time was up. We don't know, we just do it. 

Walking back into the play room, I walk over to the bed and kiss Barbara. After the kiss I push her face down on top of Jane. Their breasts are rubbing against each other and my balls will be hitting Jane's clit as I fuck Barbara. Sliding my dick into her wet vagina I lie along her back and thrust in and out. As she starts her third orgasm I quietly say into her ear, "Since Linda and Mary are now my slaves and I will later be marrying Linda, does that mean I'm now a mother-in-law fucker?" 

She moans and smiles as Max says, "No, but you will be when you fuck her at the post wedding orgy as long as you can talk Cathy into joining in for me to fuck." The three of us giggle. 

During all this Barbara is squeezing her vagina muscles and doing her best to make me cum. She's good and I'm almost ready. Turning to Max I say, "Get a condom on, when I fuck Jane again and open her cervix up you may be able to enter it too." Grinning widely he goes to get ready. 

Pulling out of Barbara I thrust into Jane, hard and full depth into her womb again. She cums as I penetrate her womb. She cums a dozen times before I cum again filling her womb with my sperm. She surprises me by smiling and saying, "Thank you." Well, well, she may be changing after all. 

I withdraw and Max mounts her. As he thrusts away he smiles and says, "I can feel the very head of my dick hitting her cervix but not going on." He fucks her hard and she has several orgasms before he pulls out. Taking the condom off his stiff dick he slides into Barbara and fucks her. Several minutes and numerous of her orgasms later he cums in Barbara as Jane cums from the stimulation to her breasts and clit as Barbara is still lying on top of her. I roll them off Jane. 

Robert walks up and starts to fuck Jane's arse, she smiles. John swings the quad flogger against her breasts. She heaves as she cums and yells, "Harder, harder." Robert pounds her arse harder as John flogs her harder, she cums with each thrust and stroke. I'm not sure which is causing her orgasms. She reaches up with her hand and gives John a hand job in time to his flogging her. Soon he's cumming all over her tits. This sight causes Robert to cum in her arse and he withdraws. 

It's just after 4.30 pm, where has the afternoon gone. I call a break, sending Linda and Mary for drinks and snacks. Linda knows which ones are for Jane and which are for us as Jane's drinks have a little extra the doctor thinks will help with my retraining program. I planned it with her, weeks ago. As we eat our snacks, got to keep the energy up if we want to play well, I nod at the lounge room and at Jane while looking at Cathy. She gets my message and nods. I smile, Linda sees my smile and sees me looking at Cathy with her smile. She nudges Mary and whispers to her, both start smiling. They're feeding Jane as we haven't untied her. She's using a long straw for her drink and bite size sandwich bits are placed in her mouth. 

When she's finished her snack Cathy says, "Paddy, lick pussy." Everybody's eyes go to the door as Paddy walks in. He stops just inside the door and looks around, only one pussy is open as a suitable target. He moves to Jane and starts licking her pussy. She starts writhing and moaning. 

After her fourth orgasm she says, "Oh, yes Paddy, that's so good. Fuckies Paddy, Fuckies." He immediately climbs on the bed and slides his dick into her cunt. She moans, saying, "Good doggie, good Paddy," as he thrusts his huge dog dick into her cunt. All us men are sporting stiff dicks again. His hairy chest is rubbing against her nipples and she's obviously enjoying herself as she's cumming so much. Cathy goes to where Robert is sitting. Lying down she pulls him on top of her and feeds his dick into her eager pussy. He's not dumb, he starts giving her a fast and furious fucking while watching the bed. John and Max have sandwiched Barbara between them in a standing double fuck as John pounds her arse and Max pounds her cunt. All three are watching the bed. I have Mary lying on top of Linda while I fuck Mary's delicious pussy and my balls are slamming into Linda's pussy. Both are cumming almost constantly. Oh what a heavenly feeling, as I have my arms around Mary playing with four breasts. After some time fucking Jane Paddy cums and withdraws his dick. He moves up and she sucks it clean. He returns to his pad in the lounge room. 

I kiss the back of Mary's neck as I cum in her as she's busy kissing Linda. I look around the room. Everyone is smiling and sitting there with 'just cum' expressions. I look at the clock, I better be more careful with Paddy as it's now ten minutes to 6.00 pm. He was fucking her a long time and I didn't notice the time go by. That dog sure has some stamina.

Walking over to Jane I pick up the quad flogger and lightly strike her cunt. She smiles. I hit her again as I place my dick on her mouth. She sucks my dick as I hit her cunt and breasts with the flogger. I'm hitting her lightly so she's only squirming about. With my dick stiff again I slap the flogger down on her belly very hard, she screams and cums. Yep, she's well into the pain / sex / pleasure association now. This has great possibilities. 

Moving over to Barbara I pull her up off Max and onto all fours above him to stick my dick in her mouth as I say, "Robert you horny mother fucker, fuck your mother." She squirms as he races over and slides his newly stiff dick into her wet cunt. I take a breath and say, "In the arse." Grinning, he pulls out and shoves his dick into her arse. She struggles but is going nowhere. Max is still under her. Seeing the situation with his mouth just below my dick he moves down and starts sucking on her breasts. John heads over to Jane and starts fucking her arse again, very hard. With Robert well into fucking Barbara's arse I pull out of her mouth and say, "Max, here have a blow job." As I walk over to Cathy he's sliding along the floor and pulling Barbara's mouth down on his dick. It's nice to see a family having fun together. Reaching Cathy I tell her to let Jane have it with the big strap on again. Smiling, she picks it up and starts putting it on. Seeing this Jane starts to smile. 

I walk over to where Linda and Mary are in a sixty-nine and slide my dick into Linda's delicious pussy again. Mary licks my dick and balls every chance she gets while licking and sucking on Linda's pussy. Linda starts squeezing my dick with her vagina muscles. I fuck her well for several minutes as she has a number of orgasms. Pulling out I go to the other end of the pair. Linda sits up and I slide into Mary's lovely love tunnel. Linda leans forward to rub her breasts against my chest as she kisses me. We continue in this way for a few minutes while Mary cums numerous times. Breaking the kiss Linda stands and walks behind me to kneel down. She presses her breasts into my back as she turns my head to kiss me from behind. A moment later she grabs and twists my nipples as I thrust forward into Mary. I gurgle into her mouth and cum into Mary. I can feel them both cumming as well. I sit there with my shrinking dick still inside Mary, appreciating the feel of Linda against my back as the boys finishing cumming in their partners. It's nearly 6.15 pm, time for baths. 

In the bathroom I have everyone take turns on the toilet, some are embarrassed to be watched. Running the bath I have Jane stand in the water. Using sponges and soap she washes all the ladies all over. Once they're clean they step out and I dry them. With the boys I have her wash them all over then lean on the wall while they fuck her arse. After they cum in her she rewashes their dicks and sucks them dry. Cathy has fun drying them. When it's my turn for a wash I have her wash me followed by spreading her legs and bending right over with her head almost in the water. Cathy steps in to stand in front of her and holds her from falling forward while playing with her tits as I furiously fuck her from behind. In this position I'm well into her womb again and slamming in hard and fast. Jane starts cumming with my first thrust, she screams and cums harder when Cathy starts twister her nipples hard. In a few minutes I'm cumming in her womb again. I pull out and she turns around to suck my dick clean. She washes it and sucks it dry. 

Once we're all dry we go into the lounge room and get dressed. As it's a few minutes to 7.00 pm we sit about chatting for a few minutes. 

Dinner 
At 7.10 pm Nina turns up with several large pizzas for dinner. We all sit about eating and talking. 

I glance over at Jane and say, "Got anything to say about today?" 

She looks up and softly says, "Yes, a lot. I used to despise you for a weakling. I now begin to think you were never weak but just used to pamper me. I used to just despise you, now I actively hate you for humiliating and hurting me so much today. But I also love you as you've made me cum several hundred times today. I've always had a hard time reaching an orgasm, now I can get there very quickly as you've taught me things about myself, things I never knew before. I don't think I'll ever stop hating you, not after today. But when you command me to do something I feel I must obey you. The worst aspect of this is obeying the commands of someone I hate makes me incredibly horny now. I don't know what you've done and hate you for doing it. But I'd hate for you to undo it." Both John and I smile, this is much more than what we expected to get. But I must wait and see. 

After we finish the pizzas John and Jane leave. While we sit their talking a woman comes to the door. When she speaks Paddy lets out a joyous 'woof' and bounds to the door. While I pay her for the two floggers I'll be keeping Max and Robert, working under Cathy's directions, take the frame and Paddy's gear down to the woman's car. 

I say to the woman, "Is Paddy also trained as a guard dog able to warn of burglars etc?" She nods her head yes. I continue, "Can you organise two dogs with similar training to his that get on well?" 

She looks at me a moment and says, "Yes I can, I've got a bitch in pup at the moment and she should have a couple of dogs in the litter. Two dogs from the same litter are less likely to have troubles later. But it costs a lot to specially train these dogs. You're talking about $10,000 for each dog fully trained with full breeding papers. Also you'll have to be available for some time each day to help bond them to you. You'd have to come around to feed them each night and be on hand during most of their training." 

Grinning, I nod and say, "OK. Since you don't know me, do you have a solicitor you want to hold the money in trust until delivery of the trained dogs? Here's my mobile number to call me when you need me to be on hand." I hand her my business card as we talk. 

She says, "I have to talk to my partner first. Check we're not over committing ourselves. I'll contact you in a few days with our answer and any other information." 

I smile, saying, "I suspect you loaned Paddy to Cathy as a special favour, so here have a twenty to buy Paddy a special treat for entertaining us today." She laughs and nods as she accepts the cash. 

She says, "I almost fainted when Cathy rang up and asked to borrow Paddy. I've often invited her to try him or one of the other dogs out but she's always refused. I gather he was a big success." I nod and the others nod as well. 

Smiling, I reply, "I'm not sure, but I may want to borrow Paddy again during the next few weeks. I want to see if I can talk Cathy into performing with him as well." 

Grinning, she says, "If you do, give me a call and I'll bring him around free of charge. I'd give almost anything to see Cathy taking a decent sized dick." 

Cathy walks in on that comment and says, "You should ask him for one of the shots he took of us when he fucked me. He's filmed the whole day's fun. He may not have the thickest dick in town but he's giving Steven a case of 'penis envy.' Caz is a full hand width longer." 

The woman looks at me and licks her lips as she says, "That I've got to see and try." I smile. We shake hands and she leaves leading Paddy. 

Turning to me Cathy says, "And what were you discussing with my sister?" 

Smiling, I say, "I want to buy two dogs like Paddy for my house. Then about borrowing Paddy again if I can talk you into performing with him." 

She looks at me sideways and says, "Do you have any idea of what she charges for her specially trained pets?" I nod, she continues, "If you want to film me being fucked by Paddy it's going to cost you another two thousand dollars on top of the normal fees." 

Grinning, I reply, "Not bad, I'm still only thinking about it but two grand is an acceptable price if I decide to go ahead with it. And she's quoted me $10,000 per dog for two from the same litter fully trained." They all just stare at me. 

Quietly, Linda says, "Darling, how much are these fun weekends costing you?" 

Looking at her I say, "I see you're beginning to think about things. The loan was $7,000 and I'll have to pay her another $425 when we're finished. All the cameras were just over $23,000 as I got a special deal. Steven and Cathy cost $200 per hour and you lot cost $100 per hour. Models today cost $2,500 for family and $2,000 for professionals this morning. This afternoon is $1,000 for professionals and $3,000 for family. Plus food and other items, about $40,000 so far. I don't think I'll be paying so much for models in the coming weeks." 

Gulping, Nina says, "How can you afford that? This place can't be that dear,but it must still cost a bit of rent." 

Laughing, I reply, "How much do you think I earn?" 

Barbara says, "Well I know Jane thought you were a good meal ticket because you were on $35,000 per annum when you met. Most eighteen year olds were on less than $20,00 then. But you kept getting position changes for the same money. That's what finally got her to look around. You'd changed position several times and kept saying it was a good career move but the money never changed. And you were always the 'Executive Assistant' to this or that, never assistant, never manager. She thought you had no ambition at all." 

Mary looks up and says, "Mum, I bet you've never played chess or any combat style computer games against Caz. I bet you've never played any real card games against him either." Barbara, Nina, and John all shake their heads no. She continues, "He doesn't play Monopoly because it isn't cut throat enough. One Saturday we went to watch a chess tournament, one of those publicity things. The national champion is playing half a dozen local people at once. Caz walks over to watch one board for a few plays and says to the manager, 'Depending upon how strong the challenger's defence is it's mate to the champion in 48 to 52 moves' and walks on to look at another board. There he studies it and says, 'Stalemate in 58 moves.' I checked later, the first was mate by the champion in 49 moves, the second was stalemate in 58 moves from that point. He plans for the long term. And with the combat computer games he also plans well in advance, we often played the three of us against five others. Caz planned our strategy and we always won. I checked his scholastic records, he's a genius. So you tell me, if a genius who looks that far ahead says it's a good career move, what do you think?" They all look at her as they digest this. Linda nods her head all through the speech. Nina gives me an odd look. 

I say, "Sure, in the early days I didn't get too many pay rises but I was planning for the long term. In the corporation I work for all senior positions are filled from within. There are six major operational lines - finances, human resources, marketing, infrastructure support, electronic production, and mechanical production. There are also a number of sub groups within those. Within each company there's a manager for each line in the company; the same for each of the state headquarters; and corporate headquarters. Throughout the corporate structure you can advance up any one line until you reach vice- president level, but you'll never be a company, state, or corporate president by advancing up one line. The board knows a good manager MUST know all the lines of the company or corporation. When the current President retires his replacement will be selected from the state managers and replacement state managers are selected from company managers or the executive assistants. Replacement company managers are selected from their executive assistants with the suitable experience." They all stare as I take time for a drink. 

I continue, "To be an executive assistant at the company or state level you must have suitable experience in each of the operational lines. So by working as the executive assistant to the manager finances followed by being the executive assistant to the manager plant and thus shifting around after learning about each line in each plant in each company I have the suitable experience to be an executive assistant at the state level and get a pay rise to $45,000. That happened the same day I received the divorce papers. Then do the same again at the state level and act in similar positions at the national level for a few weeks. For the last two years I've been the state manager and will be on the short list for when the president retires. I expect to be a contender for that position when the next corporate president retires. The two highest paid jobs in the corporation are the president and the state managers. The next highest paid job is the executive assistant to the state manager. For two years I've been on $120,000 per annum and on $80,000 per annum for the two years before that. Since I've continued to live as if I was on $35,000 per annum most of that has gone into savings and investments as have the various bonuses I got over the years. I own a house, this apartment and have some very hefty investments. I'm a little bit ahead of where I planned to be but I'm on the career path I laid out when I joined the corporation at sixteen years of age. I'm ahead due to an unexpected vacancy because of bad health. Every time I took another sideways job I tried to tell Jane it was for the longer term good but she only saw the immediate dollar signs and clearly shut out my explanation." 

Nina starts giggling and she says, "Jane will freak when she learns your current pay and position." They all have a good laugh. 

Barbara says, "Well it's clear you can afford to look after the girls. It's time we were leaving. Have a good night and we'll see you tomorrow." Barbara, Max, Robert, and Cathy leave. I lock the door behind them as Linda, Mary, and Nina all turn and look at me. 

Going to what looks like a cabinet of DVDs I open the doors of my TV cabinet and show them the 125 centimetre plasma television set. Selecting a DVD I put on 'The Mummy' to watch. As I walk to the lounge I undress. The girls do the same. I sit down on the lounge with Mary on my left, Linda on my right, and Nina in my lap. We all sit there enjoying a good comedy film cuddled up and cosy. I have good environmental controls and insulation in the apartment. When the movie ends about midnight we all go and cuddle up in my oversized bed, it's 2.1 metres long and 2.4 metres wide. I'm usually a restless sleeper and move about a bit but tonight I won't have room to move, I'll have warm bodies in the way. Cuddling up under the sheet we go to sleep. 

During the Week 
The next day is spent moving Linda, Mary, and Nina into my apartment. We take time out during the process for a lot of kissing, cuddling, and loving. But this story is about collecting my debt from Jane so I won't be going into my sex life with my girls except when it interacts with the collection process. I will say I don't expect to have to go to bed unsatisfied any night, none of them can get enough sex. 

Monday I contact my real estate agent and let them know I'd like to move into my house at the earliest date allowable by the lease with the current tenants. Good news, the lease is for six months more but they want to move out early and contacted him on Thursday about leaving. We quickly agree on an arrangement for them to leave in four weeks. I also inform the agent the apartment will be available for renting two weeks after I move into the house. 

Wednesday night at bowling is interesting. John and Jane are already there when we arrive and Jane is already starting to try and control John again. They're bowling on the lanes next to my team. Jane hasn't seen me yet. As I pass her I lean over and tweak her nipple. She moans and collapses into a seat as she cums. 

She looks up and the glint in her eye vanishes. She's wearing a typical bowling skirt that comes almost to her knees. I smile at her and say, "Take your panties off." Gulping ahrd she does exactly that, right there in front of the other bowlers and gives the four nearest teams a good look at her shaven pussy. When she gets up to practice bowl we all get a good view of her bare arse and pussy from behind as she bends over to release the ball. We all enjoy the sight during the games. I take time to have words with John about keeping her in her place. They both apologise about slipping. As we near the end of the night's bowling Nina quietly makes a suggestion. When we finish bowling we walk out with John and Jane. 

As we near John's car I slip my hand under Jane's skirt and into her pussy, she's sopping wet. I say, "Well I do think our little slut enjoyed flashing tonight, she's sopping wet." John grins as she blushes. John's car is near the corner of the car park and well away from the street. Grinning, I say, "Can't let slut go home like this. Should you fuck her first or should I?" 

John replies, "Why don't we both fuck her. I'll fuck her face while you fuck her cunt." 

Jane doesn't even bother to look around as she removes her top and hikes her skirt up before she bends over between the cars. John undoes his pants and lets his dick loose as I do the same. He enters her mouth as I slide into her cunt until I'm just short of contact with her cervix. Since this isn't part of the debt collection but just a fun event with friends I slide in slow and gently. After last weekend she's still a nice tight fuck. I must get the girls doing those exercises as well. On my eighth thrust into her vagina she cums. She cums again soon after, on my twelfth thrust I grab her hips and shove in all the way. I hit her cervix and push in. She groan, moans and heaves as she cums. Each successive thrust is all the way into her womb for another orgasm upon entry. After several minutes of this Nina snuggles against me and tickles my balls. I slam forward and cum in her womb again. Mary is doing the same for John and his response is the same as he slams his hips forward and cums in her mouth. He's enjoyed himself as I have and my girls have too. Jane had a dozen or so orgasms, as well. Looking up I can see we have a fair sized audience from the bowl. Smiling, I pull out of her cunt and walk around to have her suck it clean. I wait a moment while she finishes sucking John's dick clean. She sucks me clean and stands up pulling her top back on as John opens the car door. We all head off to our cars. 

Thursday night Nina tells me she's told all the family about Wednesday and they're sorry to have missed it. Everyone is eager to see what's happening on Saturday. I continue to refuse to tell her what I've got planned but do ask her to buy some clothes for Jane. I want a very short mini skirt, a knee length light cotton skirt in white with a slit to the waist, and a very tight light cotton t-shirt. She gives me an evil grin when I describe what I want. She buys them Friday lunchtime. 

Third Instalment - Day Two, Session One
Ah, don't you love Saturday mornings, especially when you wake up with a lovely lady in your arms. 6.30 am, time to get up and get ready for today's fun. I wake up Linda, Mary, and Nina. We all go for a nice shower together. A lovely trick we've practiced during the week. We stand in a circle in my shower and wash each other, a fun way to get clean and we change the order each day. At 7.15 am we're sitting down to breakfast, dressed, and ready for the day. 

At 7.55 am the door bell rings. I open it to find John and Jane arriving for the next film session. I show them in and point them at the release forms on the table. They sign them and place them with the ones signed by Linda, Mary, and Nina. Smiling we head for the play room.

Inside Jane goes to the spot Nina is indicating and starts to do a striptease as I get undressed. Once she's naked I walk over and bend her over to spread her legs wide. John comes over and undoes his pants so she can suck his cock as I slowly slide my stiff dick into her juicy cunt. She's already wet and ready. Holding her hips I thrust in and out for a few minutes, not going my full length. She moans around John's dick. As John starts to cum in her mouth I grab her hips tight and shove my dick the full length of her wet cunt. My dick hits and opens her cervix wide. I get much less resistance than the first time I did this last week. Seems she's getting used to it. She gurgles as she tries to scream, cum, and swallow John's sperm all at once. Furiously I fuck her hard and fast. She cums several times. As John steps back I pull out and spin her around to thrust my dick into her mouth and well down the back of her throat. She sucks hard and licks it as it goes by. Several more full length strokes in face fucking her and I'm cumming in her mouth. She swallows it all and sucks my dick clean. 

Taking a towel from Linda I clean up Jane's cunt and thighs. She stands there waiting. I have her lie on the bed with her legs spread wide. Mary brings me a box and some special tools. Using a gauge I measure the size of Jane's nipples and clit. From the box I select the right size circlip for her clit. Using the circlip tool I place it on her clit at the base. The slight compression makes her clit stand up more as it helps keep it enlarged and sensitive. She moans when I lightly flick it with my finger. Nina has been playing with Jane's tits and nipples, they're very erect. I place circlips around the base of both nipples to make them stand out more as well. I touch them, she moans. I say, "What's up." 

She replies, "They're much more sensitive than usual." I smile as that's what I'm after. The cloth will rub against them and keep her highly sexually aroused all day. 

I hand her a pair of very light cotton panties to put on. They're so sheer it's like she's not wearing any. Next is the almost see through t-shirt and the miniskirt which barely covers her pussy. Last is a light cloth coat that goes to mid thigh. Jane stands in front of the full length cupboard mirror looking at how naked she seems while dressed. Her erect clit and nipples are very obvious as the cloth stimulates them. 

I pick up a back pack and put it on as Linda gives John a side pack to carry, my girls all have one on already. I say, "Looks like we're ready, time to go shopping." Jane spins around and stares at me. I ask, "Have a problem with going out dressed like that?" She nods her head as she starts to speak. I interrupt, saying, "That's good. I'm going to love watching you get embarrassed as we go shopping." Sighing she drops her shoulders and turns towards the door. I say, "Stand up straight and do the jacket up for now." She does as told. We go downstairs to where Robert is waiting for us with a Tarago mini-bus. We get in and he drives us to a bus stop outside a nearby boys' boarding school.

We get out and Robert drives off. There's a large crowd of boys standing around waiting for the bus. The full time live in high school students are allowed to go out on Saturdays. Most go to the local shopping centre by bus and they're allowed to leave the school grounds at 8.30. We've arrived at the bus stop just after they're let out and just as the first bus arrives. Most of the boys are admiring the girls as they wait to board the bus. Jane is the only one not wearing a long skirt so she gets a lot of their attention, as was intended. 

Being very democratic we let the boys board first. We board the bus last and I pay for all my people. Nina, Linda, and Mary move down the bus and pick places to stand facing forwards while John stands just behind the driver to face down the bus. I stand beside the first seat facing down the bus. There's a boy sitting in it but the seat beside him is empty. I say, "Excuse me, would you please move over so my friend can sit here." He looks up at me and starts to shake his head no but changes his mind and shifts across. Jane sits down. In this seat she's facing the the rest of the bus and the majority of the passengers as only a few are facing the other way. I think they'll soon be turning around. I check my girls and John have the cameras in the side packs rolling, they do. Some boys are trying to chat the girls up the boys look forward after the girls speak to them. 

Looking at the boy who moved I say, "Since you were so kind to let Jane have your seat you may undo her jacket for her." She sits there red faced as he leans over and undoes the jacket buttons. Leaning down I spread the jacket front wide so her breasts are clearly displayed. All the boys lick their lips as their dicks stiffen in their pants. I say, "Jane, move closer to the nice boy beside you." She slides over a bit. I say, "Son, what's you name?" 

He replies, "Peter, sir." 

Smiling, I say, "Well Peter. If you lift your arm up and place it around the back of Jane's neck she can get closer to you." Grinning, he does. Reaching down I take his hand and place it on Jane's left breast. Her face goes much darker. I say, "Peter, if you curl your hand a bit and cup her breast in it you can use your thumb to rub her nipple." With an ear to ear grin he does as told, she moans. He grins more and rubs a little faster. He's a smart boy and may end up as their dux, the school's best academic student for the year. 

All the boys are now watching us, those sitting to face the other way are turned around to watch the show. I say, "Jane, press your right leg against Peter and open your left leg until it's blocked by my leg." Slowly she opens her thighs until they're wide open with her left leg sticking into the aisle. Her skirt slides up as she does this and is now more like a belt than a skirt. Also her pussy is on display to the whole bus. Peter is looking down at her pussy and licking his lips. The younger boy sitting opposite Jane no longer has an erection and the front of his pants are wet. I say, "Oh look Jane. Showing your pussy has made the boy in front of you cum in his pants. What a naughty girl you've been." She blushes more. To the boy I say, "Your name and age. Also your age Peter." 

Stammering, the boy says, "David sir, I'm sixteen." I go hmmm, he looks fourteen to me, but what do I know about young boys and ages - young girls, yes, but not boys as they're not my thing. 

Peter says, "I'm nearly seventeen sir." I smile and nod at them both. 

For the next twenty minutes the bus makes its way through traffic we sit there without moving as the boys admire Jane's tits and pussy while Peter plays with her breast. As we near the shopping centre I place a hand with a cloth over Jane's mouth and say, "Peter, I want you to pinch her left nipple as David leans across and pinches her right nipple." Both boys eagerly do as I say. Jane immediately moans and writhes as she cums in front of a bus load of high school boys. I have them pinch her nipples four times, she cums four times. Her panties are sopping wet. The boys all have wide grins and David has an erection again. I say, "David, Peter, please wait for us when we get off the bus as I think Jane owes you a little something for your help. They smile. 

The bus pulls into the main stop for the shopping centre, this is the end of the line. I have Jane sit there as all the boys stand and slowly walk by, getting a closer eyeful of her charms. John, Jane, and I recognise several of the faces from bowling. When the boys have all left the bus I pull Jane to her feet to do the jacket up and we get off. 

Getting off the bus we find several boys waiting. Each of my girls had invited a likely lad to help us and two are from bowling, as well as David and Peter. Forming a nice group we walk towards the shopping centre. Once inside I lead us to a cafe bar whose owner, Wendy, I know well. 

Seeing me enter she waves us through to the back of the shop. We enter the small office she has back there. I undo Jane's jacket and have her lie face up on the small desk. Looking her over, Wendy says, "Very nice, can I taste her later?" I smile and nod. She says, "I'll get back to work for now," and leaves the room. 

Spreading Jane's legs I say, "Peter, come here and play with her pussy while she gives you a blow job." Grinning, he undoes his trousers as he moves closer. As he tentatively touches her pussy she pulls him closer and starts sucking on his dick. I peel her panties down a bit and place his fingers in her pussy. He grins as he cums in her mouth. David needs only a look to understand he's next. He quickly walks over and places his dick on her lips while he reaches for her pussy. One by one she gives the boys a blow job as they feel her up. John takes his turn after the boys. They all quickly cum in her mouth. I'm saving my load for later. But some of the boys are ready again so they get a second run through, this time they get to play with her tits as well. 

During the process of giving each boy and John two blow jobs she cums eight times. As the boys are finishing, Wendy returns, seeing her sopping pussy and panties she peels them down to start eating Jane's pussy. She's really enjoying herself sucking on that wet cunt. The sight makes all the boys stand to attention again so I have them line up for another blow job each. By the time she's finished with them Jane has sucked them totally dry and cum a few more times. They all loved every second of it. Nina makes a point of getting every boy's name, address, and phone number before they leave. The girls filmed the whole show and she wants to send them all a photo each. 

As Wendy cleans up Jane and slides a clean pair of sheer panties onto her I ask Jane how she feels. She replies, "I'm so angry and embarrassed about having to show myself so much, but I loved all the cums. I don't know if I'll be happy or sad when your time finishes. Bastard." I grin at her. 

Leaving the cafe, for now, we head into the main shopping area. Jane is red faced as I've left the coat open and her breasts are on display while her pussy flashes with each step. The girls and John are spread out filming her and some people's reactions to seeing her while I walk beside her. 

A few minutes later we enter a ladies fashion shoe store, looking at styles and colours until the only male staff member in the store is free, the owner's 19 year old son. Picking out a nice high heel with a solid stem I call him over and hand it to him asking for that in a size just below Jane's size. She sits down while he goes to check stock. He returns to see Jane with her right foot up on the stool and her left foot off to the side, her pussy is wide open for his viewing pleasure. He has trouble trying the shoe on, it's hard to do when his eyes are locked on her pussy. Leaving them to tussle I go over to the owner, Lydia. I know from Wendy that she likes looking at girls too. 

I say, "I think the young man needs a hand with my friend's shoe fitting." 

She walks over and kneels down beside him. She looks at the shoe as she asks, "What's the problem Harry? That looks like it's too small, try the next size up." As Harry goes to get the next size she starts to look up to speak to Jane. Her eyes pop and her head stops when she reaches Jane's pussy. She smiles and slowly raises her vision, licking her lips as she does. 

Standing behind her I say, "Care for a taste?" She nods her head. Harry returns with the correct size, and fits it to Jane's foot. He puts the other one on. I say, "Jane, you best check they fit well by walking on them into the back so you can give Harry a blow job while Lydia tastes your pussy." All three blush as Jane stands and they walk into the back room. There's a table in the room and Harry quickly clears it as Lydia removes Jane's panties. She lies on the table and spreads her legs. Lydia is about to dive on her pussy when I take hold of her arm and say, "Harry, lift her skirt and play with her pussy while she sucks your dick. Red faced to be doing this in front of his mother he plays with Jane's pussy as she gets his dick out and starts sucking it. I say, "Lydia, tell Harry how to play with a clit properly and start in when you're happy he's doing it right." Grinning, she tells him what to do and is soon sucking on Jane's cunt while he plays with her clit. I move aside to make sure Nina gets it a clear view for her camera as Linda moves into the room and gets a different angle. 

Leaning down, I lift Lydia's arse up and start playing with her pussy. She wiggles her arse at me. I slide her panties down and off. Standing up I spread her legs wider and let my dick out for some air and pussy. Lifting her skirt up onto her back I rub my dick head along her pussy and clit. She wriggles her arse some more. Placing it at the entrance to her vagina I slowly slide into her damp love tunnel. When my dick head touches her cervix I pull back a bit and start to move in and out. Several thrusts later she's cumming almost continuously as her vagina is rippling the length of my dick. Leaning close to her ear as I continue to fuck her I say, "Wendy tells me you're divorced, don't want another man in your life, but want another child. She also says you're not using any protection and this is your fertile period. Well I'm currently on fertility drugs, not wearing a condom, and about to fill your womb with sperm." 

Her head pops up as I tweak her clit and thrust forward as hard as I can. Jamming my dick against her cervix I shoot my sperm into her womb as she says, "Fuck yes, give it to me." Harry turns around to see me fucking his mother. He moans and cums in Jane's mouth. We stand there very still as I fill his mother's womb and he fills Jane's mouth. A minute later Jane sucks him clean and puts his dick away as I pull my limp dick out of Lydia's cunt. As I walk around for Jane to suck my dick clean Mary kneels down and slips a special type of tampon into Lydia (it's to keep the sperm in) before helping her with her panties. Looking at me Lydia says, "I must remember to thank Wendy for telling on me." We all smile. With everyone cleaned up I have Harry put Jane's panties on her as we pay for the shoes and leave. These shoes have higher heels than the ones Jane brought. They make her hips sway more as she walks. 

Since it's 10.00 am and time for a drink we head for the food court and a snack bar. It has high stools to sit on at the counter. We all order drinks and sit on the stools, turning around to face out. In this pose Jane is flashing everyone on that side of the food court. A young boy serving at the Chinese take away opposite looks up and drops the container from his hand as he gets a full frontal of Jane's pussy and breasts. One of the older boys from the school walks up and says, "I'm Daniel, my younger brother David tells me your woman here gave him his first blow job. I don't believe him. What have you got to say about it?" 

Smiling at him I say, "She did, as a thank you for making her cum on the bus. And I can prove it. Nina, I think you had the best angle on David's blow job." 

As she pulls the camera out of her bag Jane's eyes go wide as she realises we've been filming everything. Changing over to replay mode Nina finds where Jane is giving David a blow job and shows it to Daniel as it plays through. His eyes and dick go up as he watches it. Gulping he says, "The lucky bastard. That's one up on me. I haven't had a blow job yet." 

Smiling, I say, "Do you know the Callahan Cafe?" He nods yes, I continue, "Have you and David there at 4.00 pm, their closing time, and she'll give you a blow job while David fucks her." His eyes go wide and he cums in his pants at the thought. I say, "If you don't trust me, check with Wendy at the cafe. We have some after hours fun organised for later and you can join in for a while." He nods his head and quickly leaves to talk to David. We watch as he walks over to David and tells him. David's grin is wider than his face, well it looks to be so. We sit there as we finish our drinks and light snacks.

From the food court we head to a nearby book store. We browse the store making sure the staff and clients all get a good look at Jane. From the book store to the DVD and music shop where I have Jane spend a lot of time passing me titles from the bottom shelf. Naturally she squats down with her legs spread to do this. By now large numbers of the school boys turn up in every shop we visit, many buying things to justify being in the store and getting a good look. 

We move around the mall going from store to store. In one discount department store we stop to look at clothes for Linda and Mary. One of Linda's school friends is there shopping with her father. He's standing at the end of the aisle talking on a mobile phone. I have Jane stand half way down to face him with her skirt raised as Linda gets her friend to hold up a top and call out "Daddy, can I buy this top." It's an expensive one and very racy, one he'd normally refuse to allow her to buy. 

He turns and looks down the aisle, his eyes almost pop when he sees Jane. He gulps and says, "Yes" without even looking at the top in question. Giggling, the girl saunters down the aisle to put it in the basket of other clothes they have. He stands there staring at Jane,until she drops her skirt at my command. The girl waves at Linda as they move off. We select a number of items for Linda and Mary to wear. Passing the boys wear we see a mid teen boy with his mother shopping. While the mother is looking through the racks for clothes for him he's looking around. Stopping two metres away I lift Jane's skirt as she opens her jacket wide. His eyes pop out, his dick goes stiff and he licks his lips. We turn away as his mother turns to speak to him. I doubt he heard a word his mother says as we walk off. 

Spotting two boys from her school Mary asks us to catch up with them. We follow them into the fiction books aisle. From a metre and a half behind Mary calls to them, they turn around to speak to her. Slowly she lifts Jane's skirt to give them a good look. Both lick their lips and get erections. Both get red faced when Mary says, "Now isn't that much better to look at than a little boy's dick." Dropping the skirt she turns around and giggles as we walk off. She says, "Those two spend most of their time seducing the younger boys. Maybe they'll change their ways now they've actually seen a real pussy." We all laugh. 

At the check out Linda and I queue up while the rest go through the quick exit and sit on the bench opposite the check out. Jane sits there red faced and legs spread as she flashes everyone in the queue and Linda's camera. A few people nudge their friends and share the good news. 

One cheeky girl walks up to Jane, lifts her skirt and pulls her panties down. As she flashes Jane she says, "Mine's prettier." Her boyfriend who'd been staring at Jane blushes, he can't believe she did that. 

Next we go to the computer software shop. I sit Jane, John, and Linda down just inside the front door, they have seats for parents and friends to sit and wait while younger clients cruise the store. Jane sits there flashing the store as Mary and Nina film her from inside the store while John and Linda film the reactions of the staff and clients. I check the new games and software on display. I also spend some time advising the teenage boys in the store to check out the special display at the entrance. Quite a few damp pants are evident before we leave the store. We visit several other speciality stores with Jane displaying her wares. 

About 11.45 am one woman comes up to us dragging a security guard with her. Pointing at Jane she says, "You should toss her out for her lewd behaviour. No woman should go about that indecently dressed." 

Obviously this isn't the guard's first encounter with this woman. As he looks at Jane and licks his lips he says, "Miss, are you wearing any panties?" Jane nods and lifts her skirt to show him. His eyes pop. He turns to the woman and says, "As I've told you before, the law just says people have to wear a top and panties. She's wearing a top and panties so I can't do anything about it. The law says people must be dressed, but not how concealing the clothes must be. If you don't like how people dress when they come here shopping on the weekend, please do your shopping during the week so you don't have to see things like this." The woman goes off in a huff. Shaking his head the guard stands there smiling as he watches us walk away. 

At 12.15 pm we're approaching a rather up market restaurant that operates on the corner of the mall entrance. I have Jane do up the coat. Once inside the duty manager stops us saying, "No ladies allowed in unless their skirts are longer than their knees. She must change or leave." 

I reply, "Is that the only dress rule for ladies?" 

He shakes his head and says, "No, their top must have a neckline within 100 mm of their neck, sleeves of some sort that don't billow and cloth must cover their body to the waist where the skirt starts." 

Taking the knee length cotton skirt that Nina bought from my bag I hand it to Jane and say, "Get changed, now." She immediately hikes the coat up to undo her mini skirt and drop it to the floor. She takes the longer skirt off me and puts it on. Giving the half full restaurant's clients a good flash in the process. 

The duty manager gulps at this, clearly this isn't what he envisioned would happen. Having seen the sheer panties he says, "She can't wear see through panties like that here." 

I smile and nod, saying, "OK." I step in front of Jane and face her. Realising my game she smiles and lifts her skirt up as I squat down and slide her panties off. Turning to the manager I say, "I don't see why you complained about the panties as they weren't in your list earlier. But there you go, they're off now." 

We leave him gulping like a fish as we walk to a table laughing. Most of the other clients are laughing or smiling. As we sit down I do the gentlemanly thing and take Jane's coat off, hanging it on the back of her chair. All the males in the restaurant, and that includes some young boys, are looking at Jane with ear to ear grins. I would guess most have erections but I can't see that as they're sitting down. 

We're no sooner seated than the duty manager races over and tells us we have to leave as she's indecently dressed. I look up at him and say, "The top meets the criteria you mentioned earlier, in fact the whole outfit is within your published dress code. Now I suggest you stop acting like a fool and get us menus or ring the owner and seek advice." 

Thirty minutes later we're still sitting there without having been shown a menu when the owner walks in. He talks to the duty manager, looks at Jane and charges over shouting, "Get this slut out of my restaurant." 

Looking at him I say, "Why, we haven't troubled anyone. We've all eaten here before. We all meet your advertised dress code. You have no reason to refuse to serve us."

Red faced he shouts, "Get that brazen slut out of my restaurant, now. No one will serve you." 

Smiling at him I say, "We've done nothing wrong. You want us to leave, then call the police and have them escort us out." Spinning, he goes to the manager's station and calls the police. 

Ten minutes later the police arrive, one male and one female officer. They speak to the manager and then approach us. Before they can speak I say, "I want this whole incident documented in your official note books. I'm aware the owner has asked us to leave. However we've done nothing to cause any trouble and I see no reason why he can't serve us." By now there's a number of people in the restaurant, most of whom have been seated and have not yet ordered as they're enjoying the impromptu floor show. Both officers get out their notebooks and start writing as they can see I intend this to go the distance and they don't want to be caught short. They take a statement from the duty manager and the owner. Both of whom are very loud in what they're saying and very derogatory of Jane and I. The police officers return to us for our statements and I say, "We've all eaten here before without troubles. We were allowed to enter and take our seats, my friend's dress meets their advertised dress criteria and suddenly they don't want to serve us. This is clearly discrimination and I intend to take it to the limit. They can't get away with force feeding their personal attitudes on people." The officers note it all down in their notebooks. 

The female officer says, "I noticed the dress rules and agree you're within the stated requirements. However they are insisting your party leaves. Will you please leave?" 

Standing up I reply, "Since you've asked nicely without being abusive or insulting as they have, we'll go." As we walk out I say to the manager, "By the way, my secretary has a booking for a company luncheon next Friday for sixty-five people; you can consider it cancelled. I'll have her confirm that on Monday." Both the manager and Jane stare at me. 

Outside the restaurant, as Jane puts her coat on I say, to the police, "Thank you for being so understanding about this. I'll have my solicitor lodge an official request for a copy of your report on Monday. I intend to sue that smug prig over this." They nod and watch us walk away. I notice a large number of the other clients have followed us out of the restaurant. 

NB: I'll mention now that my solicitor did take the restaurant to court for slander, discrimination, and a whole range of other things she thought of. We won the case and the owner paid my legal costs, court costs, and $1,000 dollars to Jane for calling her a slut in a public place. The judgement was in our favour as the owner had complex dress rules for women but none for men - clearly he has a discriminatory attitude. The loss of all my company's business (we used to have all our business lunches there) plus the lost business through the adverse publicity saw the restaurant closed by the end of the year. 

As we walk back through the mall to Callahan's Cafe John says, "Your secretary. Since when did you have a secretary?" 

Glancing at Jane I say, "Since all my moving about the company paid off and I was made the State Manager a couple of years back. My experience in so many different areas put me on the short list for the job. My planning and waiting is starting to pay dividends. Two of the board members have said they expect to see me at board meetings soon. The corporate president is due to retire within the next few years, I think they want me for it." 

Jane's only comment is a strongly said, "Fuck." The rest of us laugh. Back at Wendy's cafe we order some meals and have lunch. It's still only 1.30 pm when we finish eating so I let Jane go and do some shopping as she is. She returns at 2.00 pm. 

Fourth Instalment - Day Two, Session Two
When Jane gets back I have them sign new release forms and we move to another seat in the cafe. 

Before we sit down I hold Jane's coat as she removes her top. She then puts the coat back on but leaves it open. She sits down with the skirt slit beside her left leg and her legs spread wide apart. She's now sitting where anyone walking out of the cafe can see her. Wendy walks up and says, "Give me a good look." Reluctantly Jane grasps the slit of the skirt and pulls it aside. The only cloth on her front is a band of cloth at the skirt's waist that's about 75 mm wide. Wendy licks her lips as she admires the view. As Wendy turns away Jane covers up with her skirt and coat.For the next hour or so I have her flash departing clients at random. Each time she blushes. The girls get good footage of her flashing and the other people's reactions. Every now and then Wendy brings us a hot chocolate each and gets another good view for her troubles. 

Many of the speciality stores close at 3.00 pm. About 3.15 pm a lot of their staff wander into the cafe, most are young women or middle aged women and there's a few young men in the group. At 3.45 pm David and his brother Daniel arrive with a few of their mates, smiling as they say goodbye to their mates. Everyone sits around having a drink and snacks. At 4.00 pm Wendy walks by us to pull the shutters down and clip them closed. A few late arrivals enter as she does this. A few people passing by must be wondering about the cafe closing with so many people in it. 

With the place secured Wendy places a collection box for the local Autistic Children's Association on the counter and says, "OK, you've all been given a special invitation to an unusual fund raising event. With every ten dollar donation you get a glass of fruit juice and get to eat a piece of Jane pie. Now who's first?" Jane blushes as she realises she's what's next on the agenda. I have her stand up to take her clothes off and lie on the table top with her legs spread wide. Everyone else in the room has a clear view of her open pussy. 

Lydia is amongst the crowd. She steps up and places twenty dollars in the tin, saying, "I had a taste earlier, it's a delicious pie. One for me and one for Harry. It's about time he tried some nice pie." We all laugh. She brings Harry up with her as she lowers her face to Jane's pussy. As she starts to eat Jane out Nina tells Harry what she's doing and why. He's getting a verbal lesson in pussy eating as his mother gives him the demonstration. Jane cums twice from Lydia's efforts. Harry drops down and starts in. Lydia tells him what to do. He's really enjoying himself, as is Jane. By the time Harry's finished, the collection tin is crammed with notes and people are lined up for their pie eating. For the next two hours people take turns enjoying Jane's pussy at five minutes per feed. Jane has cum so much she's really out of it. 

One woman asks if Jane will eat her sixteen year old daughter's pussy. I look down at Jane, she's well and truly spaced out. I respond, "I don't think she's in a good enough state to do your daughter justice. But I'll be happy to fill in for her or Mary will if you prefer or both of us." 

She looks at us and says, "Mary first. Susie, get your panties off and lie on the next table." Blushing heavily the young woman with her lifts her skirt and slips her panties off. As she climbs on the next table I have her turn around so the others don't get a free show. 

Smiling, Mary spreads Susie's legs as she slips under her skirt. In a moment Susie is moaning as she rolls her head from side to side. After her fifth orgasm I tap Mary's shoulder, she slides out and I slip under the skirt. Looking at Susie's pussy I wonder if her mother knows she shaves it. Using my left hand to hold her labia apart I lick the length of her pussy and circle her clit with my tongue. She moans in response. Sucking on her clit I slip my right hand into her vagina and start finger fucking her. She has a delicious flavour. I keep sucking her clit and finger fucking her until she's had several orgasms by me. Standing up I look down at a smiling Susie and say, "Want the hot dog special?" She smiles and nods her head. Undoing my pants I let them fall down and push my shorts off my hips, they slide down as well. Due to the positions neither Susie or her mother can see my dick. Smirking, Lydia says, "Susie's a lucky girl, she's in for a BIG surprise." Both Susie and her mother look at her as I start to slide my dick into Susie's soaking vagina. 

Gently I slide my dick in. I'm about two thirds in when I reach her cervix. Pulling back a bit I start to move in and out. Her cunt seems to grasp at my dick as I pull back. She cums on my fourth thrust and every other thrust after that. I fuck her to several more orgasms. She's no virgin but her pussy is very tight and feels lovely, I'll need to cum soon. Looking at Lydia I say, "Want another deposit?" She grins as she nods her head. Stripping her dress off she takes her panties off and lies on the table beside Susie. As I pull out of Susie and move to Lydia's pussy, Susie and her mother see the size of my dick. They both go wide eyed and lick their lips. 

As I slide into Lydia's eager pussy she says, "Fuck me hard and fast." I do as I'm told and shove it all the way in, hard and fast. She yells, "Fuck yes, fuck me." I do so. I pound her pussy as hard as I can. Her juicy cunt squeezes my dick as she cums. In only a few minutes she's cum a dozen times and I'm ready to cum. Grabbing her hips I thrust in and hold myself still with my dick head blocking her cervical entrance as I shoot my sperm directly into her womb. She cums again. A couple of minutes later I withdraw from her. Walking over to Jane, I place my dick on her lips. She's still not fully with it but she sucks my dick clean. 

Seeing everyone has had their piece of pie I get dressed and pull out twenty dollars to and pass it over as I call David and Daniel over. To them I say, "Enjoyed the show?" They both nod. I continue, "Now is the part I promised you. Both of you drop your pants. David, you get to fuck Jane while she gives Daniel a blow job." Both boys immediately take their pants off and move into position. David is a bit unsure of what to do so Linda gives him some advice. He's soon happily ensconced with his dick inside Jane as Daniel places his dick on her mouth. She immediately sucks it in and starts sucking on it. Glancing at a tired and happy Lydia I look up at Harry. I catch his eye and say, "Come try a cream pie." Giving me a puzzled look he walks over. I say, "A cream pie is a pussy that's just been freshly filled with sperm. When eating a cream pie you should suck out the excess sperm as you eat the pussy, understand?" He nods yes as I push his head down to Lydia's pussy. She doesn't realise who it is eating her but she enjoys the work he's doing and is soon moaning as she cums again. 

Hearing someone loudly say, "Oh, fuck what a sight, I'm cumming." I look up, to see Wendy furiously working her pussy as she cums while looking at Harry with his mouth to his mother's pussy. Most of the other cafe customers are paired or tripled off and giving each other pleasure of some sort. I'm a bit surprised by the two young men I saw enjoying Jane's pussy early, they're now in a sixty-nine sucking the other's dick. 

Walking over to Wendy I lean down and say, "Want to bet that isn't the last time he eats that particular pie?" 

She moans as she cums again before saying, "Not after that it won't be. You're a devious, devilish bastard." 

I respond, "I'm not the one you really have to worry about." She follows my gaze to where Linda is talking to Harry as she rolls a condom onto his dick. His eyes are glazed over with lust as are Lydia's. We watch as Linda places his dick against Lydia's cunt and starts feeding it in. In seconds he realises his dick is in a hot wet cunt and he starts thrusting. On Linda's advice he starts playing with Lydia's clit as he thrusts back and forth. I say to Wendy, "Watch this reaction." Kneeling beside Lydia I quietly say to her, "Having a nice fuck?" Her response is a moan as she cums. I say, "Harry's a very good mother fucker, isn't he?" 

Her eyes fly open, she looks up at who's fucking her and says, "Oh fuck." Her pussy must have spasmed or something as he suddenly slams his hips forwards and moans as he cums. She moans as she cums again. 

I look over to where David has filled Jane's pussy and Susie is eating her cream pie. Daniel is putting his pants back on too. A moment later Susie stands up and goes for a cold juice sitting on the counter. Wendy had put them up as each person paid. About half are still there untouched. 

It's just after 7.00 pm I stand Jane up but she's still well away in lala land, her eyes are unfocussed. With Nina's help I get her jacket and skirt on her. John and I carry her between us. Smiling at Wendy I leave this little orgy and head out the back door. David and Daniel are over due to get back to the school so I take them with us. Linda had called Robert earlier so he's ready to pick us up. We climb into the Tarago van and head off. 

Arriving at the school I have Nina, Linda, and Mary sit where they can be easily seen while the boys and I ring the bell. One of the teachers answers the summons. Before he can speak I wave at the van and say, "I'm very sorry for keeping the boys out past their scheduled return time. The lot of us were in a cafe having some drinks and enjoying ourselves. We lost track of the time. When I realised the time I felt I should bring the boys back and explain it's my fault and not theirs." The teacher looks at me for a moment then he looks at the van and sees the girls. He nods his head, in understanding. 

To the boys he says, "As long as this doesn't happen again I'll let it go." Turning to me he says, "Thank you for seeing them safely back to the school, we were getting a bit concerned. We'd already asked the other boys if they knew anything, but none did. Where were you?" 

I reply, "We were at the Callahan Cafe at the mall. They normally close at 4.00 pm but today they were having some fun fund raising activities for the Autistic Children's Home and we stayed to participate. I meant to bring them back on time but got too carried away with the fun. As it was we left before they finished. You can check with Wendy Callahan, the owner, if you wish." He nods, and thanks me, we leave. 

As we drive off we have a few good laughs as we discuss how the boys are going to tell their mates what happened. I bet that's the best Saturday they ever had or will have while at school. 

We take Jane home first as I need to help John take her inside. She's still spaced out. We stop to get some hot barbecue chicken on the way home for dinner. Robert drops us at home and returns the van to the rental people I hired it from. 

After eating our chicken Linda, Mary, Nina, and I spend the rest of the evening watching excerpts from today's filming and fucking our brains out. 

During the Week
Monday morning I have my secretary cancel the booking at the restaurant and book us somewhere else. I also let it be known I don't favour eating there any more. I also contact my solicitor about suing the restaurant owner; I leave it all up to her, after that. 

Wednesday at bowling Jane bounces in just after we arrive. We're bowling her team tonight. When she walks up I stop her and lift her skirt to see what panties she's wearing. She blushes but stands there as I hold the front of her skirt level with her waist. She has on some dark blue heavy cotton panties more suitable for a strict girls' school. I shake my head no. Blushing deeper she reaches down and slides her panties down, bending down to remove them. Looking at her bare freshly shaven pussy I smile and nod. I drop her skirt. She starts getting ready for bowling. 

To put her bowling shoes on she places her foot on the seat and does up the lace like everyone else. Unlike everyone else she's giving everyone in front of her a view of her open pussy. Also when she bends over to release the ball while bowling she's giving us all another flash of her bare bum and a glimpse of her pussy. 

Everyone notices that she's not as bitchy as she used to be. That makes them all happy.

Fifth Instalment - Day Three, Session One
At 7.15 am Saturday morning I'm standing at the breakfast bar cooking some food in the electric fry pan for me and my delightful nymphs. Yes, that's right - I'm cooking. Three lovely ladies and I'm cooking. Why you may well ask. Hard as it may seem, well I found it hard to believe, all three FAILED cooking classes (Home Economics they call it now). I've made it clear I'm enrolling them in a decent cooking class and they will learn or else. Haven't yet decided what the 'or else' will be. Anyway, for now it's me who does the cooking and I'm doing my favourite, my style of French Toast. As soon as I cook a pan full they swipe it and eat it. I'd be complaining except they're taking turns to stand behind my rubbing their breasts against, me while sharing toast as they hand feed me, this is so I won't stop cooking to eat. This is a nice exercise as we're all still nude, we'll dress after breakfast.

Nina is currently make holes in my back with her lovely breasts as she slips bite size pieces of toasts into my mouth. She says, "Darling, know how you haven't yet made any arrangements for this afternoon's session. Well I hope you don't mind, but I've made some." 

Swallow the toast, it's lovely - even if I do say so myself; it's just the way I like it. I reply, "Yes, I know." Feeling her go stiff with surprise I continue, "You know I get all the phone bills electronically to make payment simpler. Well yours turned up Thursday. I was about to make arrangements and decided to pay the bills while thinking about what to do. I noticed how unusually high yours was and checked it. All those new mobile phone numbers. I did a reverse check on several and found they were billed to people all across the state. I rang the land line for one of the billing addresses in Parkes and a woman answered. I explained I was checking my daughter's unusually high phone bill and asked how she knew you. She didn't but she recognise the phone number for her son at school here in Sydney. The penny dropped and I apologised as I'd just realised it must be people you're calling for the party you're organising. She laughs and hangs up. I figure you've asked the boys over for the afternoon and had trouble telling me about it so I left this afternoon free." Turning around I move her back a little and say, "Next time you organise something for when I'm organising something, talk to me first. If you don't, you won't like the consequences." All three gulp at the steel in my voice. I kiss her and go back to cooking. 

She respond, "Sorry dear. I told them all they can bring a friend and they had to sign release forms. I sent them an electronic copy of the forms you had Linda and Mary sign where they had to get their parents to sign and extended it with a declaration by a JP since it won't be signed here. I told them no signed release don't bother showing up." I nod my head that's smart thinking. 

By 7.45 am we're all dressed and awaiting our actors for today. About 7.55 am they start arriving; John, Jane, Lynn, Mark, Robert, and Steven. Everyone signs release forms. Time to get started.

As we walk into the play room I turn to look at Jane she smiles at me and undresses. As I undress she lies on the bed as she slips a pillow under her hips and spreads her legs wide. I walk over to the bed and climb on it between her knees. Stopping above her I wait. She smiles and grabs my dick to rub it up and down her pussy. She soaking wet already. Smiling she feeds my dick into her waiting vagina. Keeping her eyes locked with mine I quickly shove my hips forward, slide the full length of her vagina and through her cervix in one fast thrust. She moans as she wraps her arms and legs around me and says, "Oh fuck yes," as her cunt squeezes me in her first orgasm of the session. I thrust in and out hard and fast, she cums several times. 

John leans over and says, "The doctor gave her one of those new early advice pregnancy tests yesterday. She's pregnant, any sperm today will be wasted." I turn and look at him, he's positively gloating. I smile back as I cum and fill her womb with sperm. I'm hardly out of the way before Steven mounts her. He thrusts in and starts going into raptures about how her cervix feels on his dick head. He fucks her hard for several minutes, to their mutual pleasure. She cums several times before he cums and Robert climbs aboard. 

As Robert thrusts in and out of Jane I pull Lynn to me and kiss her. Smiling, she lies down on the bed beside Jane and spreads her thighs. Gently I slide my dick into her waiting love tunnel. In moments Robert and I are thrusting in unison as the women under us moan in orgasm. Robert soon cums and is replaced by Mark while I continue to take my time with Lynn and enjoy the feel of her body wrapped around my stiff dick. As Mark starts to breath real hard Linda snuggles up to me from behind and tweaks my nipples as she says, "Hurry up and cum in Auntie Lynn or we'll be late." Oh how delicious, Lynn's lovely cunt squeezing my dick as she cums and Linda boring holes in my back with her tits. A few more strokes and I'm filling Lynn with my sperm. I pull out and move towards Jane for a clean up suck as Mark steps away. Jane's cock sucking is definitely improving; must be all the practice she's getting. 

When Jane's finished Nina takes her into the bathroom and has her sit on a seat frame straddling the bath. Following Nina's instructions Jane leans back against the wall and grabs hold of the towel rail. Picking up a special hand held shower head she shows it to Jane, saying, "Sis, look at this lovely special shower tool. It's shaped like a very long and thin dick as it's designed to go right up your cunt and help wash it out." She turns it on and three sprays of water come out. One at the top of the head spraying forwards and slightly outwards, one 10 mm further back (about halfway along the head) spraying outwards, and the third is just behind the head spraying backwards. Grinning like an imp Nina starts to insert the device into Jane's cunt. Carefully she wiggles it as far in as it'll go. The cleaning head is only 35 mm wide at the head and 25 mm for the length of the shaft, it's 300 mm long, including the hand grip, leaving a maximum entry depth of 250 mm. Nina gets the whole thing up Jane's cunt, she must have it through her cervix to her womb. 

I suddenly work out why Nina is grinning so much and say, "Pull it back 50 mm." Nina looks at me and frowns. I say, "I said pull it back 50 mm." Nina does as she's told as she's already learned not to argue with me. When I'm happy with the length inserted I nod and she turns the water on, fast. The instructions say to turn it on and adjust the water to a nice slow flow of warm water. As I thought she was going to do Nina turns on the cold water only and fully open. Like this the water will spray out like ice cold needles. I hadn't planned this but I'm not stopping it. The sudden shock of the high pressure cold water makes Jane scream. She glares at me as I lean down and say, "Cum bitch." 

Jane's eyes go wide as she screams "No" while her body betrays her and she starts to cum despite the cold water. Slowly I reach over and turn the cold down as I open the hot just a little to warm the water up. She smiles as the water reaches a more comfortable temperature while Nina moves it up and down to wash her cunt out. We all take turns for a quick shower. I also wash Lynn out with the new head, water on warm and at the right pressure 

As we go to get dressed John hands me back the circlips from last week, saying, "They were on tight. I had to go buy a special tool to get them off on Sunday." Laughing I take them and put them back on Jane before letting her get dressed in the clothes she wore over. 

Once dressed we all go down and get in the rented mini-bus, John driving so Robert and Mark can play with Jane's tits as I fondle Lynn's. We drive to a shopping centre in one of the more prestigious suburbs, it takes about thirty minutes - a good run. After parking the mini-bus we all head into the centre. We walk the length of the mall to the far end. This end has  the fashion stores and a fashion parade area that's often used to display new fashions. About half way along the main walkway are warning signs. The fashion show today is lingerie and men's underwear from an erotic clothing store in the mall. This shops starts where Veronica's Secret stops and they do both genders. The signs warn people scantily dressed models of both genders will be on display and anyone under eighteen years of age must be accompanied by a parent. 

The fashion show area has a small tent area as a change room for the models and they'll be starting soon at 9.30 am. I lead my crew up to the organiser and say, "Hi Bruce, we're not too late, are we?" 

He turns around and sees us. Smiling, he says, "No, but you're close to it." He waves us to the tent area. 

I send John, Linda, and Mary to find good places to film from as I lead Jane, Nina, Lynn, Mark, Robert, and Steven towards the tents. I say to them, "No matter what you're feeling, always smile, walk as if you own the place, maintain a normal walking pace, and watch where you put your feet." They all give me odd looks as we enter the tent. Inside the tent we find Cathy and a few other people. A few racks are off to one side with name plates on them. I point my crew at the racks with their names. 

The change supervisor, Melody, says, "Hi Caz, Steven, I was about to give up on you lot. Steven, you're first of the men, hurry up please. You'll be following Cathy. Everyone, as you take an item off put it back on the same hanger and place it at the back of the rack. Be quick in your changes." 

My crew all turn and look at me, I say, "You heard Melody, get into the items you'll be displaying first. Now move." They all jump and move when I bark out the last two words. They're soon stripped and changed. This is going to be fun. Jane is in a matching panties and bra set of almost transparent material, the bra is a supported half bra ending just below her nipples. Mark is in a very tight and skimpy jock strap affair while Robert is wearing what looks to be a pair of spray on shorts. Nina is in a matching camisole and panties set while Lynn has a one piece thing that is like a corset with built in panties. Cathy is already wearing a light weight thong and sports bra type outfit while Steven is wearing a male equivalent of a thong. 

The Master of Ceremonies is giving his spiel and mentions Cathy's name, she walks out on to the stage. Steven steps up ready to walk out. Melody checks him over and says, "Hmm, not quite." Smiling at him she rubs his dick, making sure it's stiff and pointing up. I've got a copy of the list to make sure each is ready and in order. Jane is next, we can all see her erect nipples and clit. Melody looks her over as Steven walks out. She says, "Oh yes, love that stiff clit. That's good for an extra twenty sales of this outfit." She turns to Robert and says, "Not good enough." Pulling a dick clamp out of her pocket she pulls his outfit down and gives his dick a good sucking. He rises to the occasion so she clips the dick clamp on and adjusts his outfit again. She does the same to Mark. Standing up as she finishes fixing Mark she says, "That'll make sure you stay up for the show. I'll do the same to Steven when he starts to flag." 

Just then we hear the MC say, "Jane is wearing.." Gulping she smiles and walks out. We all hear the crowd gasp on seeing her. A moment later Robert walks out on hearing his name. I glance out to see how he's doing. The show off, he struts out and smiles at the crowd, seeing a few people he knows he waves at them. 

Seeing Robert's act Melody says, "Lovely, he's perfect. I'll have to remember to see if he wants a full time contract. That's the perfect touch for a crowd like this." She turns to Mark and says, "Can you do the same as Robert is doing, and interact with the crowd." Gulping he smiles and nods. Nina is next and she struts out smiling and waving like a visiting monarch, absolutely perfect. Mark follows her and does much the same. 

Cathy is changed and joining the end of the line in a smoke grey teddy outfit. She says, "Great, the best show I have so far this year and I'm being upstaged by a bunch of beginners." Melody laughs with her. 

It takes about ten minutes for all seven models to walk the runway and return, so each person goes out once every ten minutes. That's plenty of time to get changed and ready. The show is for two and a half hours so they'll each have fifteen items to display. 

Jane is having trouble getting into her outfit for the second set, it's a very tight see through panties and bra set with string for straps and very little cloth. I help. Adjusting the crotch patch I slip my hand in and open her labia to place her clit on prominent display while pushing the cloth around her lips. When she's ready Melody looks at her and says, "Damn, I'm about to cum just looking at you like that." We watch when Jane struts out. As she walks down the runway we can see the men in the front row lose their erections as they get damp pants. Melody turns and grins at me. That's just the effect they wanted. Nina is next in a sexy schoolgirl sport underwear outfit. Melody says, "Nina love, can you do something sporty as you go down the runway?" With and ear to ear grin Nina nods. I grin too, Nina is a very good gymnast and she's sure to show off now. When she hears her name she walks out and stops for a beat or two. Bruce is talking about how the outfit is good for sports as he turns to see why she's stopped. She waits for Robert to clear the runway. She takes two quick steps and does a cartwheel down the runway. Reaching the end she hops up and lands with her legs slightly spread. She waits a moment and bends over backwards onto her hands, kicking her feet up to spin back onto her feet as they touch the floor behind her hands. Bruce is enthusiastically talking about how the outfit stays in place and supports through the most rigorous activity. She turns and struts back as Mark is called forth in another male version of a G-String. Melody is wildly enthusiastic about her performance. All the outfits being shown are very skimpy and perfectly display the assets of the wearer. All my crew are a bit embarrassed at first but soon get into the swing of things and are proudly strutting their stuff. 

At one point we send Lynn and Mark out together with matching outfits of light blue see through material that's little more than 100 mm bands. The groin pieces are exactly the same, one band goes around the waist while another goes at right angles to cover the genitals and arse hole. In both cases, it only just covers the genitals but the material is so see through that nothing's hidden. Lynn's bra is a simple thin band that circles her body covering her nipples. Damn they both look sexy and the crowd goes wild. Some of Jane's outfits are very interesting. Cathy walks out in a very small and thin chamois outfit like an ultra small bikini with matching collar, it's called the Slave Set. Steven follows in a male version that accentuates his dick. Jane follows with a variant called 'Getting Ready for Master.' I had to help her get ready for this one and had lots of fun sliding the small built in dildos into her cunt and arse hole. Each step stimulates her. Bruce has her stop and peels back part of the panties to show the crowd where the built in dildo enters her cunt. She's a nice deep red for this one, though looking very sexy. Another outfit is a special pair of very high hip panties that don't quite vanish into her pussy slit, since the panties are the focal point we send he out topless. This time the blush goes down to her waist. 

The biggest cheers from the crowd, are for Nina and Robert when they appear in a matching set called 'Baby's Fun.' The pants of these outfits are an almost translucent form fitting material shaped like diapers. Nina's bra is the same but shaped like a folded diaper. They have adult sized pacifiers in their mouths and adult sized baby feeding bottles in their hands, which they drink from. 

Sometime later it's nearing noon and they're all getting into their final outfits. They'll do the walk in these and then appear as a group in the same outfits. Jane's final outfit is listed as an 'Entertainer Special,' it's little more than some specially shaped latex pieces that stick to the body. I help her put it on. The breast pieces are 60 mm diameter soft cones while the groin piece is an equilateral triangle 75 mm on each side. To make them stick better I suck and lick her breasts, clit and labia before firmly putting the latex in place; they stick perfectly. Her pussy will be totally visible from behind as will her arse hole. Lynn's outfits have been fairly modest in comparison to the rest, but this outfit is a bra and panties set with a slit for the crotch and 35 mm holes where the nipples are. Nina is wearing a semi-transparent body suit which zips up the side and looks sprayed on. I help her dress and spread her labia before I pull the crotch in tight, she grins as I do it. Cathy is wearing a outfit that's a small triangle of plastic, it covers her pussy on the end of a curved stiff plastic rod from a small disc over her arse hole; the outfit is held in place by a butt plug. I have fun helping her put it on. Steven is wearing a very skimpy semi-transparent jock strap style thong. Mark has on an outfit that consists of a very small triangle of cloth to cover the groin with a shaped tube in the middle, it wraps tightly around his dick with strings around his waist. It almost looks like his dick and groin have been spray painted. Robert has a similar outfit but it's smaller and is little more than a half tube to cover his dick. These are the most revealing outfits yet. Lynn gasps when she sees Mark and Robert in their final outfits. Just before Lynn goes out in her last out fit I say, "Just a moment, you need a small adjustment." Kneeling in front of her I thumb her clit as I spread her labia and bring them out on display through the crotch hole. She can tell what I'm doing, by feel and blushes. When she's called she struts out like a queen. 

As they finish their individual walks they wait until Bruce calls them back out as a group and line up on this end of the runway. They take a bow and return to the tent. Melody says, "Grab your gear and the racks, take them to the store room just behind the store, Caz and Steven will show you where. Bruce and I have only five minutes to get this tent down and away. Still dressed as they are they start to push their racks out of the tent as I hold the flap open for them. 

Standing beside the tent is a woman with two schoolgirls and a schoolboy. All the ladies are eyeing Robert as he comes out. Grinning, I say, "Why don't you ladies help Robert take his rack back to the stockroom." 

Licking her lips the woman says, "Come on kids. Get that rack under control." The girls grin as they lend a hand. I grab the boy's hand and point him at Cathy's rack, he smiles and darts over to help. She gives me a wink. Steven leads the way to the storeroom. 

As I bring up the end of the line I notice another school girl eyeing off Mark's dick as he goes by. As I pass her I say, "Come on, he'll need a hand to get that off." She looks at me for a moment, smiles and grabs the hands of another girl and boy near her. They walk with me as we go down the corridor. Hearing footsteps behind me I turn to see Linda, Mary, John, another schoolgirl, and schoolboy following us. Walking into the store room I wave the rest in and shut the door, locking it. I say, "Right people, racks against the wall. It's now time for a special show and I'm the MC, you do as I direct. Any objections." None object. 

Cathy says, "Special request boss, can I start with this tasty fruit." She's standing behind the schoolboy who helped her. She's leaning his head back against her breasts and rubbing his groin with her left hand. 

Smiling, I nod and say, "Be gentle with the poor fellow." Smiling, she nods to turn him around and kiss him as she starts to undo his clothes. The boy's mother turns to Robert and rubs his dick as she starts to undo her dress. To her daughters I say, "Get that dress off and then get naked." Grinning, they do as told. Everybody follows my last order. Within a minute Robert is on the floor with the woman riding his dick hard, one daughter is astride his face moaning as he eats her out,and the other is pouting. Cathy is on the floor and has the boy between her thighs as he slowly mounts her, his first fuck by the looks of how things are going - and he's enjoying it. Mark is on the floor with one schoolgirl riding his dick another riding his tongue, while Lynn is pulling the boy from that set between her thighs. Linda has the boy she brought in eating Jane's pussy while Jane eats the girl's pussy. Mary is giving John a blow job while Nina holds Steven back as she talks to him. 

The door opens and Melody walks in. Going over to Steven, she says, "Thanks for keeping him for me Nina." She quickly strips and pushes Steven to the floor to mount him and going hard. I'm standing there appreciating the view when Bruce walks in. He winks at me. He walks over to Steven and sticks his dick down Melody's throat for a good sucking. Grinning, she sets to with a will. And I thought he was gay, oh well. 

I make sure the film crew set the cameras up nicely and get undressed. Walking over to the pouting girl beside Robert I fondle her breasts and say, "Think you're ready to play with the big boys yet. 

Turning around she looks into my eyes and smiles. Her hand reaches for my dick and takes a hold of it. As she moves her hand along my dick her eyes go wider. Looking down she gets a good eyeful of what she has a hold of and says, "Fuck me, that's bigger than both my previous boyfriends together." Her mother and sister look up at the comment and lick their lips as they moan in orgasm. She looks at me and says, "I'm not sure I can take one that big." 

Smiling, I say, "Too late to back out now. You're taking this in your mouth and cunt so start sucking, girl." She drops to her knees and starts licking my dick. Kissing it she slowly slips her mouth over it as she tongues my dick head well. Very nice, she's very good at this. After a few minutes of this I pull her to her feet. Walking over to a nearby table I sit her on it and place my dick at her vaginal entrance. Gently but firmly I push my dick in. She moans as I slowly enter her velvet tunnel, I can feel her vaginal walls resisting as they stretch to take my phallic offering. I take a minute to slide the full length of her cunt, I'm not all in her but I've reached her cervix. She can feel I've filled her nether regions and can see I've still got more to go, she gulps and looks up into my eyes. I say, "I can keep up the pressure and enter your womb itself, that'll probably hurt a bit or we can settle for this. Your call." 

Gulping hard she says, "I'll probably regret this but I want it all in me." Taking a good hold of her hips I slowly push harder as my dick starts to force her cervix open and push into her womb. She grimaces and bites her lip as I make the entrance larger with my advancing dick head. A minute or so later the last of my dick is in her, our groins are mashed against each other and my whole dick head is in her womb. I lean forward and kiss her. As we break the kiss she says, "Fuck, I feel so full." In response to a question from her sister she says, "He's entered my cervix and got his whole dick head in my womb." Her mother is lifting herself off Robert when she says this. The woman drops back down as she cums due to the picture that evokes. 

Slowly I pull out and re-enter her. By the tenth such stroke her cervix doesn't need much reopening on entry. I speed up the pace and start fucking her faster and harder. She starts moaning in response. A few more thrusts and she's cumming, she leans into me and hugs my chest as I continue to fuck her. Her whole body shakes as she cums. I feel a pair of breasts in my back and my balls are tickled. Thrusting forward hard, I cum and fill her with my sperm. 

Stepping back I look around and see Steven with a stiff dick standing and watching Melody ride Bruce hard. I motion Steven over. He arrives and kisses the girl as he slides his dick in. He moans when he reaches her cervix and says, "Man, she's better than Jane." 

Smiling, I reply, "Ask her name, treat her right, and what you're feeling, may become a nightly activity." He looks at her and smiles as she smiles back. I leave them to it and turn around to find her mother was the one playing with my balls. I push her down to suck my dick back to life. Smiling, she does so. I look around, Linda has the boy fucking Jane and is astride her face. I smile at her, she waves and blows me a kiss. My dick is stiff again so I lift the woman up and slide it into her wet cunt. She moans when I hit her cervix, I continue to slowly push in and enter her womb. I only get half my dick head in. We stand there fucking for a moment. Holding her to me I move over to the wall and lean her on it. I continue to fuck her for several minutes and several orgasms, her spasming vagina feels so good. 

I feel a pair of breasts in my back as a finger in my arse hole and Melody says, "Time to finish and clean up sweets." I was withdrawing when Melody arrived, her action causes me to thrust back in hard and cum in the woman, filling her womb with sperm. Feeling my warm sperm fill her makes her cum again. 

As I withdraw the woman says, "I'm not protected at the moment, I wanted to get off before that. Oh well." I give her a kiss and shrug. I get her name to follow up later. 

Smiling at her I say, "Them's the breaks when you go to an impromptu orgy." She laughs. Melody is handing out damp cloths and towels. We all start cleaning up. 

Several minutes later everyone is dressed in the gear we arrived in. Melody and Bruce are leading the show as the models push their racks over to the store. Just inside the store the clothes they wore on the runway are auctioned off to interested clients. Bruce is checking with his sales staff, they've being doing very well since the end of the show. He goes and talks to Melody, he owns the store and she runs a modelling agency. After a few minutes talk she nods her head and he goes into the back room. He comes back out and walks over to me. He hands me some cheques, saying, "Things are going much better than we expected. We've included a bonus for everyone. Thanks for a good show and thank your staff for me." I'm being paid for everyone but Cathy and Steven, they work for Melody on a regular basis. Cathy set this up through her during the last two weeks as Melody had trouble getting models for this show. 

The deal was $600 per model and $200 for me as assistant organiser. The cheques in my hand are for $1,500 for the models and $500 for me, that's one hell of a bonus. I say, "Thanks for the bonus. I think some will be interested in long term work like this. If so I'll have them sign up with Melody. Did she warn you this was the first time for my crowd?" 

He smiles, saying, "Not quite, she said none of them had done lingerie before. But Cathy swore they'd be bloody good. So we took the chance. I find it hard to be believe this is their first time with lingerie, let alone their first time on the runway. They did bloody well and looked so natural." 

I reply, "I'll pass that on to them. Hope your sales go well." 

He laughs and says, "We've already got more than double what we expected, that's why the bonus. At last year's show we got two and half times our regular weekly sales while we used professional models. There's still plenty of time and shoppers left and we've already hit seven times our regular weekly sales. The staff are happy as they're on commission." We both laugh. 

Rounding up my crew we start to head out. As we walk through the mall we see a lot of people with bags from Bruce's shop. Most smile and wave at the crew, they smile and wave back. Everyone's happy today. 

Lunch
We stop for a quick lunch at the food court, we split up for our favourite foods and meet back at a table I managed to collar. Linda is getting my lunch. When they all get back and are sitting down I hand Linda the cheque for my pay, it's made out to her and Mary. I say, "Here dear, this is the pay from today. You and Mary are splitting it." She looks surprised to see it's in their names. She looks at the amount and smiles. Folding it up she places it in her bag. Turning to the others I say, "I know I didn't tell you a thing about today before hand, but you're getting paid for this work. You did so well both Bruce and Melody think you can do it for a living. So anyone who's interested can let me know and I'll put you in touch with Melody. The deal was for $600 each for the modelling. Bruce was so impressed he's given you all a bonus." I hand out the cheques. They're all surprised about the amount of their cheques and eagerly put them away safe. 

Smiling, Robert says, "That's two bonuses. I wasn't expecting any pay at all, now I've got this and I'm picking up Ingrid for dinner tonight." I look at him and he continues, "That's the blond I was eating while her mother fucked me. I think I may be home very late tonight." We all laugh. They're all happy with their pay. 

Steven laughs as he says, "Maybe we should double date, I'm picking up her sister Helga tonight." 

After Lunch
Having eaten we go back to the mini-bus and drive home. We arrive there at 1.40 pm to find a large crowd of school kids waiting on the street outside my place. 15 boys, four girls, and three mothers. Lynn, Mark, Steven, and Robert all head off to go home. Linda leads the rest upstairs as Nina and I approach the group, I recognise about half the boys from last week.

Seeing us approach them one of the mothers moves to the front of the group. She waves the release form at me and says, "What's this about you wanting my son to appear in an orgy you're filming?"

I calmly reply, "I don't. The situation is I have a twenty-four year old woman who has defaulted on a debt and she's paying it off by my photographing her in a variety of humiliating activities. I'm not too happy with her as she's my ex-wife and she made it a very difficult divorce. You can ask her sister Nina about that,if you want." I wave at Nina beside me. I continue, "Last week we meet some of these boys while we were shopping and I had Jane flashing at everyone in the centre. We rode the same bus these boys were on and they enjoyed the show. This afternoon we're going to have another session. Anyone who wants to can join in provided they have signed release forms. I'll film the afternoon's session. I can promise she'll give the boys a blow job each and every girl's pussy gets eaten as a minimum. Beyond that isn't known at this time. It's very likely she'll be fucked by each boy if they want to fuck her."

She says, "I'm not too sure about this. Can I stay and watch?"

I reply, "Only if you sign a release and join in. In which case, you, like everyone else, will come under my orders. What I say is what you do. I can promise you'll have your pussy eaten and probably get a good fucking by me and some others."

One woman is standing to the side,arguing with three boys and a girl, two of the boys are clearly brothers. After a few moments she walks over to show me everyone's identification documents, including hers, and signs three forms, the fourth is already signed. Shaking her head she walks over to a car to get in and drive off. The third woman shows me some IDs, signs a form, and leaves too.

Nina has been collecting forms. She checks the ones I have and that leaves just the woman and her son. The boy looks at her pleadingly. She gulps and nods. We all head upstairs. In the lounge room she shows me IDs for her (Rose), her son, and her daughter. She signs their forms and quickly fills in a blank form I have. Nina takes all the paperwork and files it away. I confirm everyone has eaten lunch as it's just on 2.00 pm

Sixth Instalment - Day Three, Session Two
We go into the playroom. I decide to start the ball rolling in a fun way. After a chat with Linda I strip off and kneel on the floor near the wall, leaning back over my heels. My stiff dick is aimed straight up. Jane strips and take up a similar pose against the end of the bed. Rose and the boys are told to strip, she's embarrassed about being nude in front of the boys, especially her son and doesn't want to strip. I give her a stern look - she gets undressed, she looks good. The boys are smiling as they look at her and Jane.

Linda passes my instructions to Mary and Nina. Nina examines the boys while Linda leads Rose over to have Jane eat her pussy as Mary leads one of the girls to me. Rose straddles Jane's face and holds her pussy lips wide while Jane licks her slit and sucks on her clit. Rose soon closes her eyes and is moaning with pleasure. Nina has the boys in a semi-circle around Jane and Rose where they can see the action better. She's explaining to them the details of what Jane is doing, and why, they're all getting a good eyeful of the action and Rose's pussy, including her son. They're all enjoying the view. On my signal John moves up behind Rose and slips his stiff dick into her juicy cunt, she moans as she leans back against him.

The girl brought to me is Liz, Rose's daughter. She stands in front of me blushing as she stares at my dick. Mary lifts her skirt up to her waist. Smiling, I reach up and slowly peel her panties down, exposing her pussy to my view. I lick my lips when I see it. Already some juices are showing and she has hardly any hair at all, just a light blond down that matches her hair. I place my hand on her pussy and she shivers slightly as I slip a finger between her labia. Taking my hand away I slide her panties all the way down. Lifting her left leg I slip the panties off and put the foot down further to my right. I lift the right leg and slip the panties off as I place the foot down further to my left. She's now standing above me with her legs spread wide, no panties and the front of her skirt held at her waist. I look up into her face, her eyes are shut as she's bites her lip and blushes. 

I pull her body towards me with both hands, she shuffles forwards. I open her labia with my left hand as I stick my tongue between them, she moans. I lick her clit and start to suck it as the fingers of my right hand enter her vagina. As per my earlier instructions Mary undoes Liz's dress and opens the top to undo her bra so she can push it up out of the way to fondle her breasts. A few minutes later Liz leans against the wall as she cums. I work her vagina harder, using my fingers to breach her hymen while she's cumming. She winces slightly and cums again as I suck on her clit. I work my hand into her vagina, widening it. After her fourth orgasm I start kissing my way up her body. Mary draws Liz upright and pulls her dress and bra up over her head. I suck on Liz's breasts when I reach them, she moans. Once I get to my feet I bend my knees a bit to place my dick head against her pussy. Her eyes are closed as she moans in pleasure. Mary grabs my dick and rubs Liz's pussy with it. She places it at her vaginal entrance I slowly start to straighten my legs. My dick pushes its way into Liz's pussy, she opens her eyes. Mary is now behind her pressing up against her back with her arms around her body fondling Liz's breasts. She turns Liz's head and tongue kisses her, Liz eagerly responds. I continue to very slowly enter Liz's vagina, I can feel the resistance as it slowly spreads to accept my dick. Damn, she's tight but wet, ready, and eager. She's small in height but she has a long cunt. The tip of my dick is just touching her cervix when our groins meet. I place my arms around her and pull her to my chest. Mary lets her go. Liz places her arms around my neck and turns her head to smile at me. Mary lifts Liz's legs and wraps them around my hips.

We all turn to look at the bed. Linda is on the bed, half way up it with her legs spread and Rose is eating her pussy while John fucks Rose from behind. Rose's upper body is lying on the bed and her legs are splayed out behind her. Nina is having fun with the boys. Jane has given each a blow job. Nina is now giving them a hand job to get them stiff again while they suck on her breasts. Jane is now in the same position as Rose and lying beside her on the end of the bed while one of the boys is fucking her.

I talk to Mary, she grins to walk over to Nina and has a word, she gives a huge grin. Walking around to beside the bed I get Rose's attention. he looks to see the base of my dick vanishing into her daughter and gulps. Liz says, "Oh, mumma, this feels so good. And he took his time to enter me, several minutes of heaven as he slid it in." Rose smiles at Liz and nods her head. John is withdrawing from Rose as a boy takes his place, it's her son Thomas. Liz looks up and watches her brother's dick slide into their mother, she moans and cums watching him fuck her. Rose is soon cumming as he fucks her and he's obviously enjoying himself. Recovering from her cum, Liz grins and says, "Mumma, don't you ever again yell at me when I call Thomas a little mother fucker as that's his dick in you." Rose's head comes up, she quickly turns to see her son's smiling face as he cums in her. I lean forward and tweak her left breast. She moans and cums as her son fills her womb with his first cum in a real woman. As she settles down from the cum she glares at me, followed by a smile as another boy enters her. She realises she's about to be fucked senseless by a bunch of her son's schoolmates. She cums again before he's fully in. She smiles at me as she cums again. I think she likes the idea of being fucked ragged by a bunch of school boys.Linda calls Thomas around and slides his dick into Jane's mouth so she can lick it clean. Rose cums as she watches Jane suck her pussy juices off her son's dick.

Taking a good hold of Liz's waist I slide her up and down on my dick, she's soon cumming. Signalling to Linda I have her follow me as I walk out of the room with Liz still riding my dick. As we leave the room I see the two boys who'd just cum in Rose and Jane are now being sucked clean by them. In my bedroom I place Liz on the bed and start to move in and out of her velvet sheath. She moans and cums several times. Linda leans down and kisses her as I speed up my action. She cums a few more times. Linda moves down to suck Liz's breasts and reaches down to tickle my balls. As I start the next thrust Linda sucks hard, Liz screams "Fuck yes," as she cums hard and lifts her hips towards me. Her vagina closes down on my dick as I slide forward. Reaching full depth with my dick against her cervix I cum hard, spraying her womb with my sperm. She cums again and again. Suddenly she realises what's happening and opens her eyes. She smiles at me and says, "Please sir, can I have some more cum?" I smile and pull out. Linda slides down and starts eating her pussy, Liz cums again.

Walking back into the play room, I go over to Rose and stick my dick in her mouth. She smiles and sucks it clean - she knows it's her daughter's pussy juices she's tasting. Both Rose and Jane are enjoying being fucked non-stop by the line up of boys. Nina has them fucking one, getting sucked clean, and lining up to fuck the other.Getting the KY out of the drawer I apply a liberal amount to both Rose's and Jane's arses as I say, "Feel free to try an arse fuck as well, boys." Rose looks up at me and gulps. I look down and say, "Never been arse fucked before huh?" She nods her head. I look up and say, "John, Rose hasn't been arse fucked before. You best go first and take it slow so you can break her in nice." He smiles and nods. Nina gets out the box of condoms for them to wear while arse fucking, don't want any hygiene issues.

John slips one on and approaches Rose. She's looking back and watches him. I say, "Relax, he knows what he's doing and you'll enjoy this unless you tense up." She turns back to me and gulps. John slips a single finger into her arse and works it about. I fondle her breasts while Nina rubs her clit. Rose moans as John slips a second finger in then a third. He's gently widening her arse for his dick. She looks over to where Jane is moaning and cumming as Thomas slips his dick into her arse and starts fucking her arse while playing with her clit. Rose moans and squirms with pleasure at the sight. Suddenly she gulps as John starts sliding his dick into her arse. A few strokes later and she's moaning and cumming. I stop the proceedings.

Going to the cupboard I get out a balanced frame work for hanging from. I have Rose hang from the top bar, while I tie the waist and chest straps around her. Nina brings in two chairs and places them beside it. We place Rose's legs on them so she's doing the splits in the air. I bring Thomas' best friend over and have him slide his dick into her as he starts to fuck her standing up. As she starts to moan Thomas slides his dick into her arse. He reaches around and fondles her breast with one hand as his friend sucks on the other. With a grin in his voice Thomas says, "Mum, you're a fucking awesome, awesome fuck. Even your arse is a great fuck." Her eyes open wide just as he tweaks her clit and makes her cum.

I now have Jane lying on the bed so the boy fucking her can look up at Rose being double fucked. She's spread eagled and tied down tight with her hips raised on a pillow. One of the boys slides his dick into her and says, "Fuck this is nicer and tighter than the other position." He proceeds to fuck her good and hard. Nina brings another boy over and slides his dick into Jane's mouth until his balls are in her eyes. He proceeds to face fuck her. 

Smiling, Nina pulls another boy over to her and pushes her panties aside as she presses his face into her pussy. Grinning, the boy sticks his tongue out and follows her pussy eating instructions.

Walking back to my spot near the wall I signal Mary to bring up the next girl. All three are rubbing their pussies as they watch the boys fuck Rose and Jane.

Mary leads a girl to me. She looks very frightened as she stands in front of me. She's looking down at my dick with her eyes open very wide. Reaching up I rub the damp crotch of her tight shorts. Undoing the buttons I start to slide the shorts down. She bites her lip and starts to back away. She doesn't go far as Mary is right behind her while she undoes her top. Leaning forward she says, "Don't worry, he's very good with virgins. Something you'll cease to be in a few minutes." The girl gulps as she turns her gaze back to me and watches me slide her shorts down her legs.

Lifting her left foot I slide the shorts off that leg and reach up to slip her panties down. I peel the top of them down and gaze upon her pussy. She looks to be bald, not shaven, but bald as if she hasn't started growing any pussy hair yet. I slide her panties down and off her left leg, placing it wider. Lifting her right leg I slide the shorts and panties off as I spread her legs further. Reaching up I rub her pussy and can just feel some very fine hairs - still can't see any hairs. Damn, this is so sexy.

Leaning forward I lick the length of her pussy slit, she moans and shivers slightly. Running my hands up her body I push her top up as Mary undoes her her bra. Slowly standing up I kiss my way up her body as I fondle her breasts. Mary lifts her top and bra off. Standing in front of her I bend down slightly and kiss her. Her mouth opens and our tongues play within her mouth. Breaking the kiss she sighs. I reach down and part her labia to press my stiff dick against her pussy within the lips. Cupping her bum cheeks in my hands I lift her slightly and press her body against mine; her feet are about a hand width off the floor. She moans and shivers in my grasp. Her arms go around my neck as she lays her head on my shoulder and presses her breasts into my chest. Looking over her shoulder I say to Mary, "This one's too tasty to waste time here. Bring those other two delicious fruits and we'll go into my room so we can taste them all properly." Grinning, Mary takes each of the other two girls by the hand and leads them out of the room. I call out, "Nina, keep those boys up and active while I'm gone. I want both Jane and Rose well fucked and out of focus before I return." 

She nods her head, she has a boy's dick in each hand as she encourages new life into them while they suck on one of her breasts each. She seems to be enjoying looking after things here. I look over at Rose, to see John has my short ladder there and a boy is standing on it with his dick in Rose's mouth. She has two different boys in her pussy and arse. While I watch she stops sucking to pull her mouth off and moan as she cums again. With her orgasm over, she smiles as she moves her head back to the dick in front of her face and starts sucking again. I think she's having a fun time. Turning I walk out of the room to my bedroom. As I enter I check the cameras in this room are turned on. Linda had them installed a few days after she moved in as she loves watching the films of us making love.

Virgin Delighted - Almost
I lay the girl in my arms down on the bed and fondled her breasts as I watch Mary undress one of the other girls while she undresses the fourth girl - the process involves a lot more breast fondling than clothing removal. Liz and Linda are across the bed as they suck each other's pussy.

Lowering my head I lick her pussy as I slip two fingers between her pussy lips and spread them, she moans. Placing my lips around her clit I start sucking as I run my tongue over and around it. She writhes and moans. Slipping two fingers into her vagina I suck harder. As her hips heave during her orgasm I use my fingers to breach her hymen. She cums again as I continue sucking. During her third orgasm I slip a third finger into her vagina and start to gently spread it. She opens up a bit more but not much, damn, she's going to be a tight fit. During her fifth orgasm she wraps her legs around my head and squeezes tight as she yells, "Fuck, nooo, oh yeess, oh fuck." With my head trapped in her groin she heaves her hips up several times as she has several orgasms one after another while I suck and lick her clit. I stop all action. Her legs go slack and fall to the side.

Lifting my head I look at her. She's covered in sweat with an ear to ear grin and her eyes closed. Looking over to the other two girls waiting I see one is limply hanging onto Mary as she cums again with Mary's hand in her pussy; the other is smiling and playing with her pussy as she watches us. Linda and Liz are both watching us as they hug each other.

Moving the girl's legs wide I start to climb on to the bed as I kiss my way up her body. Reaching her breasts I spend a moment giving each a good sucking - she moans but hardly moves. Lifting my head I can see her looking down along her body at me with a huge smile. I move further up her body until I can lay my dick along her pussy slit as I kiss her. Her mouth responds eagerly but the rest of her is like a limp rag. Breaking the kiss I reach over her to grab a pillow and slip it under her head. Lifting myself up I slide my dick back until the head is at the entrance to her vagina. Looking between our bodies she can see my dick about to enter her - she gulps.

Slowly I move my hips forward and start to enter her, she bites her lip. Damn, she's tighter than I thought, I may have to leave her to one of the boys as I don't want to hurt her. I start to withdraw. She looks at me and says, "What's wrong, hurry up and fuck me."

Smiling, I reply, "It seems I may be too big for you right now. If I continue it'll hurt a lot more than it should. You're just too small and too tight at the moment."

She looks at me and says, "So it'll hurt. I want a man for my first fuck and it's you. Now hurry up and fuck me or I'll scream rape."

Pulling all the way out I lie on her and talk to her with our noses touching, she starts to go cross eyed trying to keep me in focus, I don't even bother trying as I know how painful that can be at this range. I say, "Look missy, I'm not going to hurt you at all if I can avoid it. This pain can be avoided. We'll do this my way or I'll spank you." Her eyes go wide, slowly she nods. I continue, "Screaming rape won't help you as I've filmed everything we've done so far. All I have to do is show that to the court and your story is dead." She gulps and nods. I say, "Now you just lie here and do as you're told." Getting up off her I tell Linda, "Get one of the good vibrators and see if you can open her vagina up a bit more. If she can't open up any more I may have to let one of the boys have the pleasure. I'll not tear her apart and ruin her life for one fuck." Linda nods and gets off the bed. Liz leans over and starts sucking the girl's breasts.

The girl still in control of herself walks over to kneel down and say, "Jenny love, please do as he says. I'm just sorry I didn't have him for my first. That bastard hurt me so much it's taken me months to try again. Now I know I'm in the right place. So do as he says couz, you'll be happier for it." I now know the girl on the bed is Jenny as she nods her head. I mentally abuse myself for being so rude as to making love to someone without finding out their name first. The kneeling girl looks up at me and says, "I'm Phillipa, Phil for short. I've had sex once before, it hurt like hell. I'm dilated, sopping wet, and eager to learn that I can cum with a dick in me. You don't have to get me started as I've already cum a dozen times just watching - just fuck me please."

Lifting her up I place her on the bed and say, "No, I won't just fuck you - I'll make love to you. I'm going to enjoy filling this Phil."

Grinning, she nods her head and says, "Yes, fill me up, I've been on the pill for over a year."

Jenny groans and says, "Oh fuck - I hadn't thought of that. I'm not protected, and don't want to get pregnant."

Liz chimes in with ,"I've thought of that, too. I'm not protected and do want to get pregnant."

I look up at them and say, "OK Jenny, now I know I'll take care not to cum in you. But there'll still be a slight risk as I'm not going to wear a condom, but it'll be very low. Be warned, most boys don't have the will power and control to not cum in a girl, get some protection a.s.a.p. Liz, you should have told me about your status before we made love. I was told everyone knew we would be having unprotected sex so I assumed you were all protected."

Liz replies, "I've seen you around town for years and decided a long time ago that you'll be my first. I saw you lot down the mall last weekend and dreamt all week about being your slave like Jane is. I got off dozens of times on that. I want your baby. I want to be yours in any way and every way."

Looking at Linda I say, "Linda love, can we handle a fifth sex slave?" All the girls go wide eyed at this.

Linda reaches forward and fondles Liz's breast as she says, "Oh, I think we can handle this and enjoy it, at least I am at the moment." Both girls smile widely. She continues, "I don't know how you're going to break this to Rose."

I respond, "I'll tell her later, while I'm fucking her." I hadn't been idle during this conversation, I'd been feeling Phil up and making sure she's ready for me - she's ready and very willing.

Pulling Phil to the edge of the bed I spread her legs wide and place a pillow under her hips; she gives me an odd look as I do this. I give Mary a hand signal and she brings the other girl around to the bed as I rub my dick head up and down Phil's pussy slit. I slide my dick into her eager pussy. Mary half lies on the bed on one side of Phil with the other girl on the other side as they start sucking Phil's breasts, she moans and writhes.Slowly, gently I slide my dick the length of Phil's vagina. She moans through the whole process. From the way her cunt squeezes me as I do this I think she has two orgasms in the process. When our groins are against each other I stop, and smile at her. She opens her eyes, and smiles back. Why is it most females close their eyes when really enjoying something - oh well, it does help me to know that they like what I'm doing.

I slowly withdraw and slide back in. With each entry I speed up just a bit. On the eleventh or twelfth entry, I'm sliding in at a fast pace and she's yelling, "Fuck yes, that's soooo good - I'm cumming." I do believe she really likes what I'm doing. I speed up and slip another pillow under her hips to change the angle of contact during my thrusts. As I thrust forward for the first time with the second pillow her eyes open wide as she half sits up and screams "Fuuuck yes, what the hell did you do?" Her cunt is spasming around my dick in a continuous orgasm. She drops back to the bed, as her hips heave at me and heave again in her orgasm.I give her another dozen thrusts like this and keep her cumming the whole time. Her body heaves at me and flops about the bed as she cums and cums and cums. Her deliciously squeezing cunt sends me over the edge. Thrusting forward as hard as I can I grab her hips and hold her still as I shoot my sperm into her. Feeling the extra warmth spread through her vagina and womb she opens her eyes and smiles at me. Grinning, she says, "Now I'm a full Phil." We all laugh. We stay like that for a moment.

When my dick goes limp I withdraw as I say, "I think I found your G-spot after I put the second pillow in place. And I do believe you liked the result." Smiling, she nods her head - vigorously.

Grinning, Mary pushes the other girl's head at my dick. She kisses it and starts sucking, Linda gives her verbal cock sucking lessons while Mary slides between Phil's thighs to have a cream pie. Phil moans and is soon cumming again while Mary enjoys her snack.

My dick is soon at attention again so I ask the girl her name as I turn her around. She replies, "Veronica and I have an IUD. So fill me too if you want. I'm a virgin but no hymen, lost it doing sport years ago."

I respond, "Not yet. I'll get you started, finish Jenny and come back to you." She grins and nods.

Kneeling on the floor I start licking her pussy and sucking on her clit as I give her a gentle finger fuck while stretching her vagina for me. She places her hand on my head and pushes it into her pussy. When she starts her first orgasm she grabs a hand full of my hair as she pushes harder. I suck harder. On her fourth orgasm she suddenly closes her legs around my ears and tries to pull my head away as she whimpers while having a continuous orgasm. I suck harder for a little while. When I let up on her clit her legs drop to the side and she calms down. Softly she says, "Oh fuck."

I stand and rub my dick along her pussy slit as I say, "That's next on the agenda." Her eyes open in time to watch me slip my dick into her wet cunt. She's nice and tight with just enough tension to make it a nice fit. She wriggles and moans as I slowly enter her. I hit her cervix with still a few fingers of dick to go. I stop and look at her. She wraps her legs around me and tries to pull me further in. I say, "I'm up against your cervix, any further will cause great pain."

She replies, "I like pain, I've been getting off on playing bondage games with my girl friends until now."

Smiling, I reach down and tweak her left nipple very hard. She screams and heaves in orgasm - yep, she likes pain. I set to slowly fucking her. As I start each forward thrust I tweak her nipples she cums and heaves at me. Oh, what an exquisite torture as her delicious cunt squeezes my dick while I slide into her. After her twelfth orgasm like this I withdraw and say, "Enough for now, but don't go away." She smiles back as I move to Jenny and slip my fingers into her juicy cunt.

Linda has done a good job, I'd heard Jenny cumming while I was with Phil and Veronica. Jenny is now more dilated. But not by much, she's still going to be a very tight fit. Placing my dick head against her vaginal entrance I slowly push in. Damn, I was right as she's still very tight. I can feel her passage opening up as I push into her, but it's not tearing which is what I was worried about. She's tight and narrow but deep. I take several minutes to slowly enter and don't hit bottom. Our groins are tight against each other and I haven't reached her cervix. Slowly I withdraw and push back in. She lies there smiling at me all through this. I think she's already been too worn out to be more active, I'd pretty well worn her out before trying earlier and Linda was making her cum a lot since then. After several strokes she's no looser but she's moaning as I slide in. Suddenly her cunt squashes down on my dick as she moans with an orgasm. Linda is kissing her while tweaking her nipple, Jenny is cumming and she has some very strong vaginal muscles - I'm half way into her and can't move at all. Reaching forward I tweak Linda's breasts, she lets up on Jenny I say, "Leave off or I may cum in her without meaning too. I can't move in her while she's cumming." Linda and Jenny both grin. I continue to slide in. Over the next several minutes I manage a dozen thrusts and have to stop four times while she cums. Smiling I withdraw as I say, "Next week see your doctor and get an IUD. I want to give you a right fucking but I don't want to get you pregnant by accident because your delicious cunt squeezes the sperm out of me while keeping me trapped." She grins and nods her head yes.

I go back to Veronica. She grins as I approach her. Lifting her hips I slip a pillow under them and slide in as I lower her hips to the pillow. She moans with my entry. I look up to see Liz, Mary, and Phil in a three way pie eating contest. I signal Linda over, Jenny is too tired to move. As I fuck Veronica again I have Linda lean down and suck on her breasts - hard. She starts to buck and screams, "Fuck yes," as she cums. She's cumming again as I reach her cervix and push hard to enter it. Veronica's screams hit a new high as her hips buck at me trying to push me further into her painful pussy. The other girls stop to see if she's OK.

I stop with my dick well into her womb and our groins mashing together. She's panting very hard as she says, "Damn that hurt a lot, and it gave me my biggest cum ever." Liz, Phil, and Jenny stare at her. My lot just smile as they've seen this type of response before. I pull out and slam back in. She bucks hard and cums just as hard. Five more deep fucks for five more ripper orgasms. I nod at Linda. This time as I slam back in Linda sucks very hard and gives her a hickey on her nipple as I hit her cervix. Veronica bucks and whimpers as she cums. He cunt squeezes my dick hard and I cum in her, setting her off on another orgasm. As my dick goes limp she smiles and says, "Damn, you were so far up my womb I think you were shooting sperm around my IUD. It sure felt like your sperm was filling every interior crevice. That was one awesome fucking you just gave me. I doubt anyone else will be able to fuck me so well. You've ruined me for life."

I smile back and say, "I believe Linda still has her slave slut register still open. You can register to be my slave if you pass the pussy eating test. All my slaves must be good pussy eaters, we'll train them to suck cock." I pull my dick out of her soaked pussy and Liz slides over for a cream pie as Veronica pulls Linda's pussy to her mouth. I smile at them and walk back to the play room as I say, "Shortly I'll be giving Jane and Rose a clean out." Linda and Mary wave, indicating they heard as I leave the room.

Clean Up Fun
Walking into the play room I see it's 5.00 pm and most of the boys are well and truly drained. They're sitting around watching those who can still manage a stiff dick. Both Rose and Jane are a bit glassy eyed. I release them both from their bonds and carry them into the bath room. Placing Rose on the seat across the bath I notice sperm dripping out of her pussy. Turning I say, "Thomas you little mother fucker, get your arse in here and eat this cream pie." He races into the room and looks at his mother's sperm soaked pussy and gulps. I say, "Your choice, eat her cream pie well or give me a blow job." Gulping again he kneels between Rose's legs and starts eating her pussy, sucking the sperm out of her. She looks down to see her son eating her cream pie and moans as she cums again. One of the boys licks his lips and moves on Jane's cream pie. I make a note to reward him later.

At 5.15 pm I have them stop and get out the special shower head. I turn it on and adjust the water temperature before turning it off to insert it into Rose's pussy. With it deep in Rose I turn it on again and start to wash her cunt out. She moans and cums several times as I clean her out. With her cleaned out I turn the shower off and lift her from the seat. I sit her on a plastic stool and let a few boys have fun playing with her tits and pussy as they dry her. Lifting Jane I place her on the seat. Inserting the shower head I turn it on and clean her out, she cums a few times as I do.

Once her cunt is clean I reach over and turn the water up and to cold. She lets out an ear piercing scream as I tweak her nipple hard and make her cum at the same time. Turning the shower off I remove it and slide my hand into her cunt, it feels like ice. Standing up I say, "Now I know what they mean by the phrase 'As cold as a witches cunt.' Feel this Nina." She walks over and feels how cold Jane's cunt is. All the boys take a turn at coping a feel of her cold cunt. She sits there gasping for breath as they do this. Lifting her off the seat I take her to the bedroom. 

Dropping her onto the bed I lean over, and suck on her clit. She starts to moan and heave her hips. I apply real suction and give her a hickey on her clit. She screams and heaves her hips at me as she cums very violently. As she calms down John says, "Fuck, that was lovely to watch." I look up. He and all the boys are sporting renewed woodies. I lean over and give Jane a good hickey on her left nipple; she screams and heaves with an orgasm. Smiling John walks over and hits her right nipple as I stand up. He gets another scream and orgasm.

Dragging a special frame out of the cupboard I tell the boys "Jane is one of a very rare group of people who gets sexual joys out of being hurt. If I even hear a rumour you do things like that to girls I'll cut your balls off unless they requested such treatment first." They all nod their heads. I continue, "Now line up and see how much you can make Jane cum by sucking hard on her tits." They jockey for position as Jane stares at me in fright. Twenty minutes later she's shaking from sixteen more intense orgasms (Rose had to have a go too) and the hickeys on her tits are incredible - nice big purple marks. Lifting Jane from the bed I strap her into the frame, she's almost bent double with her cunt at a nice standing fuck height.Squatting down I give her another strong suck on her clit, she cums again. Whilst her clit is still throbbing from such harsh treatment I stand behind her and thrust into her cunt. My dick slides the length of her cunt and pounds into her womb. Her cervix readily opens for me as she screams, "Fuck yes" and cums. Adjusting the height a little I change my angle of entry and slam into her again. This time as my dick enters her cervix my balls slap against her abused clit. She whimpers and cums again. A dozen more thrusts for the same result and I'm filling her womb with my sperm. I pull out and slip my dick into her mouth for cleaning, she sucks it clean as she looks at me.

Turning to the boys I say, "Now you have to fuck her hard and fast, make sure your balls sway in and slap against her clit hard. She's so tender there that it'll hurt like being kicked in the balls - she'll cum each time your balls hit her clit." 

David steps up and slams his dick in hard. As his balls hit her clit she screams and cums. He moans and says, "Fuck yes" as he cums. Daniel quickly follows him as do the rest of the boys. Jane is screaming in pain and constant orgasms as they furiously fuck her cunt and slam into her clit.

Leading Rose over to the bed I lay her down and tie her to the bed. Placing two pillows under her hips as I ask, "What protection do you have?"

She says, "I'm on the pill, have been since my husband walked off with his secretary, five years ago. It's been a very dry time since then until today." I smile at her as I enter her. I ride over her G-spot as I slide my dick into her vagina.

The head of my dick just reaches her cervix at maximum penetration. She grunts and grins as I hit it. I start fucking her hard and fast, she moans and cums on the fourth thrust. Grinning I say, "Did you know Liz wanted me to take her cherry?" She nods her head I continue, "Did you know she's unprotected and insisted I cum in her as she wants me to get her pregnant?"

Rose's eyes go wide and she says, "Shit no, I got her a prescription for an IUD several months ago and I know she got it. If she doesn't have it fitted I'll kill her."

Shaking my head no I say, "No you won't. She told me she's unprotected and wants my child. She waited until after I shot a load of sperm directly into her womb. So it's likely she's already pregnant. She also wants to be my sex slave slut and Linda wants to keep her around as such. So I'm keeping her - she's mine, now. However I think she's expecting to be a kept woman now and not have to go to school. Well she's wrong. I'm going to enjoy visiting the school and seeing her sitting in class in her skimpy school uniform with a nice big belly of my baby. And her grades better be good or improve - otherwise she won't like how I'll punish her. Liz is my fuck toy now so get used to the idea of her moving in with me. The only question is about if she should switch schools or not - that'll depend upon how her friends take issue with her change of status."

Rose nods her head and says, "I'll contact the school on Monday and give them your details as being the ones for primary emergency contact and the like. Well that'll make things simple when Thomas' friends want to come over and play, and I want to play with them as well."

Grinning in response I reply, "I think Thomas is about to become one of the most popular boys at school."

She replies, "I hope so, I dearly hope so. I like being constantly fucked by those eager young dicks." Her breathing becomes harsher as she nears another orgasm, we hadn't stop fucking while we talked. She cums, I call two of the boys over and have them suck on her tits, she cums again and again. Linda walks in with Liz. They walk over and lick their lips as they look down at me fucking Rose. I pull Liz to me and kiss her, shoving my tongue down her throat. Linda steps up to me and presses her tits into my back as she tickles my balls. Slamming my dick forward I shoot my sperm directly into Rose's womb and she cums again. I wait until she settles down and smiles at me.

Waving the boys aside I push Liz's head towards Rose's cunt as I say, "Now suck all that sperm out. You wanted more of my sperm, well there it is, now eat it." Gulping she starts to eat Rose's cunt, Rose starts to cum at the thought of her daughter eating her cream pie. Linda sucks my dick back to stiffness, she knows exactly how to turn me on now. 

I turn Liz around so they're in a sixty-nine, Rose starts eating Liz's pussy. I give them a few minutes and slide my stiff dick into Liz's juicy cunt. She's still has a nice tight cunt and I have to go slow as I slide in. Rose keeps eating Liz's pussy and licks my dick and balls whenever they come within range of her tongue. Both of them are soon moaning. Nina leads Thomas around. I run my hands up Liz's body to grasp her breasts and use them to lift her body up from Rose's pussy as Nina places Thomas' reawakened dick against Rose's cunt.

Rubbing her breasts into Thomas' back Nina says, "Now Thomas my little mother fucker, fuck your mother well." Rose looks down to see it is Thomas fucking her and smiles before she goes back to eating pussy. Oh, what a sight, Rose is being fucked by her son while eating her daughter's pussy. 

Linda plays with my balls and Liz's clit at the same time. She soon has us both cumming. Again I fill Liz's cunt with my sperm as she cums on my dick, oh what a lovely feeling. Pulling out of Liz I lower her pussy onto Rose's mouth as Linda leans in and kisses Liz. I feel her quiver through another orgasm as Rose eats her and Linda gives her a tongue duel.

Walking over to where Jane is I examine her clit and pussy. I tell the few remaining boys waiting to fuck her again to arse fuck her now. They smile and do so. Several minutes later they're finished. So is Thomas. I untie Jane and Rose and lead them into the bathroom.

Standing them back to back I have them wash the boys and suck on their dicks before Nina and Mary dry them. Some of the boys respond well enough to make it a blow job but most are totally fucked and drained. I send the boys into the lounge room to get dressed while all the girls are washed to John's and my viewing pleasure. They all get a good pussy eating while being washed. It's John's and my turn for a wash and blow job. Jane does me while Rose does John. Followed by Jane washing and eating Rose and Rose washing Jane. We all get dressed. It's only a few minutes to 7.00 pm - boy the afternoon went fast, and enjoyably so.

Dinner
In the lounge room Daniel explains how they all got notes from their parents to stay out late to go to a party so they don't have to be back at the school until 9.30 pm. I grin and order two dozen mixed pizzas, everyone grins - just can't go wrong ordering pizzas for teenagers. It must be one of the main five food groups.

Grinning, I say, "Linda, what are the five main food groups for eating?"

She says, "Cock, pussy, pizza, hamburger, and ice cream." They others all laugh and agree.

Rose jumps in with, "Wrong. It's dick, young cock, pussy, pizza, and hamburger."

I say, "Does everyone agree with either of those?" They all smile and nod their heads in agreement. I grin and say, "Well then, to make sure you all have a balanced diet to day all those who haven't sucked a cock yet today form a line in front of me." Gulping, all the boys line up with John at the back. I drop my pants and hold my dick out ready. With an ear to ear grin Linda kneels beside my dick and calls the first boy over as they drop to their knees, she tells them how to suck cock.

Following instructions Daniel peels the skin of my dick head back as much as he can and sticks the tip of his tongue in my piss hole as he kisses my dick. Taking it into his mouth he runs his tongue around it and sucks on it. After a couple of minutes Linda calls the next boy over. By the time the last boys is sucking my cock I'm about to blow again. Linda can see this and she tells the boy to stop. Leaning in before John can start she starts to give my dick her patented 'suck the dick off' cock sucking process and quickly has me cumming down her throat. She sucks me dry and sits back, as she licks the last of my sperm off her lips before motioning John forward for his turn. She gives him a few minutes and calls time. I only manage to get my pants back on before the door bell rings.

It's three heavily loaded pizza delivery people with our pizzas and drinks. I pay for them, giving them a five dollar tip each. They smile as they leave; I think I'll get good delivery service from that store in future. After eating we get everyone back to school or home by 9.15 pm - some are day students.

During the Week
The next day both Liz and Veronica move in, we now have mattresses on the floor so everyone has somewhere to sleep. Damn, this place is getting crowded and I love it. Still haven't found one who can cook so breakfasts are still my concern. I'd complain if Linda didn't give me lovely blow jobs while I cook.

Monday morning Nina visits Linda's school and hires the use of a two room demountable classroom unit, it's located at the far end of the main playground. She explains she needs a class room for a tutor to give some lessons that Linda and some friends will be attending on Saturday. The school has no trouble renting the building out as they no longer use it. They even give her the key straight away so she can set it up before Saturday.

During the week Linda and Mary organise students to attend some special education classes on Saturday morning. The cost is $40 per student and she gets them to sign release forms as well. She lines up thirty senior boys and ten girls from her own year.

Wednesday at bowling Jane isn't wearing panties or bra, and the bruises on her tits and clit are visible to anyone wanting to look. And everyone's looking, many are slobbering. The men I expected to slobber but some of the ladies are a bit of a surprise. Linda takes a note of which ones and has a quiet word with them.

Only Linda and Nina are with me as the others are studying and doing home work. Liz isn't happy to find I'm a harder task master than her mother but the promise of my dick when she does good work is also one heck of an incentive to her.

As I pass John and Jane,I pull her to me and give her a kiss. She eagerly responds as I fondle her breast. Breaking the kiss I look at John as I say, "Lovely outfit you have slut in tonight." He grins and nods. I continue, "Do you want heads or tails after bowling tonight?"

Smiling, he pulls out a coin and flips it. Catching the coin he looks at it and says, "I get tails tonight." I give him the thumbs up as Jane smiles at him. The rest are watching wide eyed.

At the end of the first game Linda tells me about one of the young women bowlers, Gayle. I give her instructions and call across a set of lanes as I hold up a twenty dollar note, "Jane slut, get John and I some drinks and toasted sandwiches." She flounces over, takes the money, and goes to the little cafe in the corner of the bowl. John looks at me and I wink as I nod at Jane. He turns to watch.

Jane is standing at the counter, leaning on it and showing just a touch of pussy when Gayle nods at Linda and walks over to the cafe. As she places her order she places her hand on Jane's thigh and slides it between her legs. Jane turns to look at her, Gayle nods towards me. Jane turns further and sees both John and I watching with large smiles. She gives us a small smile back and spreads her legs further apart. Surprised and pleased by the action Gayle moves her hand up and starts feeling Jane up. She commences to give Jane a good finger fucking while they stand at the counter, the whole bowl can see what's happening and they're all smiling. Jane moves her arse back a bit to give Gayle a better angle.

The bowl owner is standing at his counter watching this and licking his lips. His twenty year old daughter Olive is standing beside the counter and doing the same. After a few minutes she turns and hurries towards the toilets. I stand and follow her. She doesn't notice as I enter the ladies toilet behind her but she notices when she can't close the cubical door because I'm in the way. Her eyes go wide as I reach forward and fondle her breast, she moans. I don't close the door, I just push her against the wall as I push her panties down with my other hand. She smiles and bends down to take her panties off as I drop my pants and shorts. As she stands up I pull her to me and slide my stiff dick into her wet pussy as our lips meet. I keep our lips locked as I give her a fast and furious fucking. She cums several times before I cum in her. Pulling my limp dick out of her I grab some toilet paper and clean us both up. As I pull my pants up I turn to see Nina with two other women smiling at us as they continue to play with their pussies. Smiling I leave them there as Nina pushes Olive down onto a toilet seat while telling one of the women to eat her as the other eats Olive.

I return to my seat to find my drink, sandwiches, and change sitting there while Jane is sitting on a cum soaked towel in her seat. Gayle is licking her fingers and smiling. We all have a fun night bowling and a lot of people score some personal bests - seems the adrenalin was a bit high tonight.

Once we finish and go to the car park John bends Jane over on the hood of his car and starts to fuck her. Gayle comes over and starts playing with Jane's breasts. I walk up behind her and lift her skirt as I push her panties aside. She turns and looks at me. She gives me a weak smile as I slide my stiff dick into her wet cunt. She smiles when Linda kneels down and starts licking her pussy and my dick. While we fuck the ladies Nina opens John's car and opens both back doors wide. Returning to us she plays with both our balls and makes us both cum. Luckily both our ladies had cum a few times during our fucking. Nina directs Jane onto the back seat of John's car and has Gayle take up a sixty-nine with her so both start to eat the other's cream pie. Most of the bowling league are now standing around the car getting a good eyeful of the action and enjoying it. A few couples are fucking in the car park as they watch. Linda is with one of the others she spoke to and has her hand inside the woman's panties playing with her pussy as she moans. Nina comes over and drops to her knees to take my dick in her mouth and give me a lovely blow job. When Linda is finished playing with her new girlfriend we get in our car and leave. Gayle and Jane are still at it as we drive out of the car park. John has gotten a new woodie and is busy using it in Gayle's pussy.

Thursday I end up having to go to court with Linda. Her friend Narelle has an urgent court case and she wants Linda and me there as moral support. I take my solicitor with me as I'd been told what the case is about and want a legal advisor handy.

Since Narelle is only just turned seventeen it's a Children's Court session and closed to outsiders. We almost didn't make it into the court except I bulldozed my way in and demanded the judge ask Narelle if she wanted us there. Neither of her parents are happy to see us but Narelle is very happy. The judge is surprised by this difference in attitude and I say, "Your Honour, I think it's best if you allow us to stay as 'Friends of the Court' as we aren't for or against the application but just here to help Narelle get what she wants by giving her moral support and advice when needed." 

Her parents object and the judge asks, "Why do you think you know more about what Narelle wants than her parents do?"

I reply, "Because I have no commercial interest in the outcome of the application while her parents do." The judge sits up at this. A commercial interest in an application for the court to approve a girl with an intellectual disability pension to be able to engage in sexual intercourse; such persons are given extra protections under the law and the approval of this application willd remove them. He gives the parents a long look, a very long look. I say, "If your Honour will allow me to ask Narelle a few questions under oath we may be able to quickly resolve this matter to your satisfaction."

He looks at the parents as they quickly confer and her mother says, "Your Honour, we don't know where this person is headed. But are prepared to let him go ahead at this point if we may lodge objection later once we understand what he intends." The judge so approves.

Narrelle is called to the witness stand and sworn in. I stand near the box and ask her "Narelle, do you know what the oath you just took means?"

Smiling, she replies, "Yes, it means I must tell the truth or I can be put in prison for lying to the judge. Prison is a place where they lock you up in a little cage and you have restricted access to things. I've seen all about this in movies on TV." I smile in response, so does the judge.

I ask, "Are you happy sitting there by yourself?"

She replies, "No, I'm very nervous and worried. Can I please have my best friend Linda sit here and hold my hand? That'll help remove my worries and reassure me." I look at the judge and he nods. Another chair is placed beside Narelle's and Linda sits in it holding Narelle's hand, she says, nothing but just sits there holding her hand.

I ask, "Do you know what this application before the court is about?"

She replies, "Yes. It's so I can get a court order removing the special protections on me about sex. With the court order I can legally have sex with anyone. I know what sex is, that's fucking. It's where a boy or man puts his dick in a girl or woman's cunt. If they're not careful she can get pregnant and have a baby. I don't think I want to have a baby yet but I would like to have sex with someone one I like, someone I choose to have sex with. But I'm still a virgin and will stay that way for some years unless I get raped or the court approves this application. I'm on the pill so I shouldn't get pregnant." We all smile, that's resolved 90% of what the court case is about.

I ask, "Did you initiate this application?"

She gives her parents a worried glance and squeezes Linda's hand harder, the judge notices both activities. hesitantly she replies, "No, my parents did. I signed the paperwork they put before me because they told me to sign it or I wouldn't be given dinner that night."

Her parents gulp. Her mother stands up and says, "I object."

The judge says, "So do I, over ruled." Without even thinking about it or looking up. 

He nods at Narelle to continue, she says, "My parents want this approved because a man down the street likes me and wants to fuck me. He's prepared to pay them some big money to take my cherry." She turns to the judge and says, "That's what it's called when a virgin has her first fuck. I don't like him and want to have someone else as my first fuck. If possible I wouldn't like to fuck that man at all. But my parents want the money he's offered. They've promised me a new dress if I fuck him. I want the new dress but not as much as I want to fuck the man I've dreamed of fucking for some years. I heard them talking one night, they think they can make a lot of money by having me fuck people for money. I want to do it for fun, not money. The women in the movies who fuck for money never enjoy it and have such terrible lives."

The judge says, "Narelle, I have reports here from two medical people that says you understand the full ramifications of having sex and your testimony so far supports that. But they also say you're not able to live on your own. That means you have to live with someone and that's usually your parents. I gather from your comments you no longer wish to live with your parents, is that so?" She nods her head yes. He asks, "Is there someone else you'd like to live with, if so, tell me who?" 

Smiling and squeezing Linda's hand hard she says, "I don't want to live with my parents any more as they want to turn me into a whore, that's the word they use in the movies for women who have sex for money. I don't want to be a whore. If I could choose to live with anyone I know I'd like to live with Caz." 

My head pops up as my eyes go wide and the judge turns to look at me. He says, "Did you expect this answer?"

I reply, "No your Honour. I'm here because I was asked to help. I was also told that Narelle had a crush on me and wanted me to be her first lover, but I had no idea she wanted to live with me full time."

Narelle chimes in with, "I've loved you for years. I want to live with you and be your lover. I don't care if you're not exclusively mine as long as I can get to spend some time with you. The best times of my life have been when I've been out with Linda, Mary, and you whilst you were caring for them. Unlike everyone else you treated me as a person worth respecting, not as someone to look down on or as a millstone around their neck as my parents do. When you tell me not to do something you take time to explain it and make sure I understand why. Everyone else just tells me no but not why. You've always treated me as a person, the same as you treat Linda and Mary. I can accept you not marrying me but I couldn't accept you rejecting me."

I stand there dumbfounded. I look at Linda she gulps and I say, "You knew all this?" She nods her head yes. I ask, "Why didn't you tell me this?"

She replies, "I know Narelle needs to get away from her parents. I thought if I told you everything you may not come and help her escape them. I didn't expect it all to come out in the court either."

I look at her and say, "Young lady, you just earned yourself a five hit spanking when we get home - for misleading behaviour."

She nods and says, "Yes sir, sorry sir. It won't happen again." The judge watches this all with interest.

I turn to him and say, "Your Honour, I didn't know the depth of Narelle's feelings. As I said I knew she wanted me to be her first lover. My household currently consists of Linda, her sister Mary, her aunt Nina, a few servants and myself. I own a larger premises and will soon be moving into it as my current residence is no longer big enough now. Considering what Narelle has just told us I would like to petition the court to approve a change or residence for her. If you're not happy with her living with me you should have her moved to a group home facility of some sort. But she can't live with her parents any more." Her parents jump up and object.

The judge says, "Over ruled. This court hereby approves the application to engage in sexual intercourse and approves the applicant's verbal request to this court for approval to live with the man Cazna Rochester as his lover. Dismissed."

Her parents are stunned and I'm a bit surprised, Narelle is jumping up and down clapping. Linda is smiling as she's very happy for her friend. That afternoon Narelle moves in with us and gets upset when I refuse to have sex with her until after I have her attend some special lessons on sex.

Friday night Jenny gets approval from her mom to have a sleep over with her cousin Phillipa at the house of their new friend Linda. Both girls spend the night in my bed and Jenny has a well fitted IUD. That night is marvellous and another story which I may or may not tell you. Both are on hand on for Saturday morning's session. Also Narelle enjoys watching us as sex in my house has become a spectator sport.

Saturday  at about a quarter to 6.00 am I'm half awake and have this feeling of having my dick crushed by a circular vice. Waking up further I open my eyes to see Jenny slowly sliding her tight vagina down my morning woody. Damn, what a painfully pleasant way to wake up. I just lie there and let her do all the work as she seems so happy doing it. A hand slides across my chest and Linda's voice whispers in my ear, "Hedonist, I know you've been awake for the last ten minutes. Nice, isn't it?"

I turn my head and smile at Linda, saying, "Get Narelle for me." She looks surprised and goes to wake Narelle. When she arrives, she had all of two metres to travel once Linda woke her up as she sleeps on a mattress beside my bed at the moment, I say, "Narelle, watch carefully what Jenny is doing as this is how you're to wake me up tomorrow morning." With an ear to ear grin she turns and closely watches Jenny while I reach over and play with her pussy. I let Jenny have her way for another ten minutes. Reaching up with my hands I tweak both her nipples, she moans as she cums and collapses onto me. Rolling over I lift her hips and slip a pillow under them. Rising part way to my knees I commence to fuck her hard and fast, well as hard and fast as I can in her tight pussy. The faster I go the more she likes it and the harder it is to go fast. As I near my own orgasm after Jenny's twentieth or so I rise up onto my knees fully pulling her hips up and onto my dick. I say, "Narelle, suck her clit off."

Jenny's eyes go wide and she screams, "Noooo," as Narelle leans in to and latch onto her clit with her mouth. I slam my dick as far into her, as far as I can go. Jenny's scared of this as I did the same thing yesterday afternoon and she learned how hard Narelle can suck on a clit, she doesn't quite leave it bruised. I start cumming as Jenny starts to scream, "Fuuuuuccck" in a kind of up and down warble while she has a continuous orgasm brought on by Narelle's super suction action on her clit. My dick is trying to shoot sperm into Jenny but as she cums her cunt clamps down on me and stops all movement of all fluids in my dick. Every now and then her cunt lets up for a moment and some sperm is allowed to squirt out into her to sets off her orgasm again. It takes about eight minutes and many orgasms by Jenny before I've shot all my sperm into her and my dick can start to go limp. I fondle Narelle's breasts and she lets up. Jenny collapses onto the bed, exhausted.

As I withdraw Narelle says, "Mine" and starts eating Jenny's cream pie, giving her another half dozen orgasms.

I go into the en suite and have a shower with Mary and Nina. Liz, Veronica, Phil, and Linda are in a four way pussy eating contest on the bedroom floor. Leaving the en suite showered and clean I go to the cupboard to get out some vibrators and condoms, placing the condoms on the vibrators I hand them to Mary and Nina. Smiling they walk across the room and slip them into any unoccupied arse they can find. A series of 'Oh fuck' comments follow each insertion. Leaving the six girls to their fun,we head off to the kitchen.

I stand at the cooking bench making pancakes. Mary, Nina, and I have had ours and I'm now cooking breakfast for the rest. There's a stampede in the hall when the smell reaches the girls walking out from the bedroom after their showers. They quickly sit down at the table, each place has a number beside its plate. Picking up a die I roll it on the bench beside me. It shows a four. I say, "Number four." Liz is sitting at plate four. She stands and walks over to me. She drops to her knees and takes my dick into her mouth. She now has to take more than five minutes and less than ten minutes to give me a blow job. We started this game during the week and I have no intention of stopping it. Six minutes later when the pancakes are nearly finished cooking I say, "Breakfast in one minute." She starts sucking harder. Phil stands up and walks over to she whispers to Liz and gets a nod in response. Standing up Phil takes a plate and puts some of the pancakes I just finished cooking on it. She squats down. I'm about to blow and Liz recognizes the impending explosions. She quickly removes her mouth. Holding one hand in front of my dick and the other pumping my dick hard she quickly has my dick shooting sperm at her free hand. Phil holds the plate under Liz's hand as my sperm hits her hand and drops to the plate all over the pancakes. After milking my dick for all the sperm she can Liz leans in and sucks it clean.

Standing she takes the plate from Phil and says, "Yummy, Phil and I wanted our pancakes with lots of cream and that's what we have now." She sits down with Phil and they commence to cut up and eat the sperm covered pancakes covered. I get an instant woody, damn they look so sexy doing that.

Linda moans and cums as she says, "OH fuck, what a great idea."

All the girls quickly finish their pancakes. Veronica stands and collects the plates, reaching the one Liz and Phil used she looks at it and says, "Oh, some left over cream" and commences to lick the plate clean. Damn, this bunch are going to kill me. All this sexy food play has got me going again. I race across the small kitchenette and grab the nearest girl - Linda. I pull her head down to my dick just in time for her to get her lips around my dick for a good seal before I cum down her throat. Veronica looks exceedingly pleased with herself. I don't blame her.

Just after 7.15 am we all leave the apartment and head to Linda's school, to arrive at 7.40 am. Nina opens up and we quickly set up the cameras around both rooms. We make sure no one can peek in. At 7.50 am all the students arrive. Nina sits them down in their assigned chairs. She collects the release forms. Linda collected the money during the week when they booked their places. Five minutes later John arrives with Jane and I lock the door behind them. She walks in and sees all the students sitting at the desks, she gives me an odd look. She and John sign their release forms. All is ready. My girls are all sitting in extra chairs at the side or the back of the room.

Seventh Instalment - Day Four, Session One
At 8.00 am I call Jane out to the centre of the front part of the room. Facing the class I say, "Good morning class, welcome to today's class on Sex Education - Advanced Practical or SEAP. It's SEAP as we expect to see a lot of sperm seeping out of cunts by the end of the lesson." The whole class giggles at my very weak joke. Putting an arm around Jane I fondle her left breast as I say, "This is Jane Slut our demonstration fuck toy for today." She gulps and the boys start to slobber on the desk. "I'll start with some basics." At my signal Jane lifts her top and takes it off as per her instructions she has no bra or panties on. With the top off she takes her skirt off as she could see that was next.

I lead her over to the sloped padded table we have and sit her down. Fondling her breast I say, "This is a breast or tit. This little bit at the front is a nipple." I tweak her nipple. Pulling her legs apart I feel her up as I say, "This is a cunt or pussy. There are other names but those are the ones we'll use today." Spreading her legs wide like she's doing the splits I lay her back and open up her labia. Everyone leans forward for a better look. I say, "I'll open her cunt up for viewing and you'll take turns examining it." She blushes. Nina hands me a clear plastic speculum which I insert into her vagina. Using one hand to hold her lips apart I stand there with her totally open to their gaze as Nina brings the students up two at a time and they carefully examine her cunt. Under instruction by Nina each touches her clit and her lips. They also fondle her breasts and tweak her nipples. Jane is embarrassed at being used as a living anatomy lesson. After each person has had a good look and a light feel I remove the speculum. During this Linda has been handing out printed notes to everyone. They have very explicit instruction on male and female anatomy; including how to eat pussy and suck cock. Nina gives them a spoken lecture on pussy eating (well I couldn't say an oral on oral sex could I? you'd think it was a bad pun). And Linda gives a lesson on cock sucking.

This is followed by their first oral exam, pun intended. First the girls come out and take turns eating Jane's pussy. Once they pass that as assessed by Linda, they take off their panties and squat over Jane's face so she can eat them out to give them a lesson on being eaten. As the boys line up to eat Jane I take the girls to the side and strip off. They get a chance to examine and play with my dick before they practice their cock sucking skills. A few don't want to but are soon convinced to do so. 

Once the boys have had a good chew on Jane's pussy Nina tells them to suck my cock. Half refuse but the rest give it a quick suck. Linda takes note of who does and doesn't; that's how she'll write up the line up for blow jobs and fucking Jane.

Just after 9.30 am we get to the fucking part. As Nina explains the process I stand between Jane's thighs while the students stand around and watch. I slide my dick into her cunt and start fucking her. She cums several times before Nina reaches down and tickles my balls to make me cum. I start to pull out as I do because I want to leave most of my sperm near the entrance to her cunt. They all gasp, and stare at her cunt leaking sperm. Nina says, "A freshly fucked cunt with sperm seeping out like this is called a Cream Pie." She starts calling the girls forward by name, making them lick Jane's cunt and taste my sperm, many take a second lick. Next is the boys, those who sucked my dick readily step up. When she gets to those who didn't, they refuse.

I step up to the first refusal and say, "You don't have to lick Jane's Cream Pie if you don't want to, you can give me a blow job instead." 

The first boy to refuse is Randy, one of the athletic types and is bigger than me. He swings at me as he says, "No way Jose, faggot." I catch his hand in mine and punch two stiffened fingers into his biceps. He screams with agony. Twisting his arm up his back I force him to his knees and place my dick against his lips. When he doesn't open his mouth I strike a point near his left jaw hinge with one stiff finger. His mouth opens and my dick slides in.

Nina leans over and says, "Now suck cock dick breath or he'll pop your eyes out." He starts sucking and the others quickly dive into Jane's pussy, some take extra licks once they try it. Linda had included this idiot so we could humiliate him like this because he's the school bully boy. I release his arm and grasp his head as I start to give him a face fuck. As the last boy is licking Jane's pussy I hold his head still as I cum down his throat. Pulling my limp dick out of his mouth I turn his head so Linda can get a good shot of the sperm in his mouth and my dick on his lips.

Releasing him I say, "Any more back talk from you and you get to give every boy a blow job." Gulping he nods his head and slinks back to his seat. I doubt he'll be doing any more bullying around the school.

Nina says, "Now it's time for my bonus." She drops down and gives Jane a very thorough eating out, she cums over a dozen times. Jane is lying there with very little energy left now. Nina also cums a few times while eating Jane, she really loves eating cream pies.

I say, "One advantage of being a good pussy eater is after you've eaten a girl to a dozen or more orgasms she has no energy left to even think no, let alone say 'no' when you go to fuck her. If you've done it right she'll be saying, 'Hell, yes please' when you line your dick up with her cunt." I look around the group to see them all smiling, even dick breath. "Now boys, as your name is called walk up and stick your dick in Jane's mouth. She'll give you a blow job then Nina will give you a hand job to get you up again and you then get to fuck Jane until you cum in her. You're getting the blow job first so you can last longer as you fuck her. Now strip." Self consciously looking at the dressed girls the boys strip off. Despite the embarrassment they all have stiff dicks. I let the girls get a good eye full for a few moments before moving them into the next room.

In the next room I tell the girls to get undressed. They all look closely at the three padded tables as they get their clothes off. Looking at the list Linda gave me I call the first girl. When I wave at the table she lies on it and spreads her legs wide like I had Jane's. I smile and say, "Thank you, I'm enjoying the view but you don't have to be that wide unless you want to be." Smiling, she closes her legs a bit until she's more comfortable. Two more names and I have a naked girl on each table with her legs spread. Motioning Mary and Linda up I say, "We're now about to have a pie eating contest. First to get their target to five cums wins. Liz call the start." We line up and Liz calls the start, the three of us dive in. We hardly get to our knees before the girls start moaning and writhing. Linda's target whimpers through her orgasms while Mary's target screams her way through hers and mine mumbles 'Oh fuck, oh yes,' through each cum. It only takes a few minutes for us to bring them to five cums each. Liz and Veronica declare it a three way tie as we all stand at once. The girls are lying on the table moaning with pleasure and big smiles.Turning to the girls I say, "As you can see it makes no difference if the pussy eater is male or female as long as they know what they're doing." They all grin. I continue, "Gender only becomes important when you reach this stage. I step up to the first girl and start to slide my dick into her. She starts to wave me away but doesn't have the energy to do more than wriggle her fingers. 

Slowly, I gently slide my dick the length of her pussy as Linda says, "When being fucked for the first time make sure you're very wet and dilated. If he doesn't eat you first play with yourself for a few cums first. Then make sure he goes slow and gentle. If he tries to rush it reach around to grab a hand full of the hair on his balls and start to pull, he'll slow down." They all giggle. As she finishes her talk I'm balls deep in the girl and slowly withdrawing, a few more such slow thrusts and she's ready for more. I speed up and quickly fuck her to three cums. I lean down and kiss her. She responds with an eagerness she didn't have a few minutes ago.

Pulling out I move to the next girl. Over the next eighty minutes I give each of the paying students a good first fuck after one of us gives them a good pussy eating. I also give each of my girls a good fuck except Narelle. When I've finished everyone else I cuddle Narelle and say, "I'm saving you for tonight, an hour or two of just your delicious pussy and my dick." She smiles at me and slips her hand into her cunt as she plays with it some more, she's been doing that all morning.

Turning to the girls I say, "OK girls, we're about to rejoin the boys. You may dress or remain naked, your choice. I can say with a fair degree of certainty any naked girls are likely to get fucked by the boys at the first opportunity the boys can arrange, regardless of if you want it or not." They all smile and get dressed. Back in the other room we watch the last three boys fuck Jane. She's cum so much her eyes are glazed over. It's now 11.50 am.

Looking about the class I say, "Anal sex or arse fucking needs to be started carefully, especially when it's the first time for that arse. You should always wear a condom for hygiene reasons when arse fucking." John puts on a condom as I roll Jane over. He applies KY to his dick and her arse. Slowly he slides his dick in and commences to give her a good fucking. Nina has the boys line up to fuck Jane's arse. As they slide in she has them play with Jane's tits and clit while they give her a quick arse fuck each. Three of the girls want to try arse fucking. This isn't really my thing so I have them come up to another table to bend over, and drop their panties. John carefully introduces them to the joys of anal sex. He's very happy to have three virgin arses for him to try as he loves arse fucking. The girls say they like it so two more line up and he does them. In each case he makes sure to make them cum twice or more while fucking their arses.

It's now 12.50 pm and everyone who wants an arse fucking experience has had it, even one boy who asked John to fuck his arse. John gave him a hand job as he fucked his arse. He didn't want to fuck the boy at first but I simply told him to and he did.

I have Jane lying on the table as I say, "Some people get sexual pleasure from giving pain, others from being given pain." Jane still has a glazed expression and not tracking properly but when I reach over and viciously tweak her nipple she sits up and yells, "Fuck yes, I'm cumming." All can see her juices flow as she cums. They all gasp and watch as I repeat it with her other nipple. They watch how vicious and painful my fingers attack her nipple and watch her cum because of it. I say, "Some people can even be trained to respond like this as Jane has been trained over the past month. This means I can easily bring her to orgasm in seconds, simply by causing her pain. And as you may have noticed each time I hurt her my dick stands a bit straighter as I'm now learning to like causing her pain." I look straight at one of the girls and smile, she gulps. I'd noticed how she responded to the various activities all morning and think she may like a bit of this. I walk over and fondle her breast, she moans. Tweaking her nipple hard I cause her to scream and cum. She looks at me wide eyed as she realises she liked the pain, she smiles. Walking over to another girl I say, "I've noticed you've been eyeing off the one boy all morning. Go over to him, kneel beside him, take his dick in your right hand, lean forward and bite his nipple hard; not hard enough to draw blood, but hard enough to make him yell." Gulping she does as I say. As she approaches the boy he looks scared and happy at the same time. She grabs his dick in her hand and bites his nipple. He screams and shoots his sperm all over her hand, his chest, and her top. In response to instructions she licks him clean.

Calling them all to look forward again I say, "Well class, do you think you got your money's worth in today's lessons?" All of them nod yes. The girl is still kneeling beside the boy with his dick in her hand as she licks his chest. He's running his hand through her hair and nodding vigorously.

One boy who'd been afraid to even look at the girls all morning gulps and walks over to the girl whose nipple I twisted. Standing in front of her he pulls her top up and latches onto her nipple, sucking hard. She screams and thrashes around as she cums several times, one after another. When he stops we can see the large hickey he's left on her breast around her nipple. Sticking his dick against her lips he fondles her other breast as he says, "Suck my dick." She smiles at him and gives him a quick blow job.

Playtime is over so I dismiss the class. We all quickly get dressed as Nina and Linda dress Jane, she's still out of it. Two more of the girls pair off with two of the boys and two of the girls pair off together. Those paired off walk off hand in hand when they're dressed. The rest walk off in various directions, all take their course notes with them. Mary, Liz, and Veronica are cleaning up the front room when I walk into the back room to tidy up in there.

Opening the door I find Randy bending over a desk being arse fucked by the boy who asked John to fuck his arse. Both seem to be enjoying themselves as the recipient is saying, "Oh yes, oh yes, thank you dear." Well that's a turn about. The boy in charge is only about half the size of the bruiser he's fucking; he sees me, smiles, and waves while keeping up his rhythm. I go around the room turning off and removing my cameras. The boy grins when he sees what I'm doing as he hadn't noticed the cameras before. As I cross the room I stop to place my dick against Randy's lips. He doesn't even look to see whose it is as he starts sucking. I take a few pictures with the still camera in my hand. He's good now and I'm soon cumming down his throat again.

The morning wasn't all that active for me but it was very active for Jane. I know I didn't get to watch everything that happened to Jane but I have it recorded and will watch it later, often. Damn, that's going to be one hot film, gang banged by thirty high school seniors.

Lunch
Jane can hardly walk so I lift her up onto my shoulder to carry her. Her arse is on my left shoulder with her head hanging down my back. I slide my right hand half way into her pussy and play with it as I carry her back to the mini-bus we came in. Once in the bus we head off for lunch, John follows in his car. He's all alone with his thoughts. I smile.

At a well known international burger chain we get hamburgers, fries, and cokes (no points for guessing which one). Nina takes great delight in feeding Jane her food as if she's a baby. She's still in zombie mode. Both Nina and Linda give me odd looks when they see me smiling at Jane's condition. After a quick lunch we head back to my place.

We get home to find the whole family waiting for us - Lynn, Mark, Barbara, Max, Robert, Darren, Shauna, and Steven. It's only 1.45 pm so I let them in and get them to sign forms as I help Jenny and Phil pack their gear as they have to be home by 3.30 pm. I call them a taxi and give them the money for the fare. They smile and kiss us all goodbye. Last session and time for the big pay off. Time for my ultimate revenge. 

I send Liz, Veronica, and Narelle into my bedroom with orders to stay there and amuse themselves. They look at me strange. I say, "This next session is for family and guest performers only. Steven has a few special skills which is why I'll be using him." They're not happy but do as they're told.

Eighth Instalment - Day Four, Session Two
At exactly 2.00 pm I carry Jane into the playroom and place her on the bed. Linda, Mary, and Nina give me odd looks as they set the cameras back up where they belong and turn them on. They're a bit concerned I haven't made an effort to bring Jane around fully and wonder why.

With Jane spread eagled on the bed I slide two pillows under her hips and slide my dick into her. Straight through into her womb, she grunts and cums. I thrust several times and make her cum on each. I pull out without cumming. Calling Steven over I give him a dick clamp to put on. He looks at me and puts it on. We'd spoken of this back at the start. I told him if all goes well I'll want him to fuck Jane for an hour straight with a dick clamp, he doubted I'd get this far. He smiles and grimaces at the same time. He's going to love sliding into Jane's cervix for an hour but it's going to be painful with the clamp holding his own orgasm back for that long. He places the clamp on the base of his stiff dick. John gives us both odd looks and says nothing.

I need to cum so I go over to Lynn and kiss her. Taking her in my arms I lead her to the table and lay her down on it. Lowering my head I suck her clit, hard. She screams as she cums and nearly drowns me with her cunt juices. She's smiling as I stand and thrust hard into her, all the way into her womb as she cums again. Ten thrusts and ten more cums before I fill her with my sperm. She sits up and kisses me. I lean forward and say, "How long do you want between birth and impregnation of the next of my child?"

She leans back and says, "Oh, we plan to spread the fathers about."

Smiling, I twist her nipple as I say, "Wrong answer, breeder lady."

She gasps and cums once with the nipple play and again at the sound of my voice. She gulps and replies, "Twelve to fifteen months between birth and next pregnancy, please." I smile, and nod at her as she says, "I'll tell Mark about this." Again I nod. I kiss her and withdraw.

Walking back to the pack standing around Jane and watching Steven fuck her I take Shauna's hand and lead her to Jane's head. I place her with her pussy in Jane's face. Jane instinctively starts eating her pussy. I smile. Walking back to the pack I ask Darren "Are your finicky about whose arse you fuck?" He shakes his head no. I say, "So it doesn't matter if it's a girl's arse or a boy's arse?"

He turns to me and says, "A tight arse is a tight arse and a pleasure to fuck." I smile at him.

I tell Lynn to lie on the bed beside Shauna, she does. I have John lean over the bed and eat Lynn's cream pie while holding his arse up in the air. He looks at me and gulps, he can see what's coming already. I smirk at him. He gulps again and takes up his position. He's soon eating my excess sperm out of Lynn's pussy. I hand Darren the KY and a condom as I point at John's arse. 

He smiles as he puts the condom on and walks over to John. Liberally spreading the KY on his dick and John's arse he slowly slides his dick in. In a moment he's balls deep in John and fucking his heart out. Grinning, Max, Mark, and Robert ask for condoms and line up behind John. I push Barbara down to suck on my dick as we watch her husband and son fuck John's arse while Steven pounds away at Jane's pussy as she moans and cums the whole time. When the boys have all cum in John I have him turn around and suck on their dicks. He looks like he could cry as he obeys me. 

Time to reset the scene. I lead Barbara over and have her lean across the bed sucking on Darren's dick while Robert fucks her from behind, a nice family scene of her sucking her brother while her son fucks her. As I set it up I see she realises exactly what I'm doing. She turns to speak to me about it. I slap her arse and point her back, she gulps and does as told. Max gives me an odd look. I have him sit on the bed beside her while John sucks his dick as Mark fucks John in the arse again. Both sets are well placed for good camera views of all the participants. Shauna walks over and lays Max back on the bed as she straddles his face, he eats her pussy. I walk around and give Lynn my dick to suck on. It takes about another twenty minutes before Max blows his next load into John's mouth as Mark unloads in John's arse. Robert and Darren had only just finished shooting their loads into Barbara. At my command Steven pulls his dick out of Jane and grabs John's head to pull it to his dick as he releases the clamp and blows his load into John's mouth. I pull my dick out of Lynn's mouth and go over to stand beside them. While John swallows Steven's sperm I have Barbara kneel beside John as she gives me a hand job. I'm soon blowing my load over both their faces and smirking, as I do. When I'm finished Barbara licks my dick clean. I make them leave the sperm to dry on their faces. They look at me and gulp at the icy stare I give them back.

I call Robert over to have Barbara suck his dick stiff and give him a blow job while John gives Max a blow job. Mark is sent to fuck Jane and Darren fucks Shauna while I sit down with Lynn in my lap as I make her cum by tweaking her breasts. Nina, Linda, and Mary have been judiciously making sure the cameras all get good shots of the action. They all give me an odd look.

I need to have a piss. I place Lynn on her feet. I stand, and walk over to John. I place my dick in his mouth and he starts sucking. I hold his head still as I piss down his throat. His eyes go wide as he sits there swallowing it. Sighing I turn away and walk out to the kitchen. Linda chases after me.

In the kitchen I start to make the hot chocolate as she says, "Darling, what was that all about with mother and uncle John." I hug her to me, kiss her, and go back to getting the drinks ready. She stands there staring at me.

Sighing I say, "Darling, there's a lot more going on than you know about. I've a lot of things happening and they're all reaching fruition now. I'll explain shortly."

It's about 4.00 pm when we carry the drinks back into the play room. Everyone is sitting around looking worried as they wondering what I'm up to. This isn't like anything I've ever done before. I sit down and pull Linda onto the chair beside me as Mary and Nina sit down and lean against my legs. 

I look at everyone and say, "As you all know this little set of events started out as a way for me to get my own back on Jane for what she did to me." They all nod their heads, I continue, "You've all used it to get a bit of your own back on her too. Well, I've also used this to get my own back on a few others." I stop to take a drink as I watch their reactions. A few gulp, the rest stare at me as they wait for enlightenment. I say, "About four months before Jane walked out I got suspicious about her. So I planned to find out what she was up to. I used a hidden camera to tape several discussions between Jane and Barbara, discussions about Jane's affair with John. Barbara didn't see the need to mention this to me or anyone else. Since she's always spoken about how much she cares about me and always used me as a baby sitter to save her a fortune, I felt betrayed by her not telling me. Thus the few scenes today with her being fucked by Robert when she didn't want to be." They all gulp at this and stare at Barbara, she hangs her head and cries. I look over at Jane, she started to take notice of us a few minutes ago. I smirk at her and she flinches.

I look at John and say, "You all know how Jane betrayed me by having an affair and walking out on me. As for you John, I liked you but that didn't stop you sneaking around with my wife taking her out and fucking her for five months before she walked out. If you'd taken her out of my house after the first date I might have understood. But you betrayed me and used me as badly as she did. You two deserve each other. But more so, you deserve being controlled by me. Well, now you are. You're both my personal submissive fuck toy slaves. Aren't you?" John gulps and nods his head.

Jane looks at me and gulps hard as she nods her head. Hangs it down and says, "Yes master." 

I lift my dick and say, "John." He shuffles across the floor and starts sucking my dick. I pat his head as I say, "The rest of you have been honest with me so I've been honest with you, except where I needed to keep secrets about my plans for those who betrayed me. When I found out Jane was two timing me I decided I'd take my time and work out a way to make her my submissive fuck toy. I knew she'd present me with an opportunity to do something like these sessions. So I did a lot of studying about psychology and how to create a submissive sex slave. I've been subtly working on John and Jane since the day I saw them together fucking in the back of his car in the bowl car park four months before the separation. I'd been working late and finished earlier than expected. I went to the bowl to surprise her and got a surprise instead." Both of them go very pale. I say, "I knew Linda and Mary both had strong crushes on me at that time. I sat them down and spoke to them at length, finding out it was a lot more than just a crush. So I stopped trying to get them to look elsewhere for a lover and started working with them to develop a good three way relationship. The hardest part in all this was to continue living as if I hadn't had any pay rises while getting significant pay rises." Jane's eyes go wide at this. I grab John's hair and pull it back, he stops sucking. I wave at my dick while looking at Jane. She stands up and walks over to kneel down to take my dick in her mouth, sucking it very expertly now as I hold her head.

Smiling at me Linda reaches over and takes hold of John's hair, pulling his head into her groin. I let go and he settles into eating her pussy. She smiles and says, "I think I like the idea of having two submissive fuck toys, don't you girls?" Both Nina and Mary nod their heads. She says, "Get a good seal on my cunt John as I need to take a piss and you're the john, John." He opens his mouth wide and covers most of her pussy to make a seal with his lips. She giggles at her own pun as she pisses into his mouth, we can hear it as it squirts out into his mouth and splashes around in his mouth. He swallows without moving his jaws or lips. When she finishes he licks her clean.

Nina says, "Oh, that's so sexy and reaches for Jane's head. I push Jane's had towards her. Jane moves over and starts eating Nina's pussy as Nina says, "My sister the sex slave. That's it sis, make me cum." It's clear to all what John and Jane's positions are now. I smile.

I turn to Barbara and say, "You betrayed me but I accept you were only a lower level accomplice. But you now have to earn my trust again." She gulps and nods. I continue, "If you ever lie to me again or fail to tell me something I should know, you'll be on the floor beside Jane drinking my piss and saying, 'Thank you, master,' for letting you do that." She gulps and nods vigorously. I look around and say, "My family is larger than what I intended, but that's OK. My house has twenty bed rooms when you count all the staff bed rooms. We'll be moving weekend after next. Linda is the mistress of my house and will advise you when we'll be having a house warming party. John and Jane will move in and live with us full time when we get settled into the new house." They look up and nod agreement. I continue, "The rest of you will always be welcome to visit for a cool drink or a hot fuck. But remember, in my house I'm always the master and in charge." I look around at them all and they all nod. They all wonder how come they never before realised what a masterful in control person I was.

Standing up I say, "Jane and John must stay here in this room until such time as I say otherwise, probably Monday morning. The rest of you are free to fuck them or each other as much as you want. But don't leave this room unless it's to go straight to the front door and go home. I have six very beautiful and very sexy young ladies who need me to love them so I'm going to retire and do just that. Enjoy yourselves."

As I stand Steven calls Jane too him as Darren calls John to him. They both go over with their heads hung low. I stand there and watch as Steven thrust deep into Jane's cunt and Darren thrusts hard and fast into John's arse. Robert grabs his mother and throws her on the bed, quickly mounting her for another good fucking as Mark and Lynn get dressed to leave. 

Shauna stands and loudly says, "Beware the wrath of a patient man. I now know what they mean by that phrase. You can be one hell of a patient man Caz, and that's one hell of a wrath you have there. Am I glad you're my friend and not my enemy." She grabs Max's hand and drags him to the floor, to fuck her.

Linda, Mary, Nina, and I leave them to it. Whatever they do will be caught by the cameras and will further push Jane and John down into slavery to me. 

Going into my bedroom I walk over to Narelle and take her into my arms, kissing her as I slowly caress her body. I think how lucky I am to have six lovely young women who get on so well; all happy to love me and each other. I spend the next three hours concentrating on making love to Narelle, but that's another story, a much more pleasant story than this one. Narelle may not be a quick thinker but she's a lovely person and a delightful lover as are all my lovelies.

We have dinner about 8.00 pm that night, Chinese. After dinner Barbara, Max, and Robert take my two slaves back into the playroom for more fun - I'd let them join us for dinner. I look in to see Jane eating Barbara as Max fucks Jane while John sucks on Barbara's tits as Robert fucks his arse. A touching family scene, all playing together. The rest of us retire to my bedroom for some more loving.

I spend most of the night making love to Narelle. So much so she goes to sleep with an ear to ear grin plastered across her face, even in her sleep. She's so tired by our love making she doesn't wake up until 1.00 pm on Sunday. When she does she walks into the lounge room to find me.

Taking my hand she leads me back into the bed room and has me lie down. She says, "Now go back to sleep as I have to wake you up a special way." I smile as I close my eyes. She plays with my dick and slowly mounts me. I lie there with me eyes shut and smiling as she rides my dick for quite some time. She's soon moaning and cumming. All my lovelies had followed us in and I can hear them cum as they enjoy the show. I can't complain about Narelle's behaviour as I did tell her she had to wake me this way today. Also I'm not about to complain about anything so lovely.

Suddenly Narelle's cunt starts going wild as she cums and cums and cums. I open my eyes to see Liz giving Narelle a very thorough kiss as Mary and Veronica suck on Narelle's breasts while Linda plays with Narelle's clit. Damn what a sexy sight. I start filling Narelle's delicious pussy with my sperm.


Epilogue
As stated we move into my mansion a couple of weeks later. John and Jane move in to one of the servant's bed rooms. John continues to go to his paid work each day, his salary now goes into my bank account and he gets an allowance from me. Jane also gets an allowance and she does work around the house as directed.

Over the next few months I carefully go through all the recordings and make a number of good porno films out of them. Most are solely for home and personal use, and very often. However I do get three very good films to market. A bit of judicious editing and both the school boy gang bangs show no faces except Jane's, as does the films of Paddy with Jane. In the four months between when I have them ready for release and the babies are born the Internet porn film company that markets them for me sells 625,487 copies of which I get US$5 per film or US$3,127,435 revenue from film sales. Even after taxes that leaves a lot to spend on my lovelies.

The maternity ward at the hospital was a very interesting affair. When Jane's waters broke Liz and Nina rode in with her and weren't long behind her. Lynn arrived about an hour later with Lydia not far behind her. The delivery ward was full, five pregnant woman and all my babies. The matron in charge of the ward went white when confirmed all her charges were having my children. They started delivering almost one after the other, I was in the delivery room for over two hours. Nina and Liz were last, so I could spend more time with them. But the nursing staff were stunned to see Mark on one side of Lynn and me on the other as Lynn told them I was the father and Mark was her husband. Then to have a repeat of that with Jane and her calling me master all the time, that was too much for some of them. Harry came in and helped me with Lydia's delivery. Linda and Narelle helped with Liz and Nina's deliveries. Oh it was fun playing games with the staff. Three girls and two boys - and no, I don't remember who had who, that's what my perpetual calendar and my future wife Linda are for; she keeps track of whose birthday is when.

During the pregnancies I spent a lot of time over at Cathy's sister's breeding ranch, training and caring for the dogs. Linda and Narelle always went with me so both dogs quickly bonded to all three of us.

My house has a nice basement and Linda insisted on turning it into a proper dungeon. John spends a lot of time hanging out in it, and I do mean hanging, as from the chains on the wall and various devices.

The gang do work for Melody every now and then as they like being models. We even raised US$250,500 from sales of tapes of the fashion parade for Bruce. He even has shots from it in his store as advertising.

Well life is very good, Linda and I are scripting a porn film for Jane and John with our two dogs. The boys (Riff and Raff) love fucking that pair, John in the arse and Jane in cunt or arse. They're good watch dogs and caught two burglars already. One was a girl, she was very surprised to be fucked by the watch dogs. And yes I did get that on the security tapes.

Jenny and Phil are regular visitors to our house and my bed, as are a lot of Linda's school mates. Lydia and Wendy often drop around as well, as do all of Jane's family.

I'm having an argument with the chairman of the board. The current corporate headquarters is in Brisbane but I don't want to leave Sydney. I've told him if he wants me to take over as the president of the corporation we need to build a new combined facility on the outskirts of Sydney, just up the road from my house. I even provided a full cost benefit analysis of doing so. It'll reduce operating expenses and make a profit from the sale of the prime Brisbane sites. If they want to expand the existing facility in Brisbane then I'm happy to stay as NSW State Manager. He couldn't understand why I didn't want to move until I finally got him to visit Sydney for one of my weekend parties. After meeting my lovelies he understands my reluctance to move house. I think they'll be building in Sydney next year, they want a strong young man to lead the corporation now and they're really focussed on me as the one to do it. They're very sure I'm a strong leader and can provide the intelligent control needed to handle the current and expected business issues.

Wednesday night bowling is lots of fun. Both John and Jane wear the absolute minimum allowed by law, most of the other bowlers spend their time salivating over them. I've had John working out and getting fit since he became my slave and he's now looking quite good, or so the girls tell me.

Oh, I needed a new secretary so Nina got the job after her daughter Danielle was born. And all the girls are doing a cooking course. Naturally they started the week AFTER I hired a top cook, the perverse bunch that they are. But I love them so I accept it.


